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ABSTRACT

As dissatisfaction with posiEivistic social scíence has grown, the

chanpions of a varieÈy of rrinterpretive" theories have prospered. They

c1aín to practise a form of inquiry nore relevant to politics Èhan thaE

carried on by their posiÊivist conpeÈitors; Ehis claim is rooted in the

prior contention that interpretive poliËica1 theory, unlike posit.ivistic

theory, pays due heed Ëo the s e 1f-cons c i-ousness of political actors in

the publÍc rea1m.

These substantial claims do noÈ exempt interpretíve, or
rrhermeneutical, " theories frorn the need Eo answer the question, "what is

good political theory?" The purpose of rhis study is to ask thís

question of Charles Taylorts hermeneutical theory, in an attempt Eo

gauge the scope of Ëhe clains that he has Eade in its behalf.

Scrutiny of Taylor's explicit assertions, as Ëhey are made nanifest

in the contexË of â particular netaphor, is undertaken in order to

explore the close relationshÍp between metaphor choice and meta-

theoretical corDmitrDent. The study concludes Ehat Taylorrs reliance on a

static, vÍsual EeEaphor for theory Ís intíÐately bound up with his

predilecÈion for a theory of practice. It is further argued Ehat this

predilectj.on leads Taylor Eo neglect the problen of anbiguity in

language, and that of plurality in politics. Finally, ir is suggesEed

that these problerns may be more producËively studied in the context of

EeËaphors which nake some reference to auditory, as opposed to purely

visual, experience.
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The unity of the self can only be expressed ín poetic, religious, and
metaphorical s)'rtrbols.

Reinhold NÍebuhr, The Nature and Destíny of Man

The substance of history is !o be found on the level of experíences, not
on the 1evel of ideas.

Eric Voegelin, The Ner¡ Science of Politics

Non in dialectica complacuit Deo salvum facere populum suum.

SainË Ambrose, De f ide

There are nore things ín heaven and earth, Horatio,
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.

l{illian Shakespeare, Ham1e t
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTlON

The Delphic Imperative

Upon Apollo I s Delphic shrine , this maxím was graven: "Know

thyself.rr The ancíenEs reverenced it; plutarch, in his "Letter Èo

Apollonius," hâiled it as one of the È!¡o inscriptÍons at Delphi "which

are Eost indispensable to 1iving."l The second. inscription which won

Plutarchrs commendation, usually lranslâted as 'rNothing in excess," has

also won fane. A third, however, which read, "Give a pledge, or gíve

security, and Ërouble is at hand,rr has passed into relaËive obscurity.

Of aJ-I three Eaxims, "Knovr thyself,, has becoue the nost celebrated,

figuring proninently in literature ancient and modern.2 Undimred by

Ehe centuries, it has b..or" o,åt. IusErous with the passing of Èime, an

imperative Eo which sueceeding generations have acceded. The forms of

its receptÍon have been varied; whÍ1e ít was originally â sínp1e

Ínjunction to hunilÍLy, r¡/e are told, it later acquíred a nore occult

significance. To Socrates, the maxim enjoined searching ethical

reflection; to Ëhe Neo-Platonists, it directed the phllosopher to seek

his place i.n the hierarchy of being. The eârly Church Fathers

interpreted the apothegn as an instructíon to seek out sin in Ëhe heart

as a preparatÍon for repenËance and participation Ín the sacraxûenÈal

life, L,hile the nedieval nystics saw the self-knowledge to be obtaíned

as the first rung upon an inr^rard lâdder which would culxoinate in the
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soulrs union l^rith God. More recent readings range fron the German

idealisEsr rather exÈravagant rendering of the maxin as an adjuration to

Èhe recognition of a universal se lf-cons ciousnes s, on the one hand, to

positÍvistic paens to Ehe meÈhods of natural scienee, on Ehe other.3

A spotty survey of Ehe maxÍmrs pedigree thus reveals it to be an

embleE, in niniature, of the interpretive difficulties endemic to that

v¡hich is coomonly called the "study of ideas," difficulEies by which

nunbers of fortunate scholars get ÈheÍr living. Is iE one maxim or

nany? I¡Ihere ís its meaning to be found, and who is qualified to

announce that he has found it?

Perhaps iÈ would be helpful to resolve these difficulties inco Ewo

distinct but relaËed questions, one of a general, the other of a more

particular nature. The Eore particular question relates to the problen

of locating meaning, or, to pu! it another r^,ay, deliniting a proper

object of study. Meaníng might be supposed Èo be begotten in the mind

of an auËhor, or Eo be made somehow incarnaËe in a Èext, or Ëo be

generated by the inËerpreEing coÐmunity that r¿elcomes such a text. AI1

three supposiÈions have been seized upon, fron Eime to time, as bases

for purportedly noruative interpretive nethods; consíder, for example,

the herneneutics of Schleiermacher and Dilthey, the strucÈuralist

semiology of Ferdinand de Saussure, and the audience-or iented criticism

of Stanley Físh, as ínstances of preoccupalion with author, text, and

lnterpreting conmunity, respectfvely.4

httile an emphasis upon audience is rinely and will doubtless bear

repetÍtion, iË \^'ould be foolísh prematurely to exclude an interest in
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text, or even in the poor, beleaguered author. Especially since the

greaË age of structuralisü, it has been rather fashionable to deride

concern \^rith an authorrs intentions as an intolerable chasing afËer

metaphysícal butterflies. fË has been a long tiEe slnce Arthur

Lovejoyrs heyday, and many of todayrs Eheorists find his capacity to

ínfer rrunit ideasr' - vrith exciting lÍves and careers of their own - from

textual sources, a raËher cheap and easy way to paper over the cracks

that separaËe âuthor, texÈ, and audience from one another.5 To invoke

ideas as explanatory varíab1es, whether one houses them in the nind of

arÌ author or sets them free to roam as agents in hístory, as Lovejoy

did, is to offend those ascetic temperaments Èhât r^'ould prefer Eo stick

closer to the traces of text that we have in hand.

Criticism of a blithe or uncritical inference of "ideas" ís noÈ

without r,rarrant. To offer an accounË of a workrs significance based

solely upon the ídeas that enlivened Ëhe authorrs ûirid leaves the

inËerpreter open to the charge that he entertains pretensions Ëo Ëhe

status of a carníva1 c1aÍrvoyant, o|worse, to thaË of a necromancer;

that is Ëo say, il is to risk rrhypothesizing beyond the ooly evidence L'e

have. "6 Moreover, such a dívinatory recreatíon of the auEhorr s

creative psyche rísks írrelevance, in thât it exalts inquiry into the

process of aesthetic producÈion at the expense of an understanding of

the ¡¿orkts continuing significance in the contexË of a Eraditíon.7

Ideas liberated from the ¡nind of the author, substanËíalized in such a

way that aulhors and audíences can be said to pârticipate in them, may

also hÍnder understandÍng ín Èhat ínterpreters may be beguÍled into
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proclainíng continuitíes where there are none; continulty ín the

use of verbal fornulae may disguise discontínuity in the ideas being

expressed. thereby. 8

These criticisEs âEor¡nt to a plea Eo the Ínterpreter Eo be

attentive to texËual discontinuíËies, to thínk carefully before

pronouncing judgenent upon â texE. Ideas, r^rrites Conal Condren, I'are

synoptic descriptions, or covering terms, for the intetpretive process

fenphasis nine] of bríngirg together inro an íntelligible idenriry parts

of a rlext' (to use an uninfornative term), for whieh a hypothetícal

range of problems forus a conpleting context."9 Thus, the bits of

vocabulary Èhat are believed to signify ideas faíI to do so reliably;

old fornulae reiterated in new pracËical contexts amount to new ideâs,

as do old formulae thaÈ are recoubined ín new ways.lo In sum, Condren,

like Thomas Kuhn and Michel Foucault, asks the reader to "focus upon the

hypothetical and fragile nature of ideas ând intimate or stress Ëheir

írrevocably línguistic location and límitatíons . 'r 
11

This is a reasonable request, and if it ís heeded iË oughÈ to guide

the reader into a careful consideration of the complex int erconnec t ions

that link author, text, and audience. Nonetheless, a \^rord of caution ís

Ín order. Enphasis upon the fragility of ideas must not be permitted to

degenerate into a paranoia r¡hich would exclude the possibility of

j.nferring ideas altogeËher, as soEetilûes seeos to happen in Ëhe terminal

phases of Derridars anËi-me taphysical Eetaphysics. For, following

Condrenrs ci.rcunspecE definiEion, to posit an idea is to offer an

inËerpretive description of Ëhings in the dírection of an inte11ígible



unlËy; to forbid such hypothesj.zing \,rould be to annihílaËe that

provisional assumption of wholeness without r+hich I'Ehere can be no sense

of direction in critÍcal understanding. "12 An inlerdicE of this kind

r,¡ou1d put an end to the creative process of producÍng readings

(ínevitably nisreadings), \rhich enâbles us to enjoy texts; iE would

betray us into a kind of Ëextual positivism which would have us sit,

nute, in Ëhe nidst of a charnel house pÍ1ed high wíth the remaj-ns of

dead letters and dead men.

Reports of the deâth of metaphysics have been greâtly exaggerated.

If one allows the tern to comprehend our attempts to give an account of

our \,rays of thinklng, with reference !o purporÈed structures or

presuppositíons - which admÍssion seeÐs not unreasonable after Kant -

then one allows that rnre can hardly do Ìrithout Eetaphysics, Exploríng

the dark spaces r^'ithin, betr,Jeen, and beyond texts is not merely the

readerrs prerogative, íË is his fate.

The character of readersr metaphysÍcal practices, however, is

alnost maddenÍng1y variable. AlI readers go beyond the textual traces

in their materi-al possession, al1 readers contextualize; not all readers

are equally venturesome. Sone display a hubrisÈric drive toh'ards the

description of a textual unity, L,hi1e others prefer to worry over

details. It is Èhís observation r¿hích prompts us to nove froE the

particular probleE of locatÍng meaning, to the more encompassing problem

of the interpreterrs manner of knovring.

l,ùhen Northrop Frye tells us thaE the assumpËion of r*rholeness is

essential to the project of criEÍcal uuderstanding, he tel1s only half
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the truth. Certainly ít is true ÈhaÈ a r¿i11 to wholeness, a

consEructive, synthesizing dÍsposition, characterizes one fundamentally

(Ëheoretically) ineradicable interpretive Ëendency. This wí1I to

wholeness, however, is but one pole of the interpretive antipodes that I

would ¡¿ish to distinguish.

To suggest, as I have just done, that willing might somehow

determioe a node of interpretation, indeed, a mode of knowing, is to

courË controversy. Perhaps Èhe best r,ray to t/in a moment of índulgence

for this claiE rnrould be to inviEe Ëhe reader to consider the sense of a

question that has been posed by Hannah Arendt, in this regard:

since the ¡,¡ill experÍences ítself as
causing things to happen which otherwise would
not have happened, could it not be that iË is
neither the intellect nor our thirst for
knowledge (which could be stilled by
straightforr^7ard information), but precíse1y
Èhe r¡il1 whÍch lurks behind our quesË for
causes - as though behind every InThy there
exi-sted a latent ¡n¡ish not just to learn and to
knov, but Ëo learn the know-ho¡¿? 13

One night therefore speak, Írith Michel Foucault, of a certain 'rwill

to knowledge'r or rrr¿ill to truth,rr whích, I'reliant upon instituEional

support and distribution, tends to exercise a sort of pressure, a por¡rer

of constraint upon other forns of discourse ...."I4 Foucault treats

this rr¡¡ill to knowledge'r as a phenomenon peculÍar Eo the experience of

European phílosophy, inextricable from a uatrix of pracÈices, possessed

of its o\,¡n particular hj.story: 'rthe history of a range of subjects to be

learned, the history of the functions of the knowing subject, the

history of material, technical aud instrumental investûent ín

knowledge. t'15 This description of the r¿iL1 Ëo knowledge clearly
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indicates Èhe peril inherent in âny attempt to sever an accounÈ of thÍs

will fron Íts pracËícal contexÈs, to offer an overly abstract or

universalized account of íts functioning. Foucaultrs cautiorl on this

score puts one in mind of Blakers warning that "Eo generalize is to be

ân ldiot - to parËicu1årize is the alone dfstincËion of urerit."16

FoucaulÈ hírnself, ho¡¿ever, has guardedly opened the door to a

generalizatÍon, a synoplic description, in the very act of affi.xi.ng Ehe

term ".¡í11" to the history to which he alludes. For our ow¡. purposes,

therefore - and coincidenÈa1ly to delight any readers of a sËructuralÍst

sensibiliËy - perhaps r,re nay be permitted Ëo furÊher our criticism of

Fryers notion of critical understanding by "rnaking an ídea," Èhat is, by

positíng a dichoÈomy beÈween tr^ro kÍnds of nil1ing, tr^'o interpretive

tendencíes . Frye I s wí11 to wholeness is one such tendency, a

dísposition which seeks to found, Ëo construcÊ, to offer a synthetic

interpretation. The other, opposed Êendency, just as irreducible, is a

disposition towards rarefaction, deconstruction, díssolution of existing

in t erpre tations .

To nake such a distínction is Èo tell the story of a will divided

against itself, whíIe still renaining, in some wise, recognizably \,¡i11,

W1lling ls thus comprlsed of wllling and nilling, of an afflrnation of

the concepÈs ¡shich (contingently) open up an interpretation, and a

negatÍon which disrupEs both concepÈ and interpretation. Ifannah Arend!

puts it Ëhis \ray:
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The faculty of Choice, so decisive for Ëhe
liberum arbitrium, here applies not to the
deliberative selection of neans tohrard ân end
but prÍtrarily - and, ín Augustire, exclusively
- Eo the choice betr,/een vel1e and nolle-,
betvreen willíng and niltingl-fhis t o Ilã-" has
nothing to do with Ehe Í¿i11-no t-to -will, and
it cannot be translated as l-wil1-not because
thís suggests an absence of r¡ill. Nolle is no
less actively transitive than vel1e, no less a
faculty of will; Íf I will lrhat I do not
desire, I ni1l my desires; and in the sanne r,ray

' I can ni11 what reason tells me is right. In
every act of the wil1, there is an l-r¡ill and
!-q!!! involved. These are the two wills
whose "díscord'r Augustine said "undid fhis]
sou1."l7

In practice, then, willing and nilling coexist in varying

proportion, being manÍfested in what St. AugustÍne called "fluctuations

of the soul" beËween Eany (potentially) equally desirable ends.18 In

Èhe retireEent of thought, hor¿ever, we may wish to characterize modes of

inÈerpretation as consËructive or deconstructíve, Ínsofar as willing or

nilling seems to be the predominant partner in a particular inlerpretive

moders "wi1l Ëo knowledge.r' This distinction corresponds closely to one

that Richard Rorty makes in his Philosophy and the Mirror of NaEure,

bet¡¡een "systematic" and I'edifying" philosophy; the former aÈtempts to

supply its practÍtioners with a comprehens ive , r{eIl-art iculaËed

program of study, while Ëhe latËet is 'rdesi-gned to make the reader

question his own motives for philosophizing."l9

hrtrile my synpathíes rest largely wiÈh the latter, edífying mode,

and lhe interpretive strategies rnrhích iE might employ, Ít \.'ould be a

Eístake to treat Èhe t\.'o modes as Eutually exclusive, The mos! rigorous

decons truct ionis t cannol avoid, in Ehe nidst of his deconsËruction,

positing certain generaliti.es, if only to deconstruct theu agaín;
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in generalizíng, of course, he flÍrts r.7i.th idÍocy, with becoming a

solely private person whose judgements no longer mean much of anything

to his fellows. This is a diffículty faced by anyone who would describe

anything, whether to confírm or to disrupt the conventional sense; in

the end, each of us is responsÍble for the generalíties and the

particularíties which he describes. Considered in this líght, the

interpretive problero of the inference of ideas froE textual sources

takes on the aspect of a question relating to a judgeEent of taste: the

theorist (or other ürould-be arbiter of nethod) nust decide how much

latitude caa be afforded the ínterpreter, at what point pârticularítíes

become unintelligible masses of detail, generalities vacuous or

misleading. The governance of processes of interpretlve inference thus

becoues a questÍon of ho\r to atEain proper proportions, r,¡hi.ch wÍ1l not

offend the canons of a parËícular will to knowledge.

The hnro interpreEive Eendencies \rhich we have delineated, the

willing and the nilling of textual wholeness, are anply illustrated in

the variety of reactions to gnothi sauton. The Apollinian rationalism

of the American classicist Edith Hamilton exemplifies beauÈifully the

r¿í11 to wholeness. For l{amilÈon, lhe xûaxi¡n encapsulates Ehe spirit of a

struggle for intellectual 1Íberty, agaínst the oppression of sâcerdotâl

tyranny. The Greeks, she wriÈes, "dared nothing less than Ëo thror¿ the

light of reason upon dreadful powers taken coupleeely on trust

every¡vhere else, and by Ehe exercise of the intellígence, to banish

them."20 This had been possible only through the renunciation of

religion and the incalculable; HamilÊon observes that Éhis renuncíation
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is nowhere more strongly expressed than in the words of the Delphic

inperative, ¡¿hose sense is I'rnarked by a Eotal absence of the idiorn of

priestly formulas al1 the world over."21 Self-knowledge purges rhe

knower of irratíonality so as to free hiu for his noetic ascent to an

O1lnnpian height, untí1 he attains rrthe eternal perspectÍves, clear and

calm."22

others, of course, have felt otherwise. Friedrich Nietzsche,

rnrho seemed to concur in Haniltonrs initial reading of gnothí

sauton, sought, in his characÈerist i ca1ly violent fashíon, Ëo violate

the uaximrs received meaning and Èo reinEerpret the idea of knowledge

iÈse1f . He regarded the banishment of I{amilton I s "dreadful

porÀrersrr as a diminishment of mants being. "Know thyself,I'

in Ëhis lÍght, seens a rebuke to the dead Dionysus, lying in hÍs

tomb at the foot of Apollors golden statue in the temple at De1phi.23

Dionysus, as the god of inspiration and ecstasy, suffering and

terror, \4ras the deity who manifested humanítyrs experience of Èhe

dreadful powers Èhat assert theoselves from without and from r,¡Íthin.24

DÍonysus was, furEhermore, precisely he whose lack of self-knowledge

betrayed him into â grÍsly death; for, according to the Dyth, Èhe infânt

Dionysusr chíldish fascination with an unaccustomed sighË - his o!ùrt

reflection in a mirror - disarmed hiu long enough Eo allow a group of

Titans to aÈtack and dismember hiu,25 In short, Dionysus, for al1 the

power that he reptesented, was a tragic, a1l-too-hu.nan god.

Nietzsche rejoiced in the Dionysus nyth, and in the scandal he

engendered by pitting thât nyth against raÈionalist inËerpretations of
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the Delphic imperative, "Know thyself.r' He argued that the sort of

knowledge Èhat Éhe naxi.n seems to elevate undercuEs the possibility of

embracing 1i.f e in its fullness:

To become what one is one rnust noE have the
faÍntest notÍon what one is. Fron this poinÈ
of view even the qlgllþj, of life have their
olrn meaning and value - the occasional sj.de
roads and !,/rong roads, the delays,
"modesties", seriousness wasted on tasks that
are reEote from the task. All fhis can
express â great prudence, even Ëhe supreme
prudence; where nosce te iÞsum \rould be Ehe
recipe for rui.n, forgettÍng oneself,
oísunders tanding oneself, uraklng oneself
sma11er, narrower, mediocre, becone reason
i.tself.26

It ¡¿ould be !¡rong to suppose thaÈ NieEzsche \,ras not seeking

knowledge, after his own fashion, despiÈe his ostensible rejecEÍon of

the Delphic inperaÈive. In fact his r^rritings affirn the value of

knowledge as a discipline, a kind of spiritual calisthenics to be

undertaken vzithin the contexË of a partícu1ar way of life:

The nost spÍritual human beings, as the
!]!IeIlgeS!, fÍnd their happiness r¡here oÈhers
would find their destruction: in the
labyrinth, ín severíty tor¡ards Ehexûselves and
others, in attemptingi their joy lies in self-
constraint: v¡ith theE ascetÍcisE becomes
nature, need, instincË. They consider Ëhe
hard task a priviLege, to play with vices
r¿hich over¡¡helu others a recreation ....
Knowledge [ls for theo] - a form of
asceticism.2T

Nietzsche rejects, then, is Ëhe very hope that HaEilton

the hope thaË in the search for knowledge one may expeet to

"the eternal perspec!Íves, clear and ca1m." IE is not Ehat

to negaLe the ApoLlinían in íËs totaliËy' for he recognizes

I,Ìha t

cherishes,

attain to

he wÍshes
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that the Apollinian love of form is essential to certain kinds of

endeavour, and to the plastic ârts in particular, which fiovereome the

suffering of the individual by rhe radiant glorifi-caÈion of Êhe eternity

of the phenomenon .. . . "28 In The Birth of Traeedv, however,

Nietzsche presses upon the reâder an appreciation of Ehe arts \*7hich bear

the inport of the suffering which the Aporlinian overcones, ûrost notably

musíc. (The workrs orígÍna1

Spirit of Music. )

title rras The Birth of Treqedw ôflf ôf rhê

The Apollinían glorification of eterna] phenomena, of radiant

appearance, is thus to be counterbalanced by a Dionysian dlmamism, which

carries Ëhe phenonena before it, crying:

'rBe as I am! Aníd the ceaseless flux of
phenomena I am the eternally creative
prÍuordial uother, eternally inpelling to
existence, eternally findi!g satisfaction in
this chânge of phenoraen¿!" 29

Nietzschers deepest veneration is reserved for Greek tragedy, which

ín his vieLr integrates the characteristics of the plastíc arts and of

uusic, Ëhe static and the dynamic, the realm of appearance and the realn

of inr,rrardness. Tragedy satisfÍes the hunger of eye and ear, offering up

a radiant ínage of hunan character, whose brilliant lineamenÈs are

inexorably washed away by the chorusr sonorous tide, the voices of

judgement and of doom.30

Nietzsche conmends to us a tale of the uneasiness of form; arÈ,

while it is noÊ without its momerLtary coherences and tenporary

so1ídiÈÍes, is at its best a rnode of expression vulnerable to the

ravishEents of time, Knowledge aLso, as a strange kind of ascetic
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recreation, or re-creation, exists aÐidst the ceaseless flux of

pheaomena. Rather than seek a conmanding vision at the OllmpÍan

heights, the reader is urged ro find hís happiness in the labyrinrh.

A labyrinËh is a maze in !¡hich, once one has entered, no

clear, encornpassing vie\^l is possible, Knowledge in such a place i_s

radícally problematic. Short glânces ahead, Èhe sense of touch,

attention to echoes - these are the clues at oners disposal. It is a

Ëerrifyingly finiËe perspectÍve, one which dictates a certain

circuuspectíon in plottíng oners progress, for oners projections may at

any moment be dísrupted by a confrontation v¡ith a dead end, or may J-ose

their cogency as one neanders down a confusing passager^¡ay.

Knowledge in a labyrinth is ambíguous, for one is never certair

Iarhat !¡i11 turn up next; nor can one predict what shape oners memories

may assume when they are confronted triÈh ner,J fragments of data.

Knowledge in a labyrinth Ís also plural, its form contingent upon the

purposes of those immured $¡i.thin the naze. Soure may be seeking a way

out, others may try to undetmine the r¿alls, r¿hi1e others still may be

contenE to pass the time admíriDg patËerns in the brÍck-r¿ork. All of

theo r+i11 learri certain things in connection wÍth their chosen pursuits,

but the question r^rhich mighÈ obviously seem to be the ultimate one, the

question about each activítyrs Ínlrinsic rationaliEy, cannot be answered

without a coEpreheDsive survey of Êhe maze as a whole.

The debate about the naÊure, or perhaps lDore properly, the

siluaEíon of our knowledge, seems an intetminable huuan enterprise. IÈ

is not unusual for us huuans to think âbout our problens and
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possibilitÍes, our uni.que condition and the neans at our disposal Eo

cope wiÈh its exigencies. In short, !¿e thÍnk about our practices and,

for good or ill, often Èry to say soErething intelligibte about thern.

hrhy we undertake this thínking ând speakíng about practices is not

altogether clear; in his Metaphysics ArisÈotle suggests that v/e are

actuated both by a need to solve inmediate problems, and by a desire to

apprehend, whích offers íts o\,rn rewards. "A1l uen," he says siuply, ;'by

nature desire to kno¡¡, "31

A1as, however, self-absorbed creatures thaÈ we are, we seem unable

to rest content Lrith our thinking; thinking itself becoEes problenatic

for us. And so, in âddítion to questions that Ì¡e conmonly ask âbout

our practice of politics, for instance - quesÊions about war and peace,

legitiEacy ând authority, parËicipation and exclusíon - Lre are soon

tempted or forced to begin asking a ne\s set of questions, v¡hj-ch r¡e dub

rrrne ta- theoret ica1. " How do r¡¡e think about politics? How do we

coÐEunícate our understandings? ls there a \,¡ay in which r¿e necessarily

do think and speak âbout life in the poliÈical realm? A way j-n which r.re

definitely oughË to think and speak about politi.cs? Or, are some \,¡ays

of thinking and speaking abour po1íÊics simply nore hel-pful Êhan others,

j.n soEe given conÈext ?

These are questions which, fundanentally, go to the problem of $/haÈ

a good theory about politj.cs might be li.ke. They are questions abouL

the theory of theory, íf lt is possible to speak of such a lhing; more

properly, Ehey âre questions about "neËa-theory.'r To theorize is to

engage in a human acÈiviËy; prima facie, ít seeEs reasonable Èo suppose
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thaÈ, if we can think about our other day-to-day activiEies' such as

getting a haircut or no!¡ing the la¡¿n, it should be jusl as Possíble to

think abouE thínking (or theorízing) itself. In Practice' hor¿ever'

thinking has shown itself to be ân excePtionally eluslve subject natEer'

To be sure, thinking about thinking has about it an aura of what some

have calLed divinity; Aristotle avers thaE rrlt must be of itself that

the divine Ehought thinks (since it is Ehe nost excellent of things)'

and its thinking is a Ehinking on thinking."32 This is a1l very well,

but such diviníty presunably has an eterniÈy in which to âppreciate the

boundlessness of its or^rn thought, whereas we do not. Nonetheless, \te

continue to marvel aE the far-ranging, alEtost boundless exPerience thaE

is thinkíng, Insofar as AristoËlers conment âbout thoughtrs dÍvinÍty

holds true' we shouLd be neiEher surprised nor alarmed if we discover

thaE the language of EeLa-theory in Politics, like chat of âpoPhatíc

contemplation in theological discourse, tells us more about \*'hât Èheory

is not than L'hat it is, indeed, tells us more âbout our ignorance than

our knowledge, At the extremities of such inquiry, \'Ie Ðay feel

constrained to concur in the judgement of P seudo-Dionys ius the

AreopagiEe, that "the more iË clirnbs, the more language falters, and

r,7hen it has passed up and beyond the ascent' it will turn silent

completely, since it wíIl finalty be at one with hiro who is

indescribable. "33

So considered, the difficulties oÍ Eeta-theoly nay seem

insurEountable. ilowever, in the case of political theory' our present

concern, further problems arise to tease Lhe hapless homo
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methodologicus, for political theory is a dwelling in absences, a doubly

inÊerstitÍal inquiry. As regards the ¡rethod of his inquiry, Ehe

political theorist hovers beLween Ëlro discursive standards, the diction

of the political world, r^ríth its altendân! prioríties, and Ehe language

of philosophical discussion, wiEh its often conflicting goods. The

political theorist, as hgp rne thodologÍcus, hovers between these two

L'orlds, expecting (and being expected) to say somethÍng of value to

each. As night be anEj.cipated, Èhis aËteEpt Eo address Ewo already

heterogeneous audiences, Èhis "compound norüaÈive appeâ1," presents

acute problems of neaning and relevance, as the Eheorist rrmusË persuade

and appraise according to serutinized conventÍon, buÊ by degrees, and

j anus-like . "34

Secondly, and distincEly, as regards the ma!Ëer of his inquiry, the

political theorist once again hovers between tllro discursive modes, the

Ianguage of ËechnÍque and the language of norality or ethics.35 once

again, the politicâl theorist must adapc his analysis Eo tÞ¿o kinds of

conversational style, whose intersection may be (and hopefully is)

considerable, but is never guaranteed. It is a confusing place in which

to operate; indeed, as Rei.nhold Niebuhr observes, "The realn of polítics

is a twilight zone where ethícal and technícal issues ueet."36

Given the apparent difficulty of Eeta-theore t ical questions lrhich

nay arise froE political practice, the theoristrs suspension betrnreen

modes of discourse that soueEiEes' seeE incoEpatible, and the likelihood

ËhaE his words '¡i11 falter just as he seems to be approaching synoptic

adequacy, why should ¡ve bother about ueta-Èheory?
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First, Eo gloss Aristotle, it night be suggested Ehat such rhínking

is a uniquely human excellence, in which happiness may be found. Should

thÍs supposiEion be correcÊ, the meta-theoretical pursuiÊ needs no

further justification; should it prove fa1se, and no virtue waít upon

the diligence of Ehe inquirer, perhaps at least an appeased vanity

ar4raiÈs.

Secondly, however, lt i.s imporlant to remetrber \,/hat AristoÈle has

lo say regarding the practicaL importaûce of polítical knowledge itself,

Ëhe form of Èhinking upon which \{e propose to Èhink. For Arístot1e, Ehe

polis is that realn which is sufficíently encompassing to serve as t.he

household of the virtues, the place where men nay seek happÍness.37

And of poliEícs itself, Aristotle \^¡riEes, rrSince polj-tics uses the resÈ

of the scÍences, and since, again, iË legislates as to \.rhât I^'e are to do

and \rhat we are to abstaín froE, the end of this scÍence must include

Ehose of Ehe others, so ËhaË this end nust be Ehe good for nan,"38

If, as Aristotle suggests, the meta-Eheoretical actÍviEy is

intrinsically excellent, or if, as he also suggests, its subject trlatter

is intrinsicâl1y signifÍcant, to dismiss the pursuÍt. on epistemological

grounds may be an unr¡arranüed subordÍnation of Eheoretical relevance to

Eethod; such a subordination, says Eric Voegelin, can only amounË to a

perversion of the neaning of science.39

The crux of the Eatter is this: in Èodayrs political theory, claÍns

are being måde, irferences are being drawn, which have the po!/er to

affect lhe way ín which we understand ourselves, and thereby, the \^'ay we

1ive. Not invariaily, but not infrequently eÍther, theorists are
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urgíng choices upon us, presentíng those of us \¿ho live in Ehe political

realm L'ith vi-sÍons of what good theory should be, Èheoretical constructs

r^rhich seeo to follow ineluetably fron their me ta- Èheoret ical criteria,

and finally ethicâl and prâcEical prescrÍpÈions which seem to follov,r

just as ineluctably from their theoretical precepts.

A1l such theorists and theories Eâke demands upon us; it is

incumbenË upon students of politícs Èo take stock of these demands at

the level of ueta-theory, theory, and practice. Such a stock-taking can

serve us in Ër^ro \rays. First, to paraphrase Keynes, it can help L¡s to be

nore than the mere slaves of some defunct politicâl theorist.40

Secondly, such an effort can help us to preserve â po1ítica1 living

space whÍch we find to be civil, and hopefully, congenía1. For, as Eric

Voegelín so clearly perceived, our "institutions rest on ideas, or

s¡zmbols, of self- interpte tat ion shared by a people and ,.. if such

interpretations go Ëo pieces, the institutions do so as we1l.,'41

After some de1ay, then, \,¡e return to the díffÍcult question, "htrat

should a good theory å.bout politics be lj"ke?" It is a pressing

question, inasmuch as a number of contenporary theorists are clamouring

to ans!¿er it for us. Before proceedíng to examine the âns\,¡er that ís

being advanced by Charles Taylor, a Canadian political theorisË, it

mighË be h'ise to return, for a moment, to the quesÈion posed at the

outset, the problem of the Delphíc inperative. lalhat is the sitr¡ation of

our knowing? Is it to be o1)'npian or labyrinthine?

The answers to these questions are crucial for our understanding of

poliÊícal Ëheoryrs possibilities. For Nietzscher the metaphor of Êhe
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labyrinth is essential to help us recognize the plurality and ambiguity

of hunan practical knowledge, whose se lf- transfornât i.on in the effluxion

of tine is one of his consuming preoccupations. As a polemicist,

NieÈzsche disâvo\,¡s the great Delphic naxím in order to accomplish its

transvaluation. Ilis rejection of clarity, forE, and stability is far

froro absolute; his debt to SocraEes, Plato, AristoËle, and especially

the Stoics is considerable, and his affirnation of a ner¿ kind. of

knowledge is a heartfelt one.42 It is, however, a new Lray of knowing

that Nietzsche describes; he re-shapes the textual naterials at hand.,

gíving a ne\,¡ account of the possibilities and limits of knowledge.

IÊ is ân account radically ât variance r,riËh the Ollmpian interpretaËion

of Ëhe Delphic imperative:

Theory and practice - Fateful disÊinction, as
if there \rere an actual drive for knor¿ledge
that, r{ithout r"gard -iã- ques-tions of
usefulness and harm, r4'ent blindly for the
Ëruth; and then, separate froE thís, the r¡hole
r"rorld of practical Ínterests . .. .

Morality is such a curious science because it
is in Ëhe highest degree practical: so that
the posiríon of pure knoÇfãage, scientifíc
integrity, is at once abandoned as soon as Èhe
clairns of rnorality uust be ansr^rered. MoraliÈy
says: I need måny ans.wers - reasons,
arguüents; scruples can come afterwards, or
not at all. 43

In lhe world of practical interests, of practical knowledge, first

clrcunscribed by AristoÈ1e's Ethics and politics, Nietzsche suggests

that the relationship bet\,reen theory and practice is ân intimate and.

probleDatic orie. Moreover, not only are theory and practice inseparably

conmingled, but, in the world of practical inËerests prove to be prolean
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in their response to circumstance; in Êhe labyrinth of politics,

noraliËy demands many ans\^7ers.

Charles Taylor

Nietzschets vie¡¿ of knor^'1edge, particularly in rhe realn of the

ethical, whÍch, following Niebuhr, is one of the poles thaE helps to

define political spacê, has been hotly contested. one of those who has

expended considerable energy in contesting NieÈzschers conceptions of

truth ís Ëhe contemporary Canadian political philosopher, CharLes

Taylor. In his most reeenÈ r¿ork, Sources of the Se1f, Taylor mounts a

sustained critique of. latter-day discíples of Nietzsche like Michel

Foucâult, arguing essentÍally that their Èheorizing is Ínpaired by a

cerÈain noral tinidity. l{e contends Ëhat theír pluralizing of truth,

their oultiplication of knowledge, and their general hesitancy to

ârticulate the frarnework of the good 1ife, constitute 'rblinkers r.rhich

prevent us fron acknowledgÍng lhe force of goods, Ieave us unmoved by

Èhem, or, if we are noved, induce us to mÍsidentífy this as sone non-

noral euotion."44 this sappíng of moral resolve, he concludes, "speaks

strongly in favour of the attenpt Ëo articulâte the good in sone kind of

philosophical prose. "45

This is the debate in a nutshell-, but like any cursory description,

this one fails to capture what is Ínteresting about Taylorrs counter-

clain. Certainly Taylor is concerned "Eo articulaËe the good in some

kind of philosophical prose," but his project has been a far more
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anbitious one than this Eode s t ly-phras ed aspiration suggests. In his
essay, "Social Theory As practice, " Taylor stakes out his meta_

theoretical battleground' arguing for a sort of Eheorizing which v¡ou1d

Easter theory iEself, a theorizing which, by "givíng clarity abou! the

practice of theorízÍng will help us to understand more about the scope

and validiËy of our theories."46 Conmenting further upon this goal in
a footnote, Taylor remarks upon Ehe "iEportant points of convergence"

between his ornm vÍews and those set forth by pierre Bourdieu in his
Outline of a The 47

Taylorrs observation is an interestÍng, even revealing one; indeed,

the pages that foltow could well be considered little ¡aore than an

excursus upon the questions raised by his provocative little fooÈnote.

Täylor wíshes to theorize about practices, including

theoretical practices, and this uuch we shal1 granÊ hirn as an

uncontroversial pastÍme. Does he, however, wish to develop an "outline
of a theory of practice?', lf he did, ¡¿hat would this rnean?

To be fair, it must be noted Ehat there is no proper answer Eo

these questions r,¡hich fâi1s to engage Taylor himself, a living
phílosopher, in answeríng then. I,¡hâ t follows, therefore, is a kind of

nisreading of raylorrs texts' a consideration of certairl predirections,

substantive theEes, and stylistic habits which recur in his r¡ork. This

being saíd, lt seems evident that Taylor does engage, textually, in a

cerÊain flirtaËion rrÍth the idea that Ëhere could be a Èheory of
practice. Although 

'oitigated by oÈher theoretical interests, Èhis
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flirtation gives tise to some concerns regardiÐg the ímport of Taylorrs

Êheoretical \,rork.

Taylorts \'/ork is of such ínterest because, in ân era síngularly

obsessed with questions of technique, he has undertaken Eo re-focus

aÈÈention upon the ethical dímension of politics. htren, as has

sonetiEes been the case, the technÍcal questíoDs relevant Èo political

lÍfe are obscured, politics becomes torpid; v¿hen the ethical questions

are forgotten, it beco¡nes arid. As Willian Barrett hâs observed, Ëhe

pleasant pragmatisur of American psychology is not r^rithout its

consequences for Ëhe ciEizen, inasmuch as íts behaviorisÈ varianËs have

sought to nake the notion of genuíne political choice obsolete.43

It \ras this incÍpient Ëechnoctacy of the psyche that first gave

iupetus to Charles Taylorrs theoretíca1 enterprise, furnishíng the

object of critique for one of hís first Eajor works, The

.49 The book is a searching criEicism oflanation

mechanistic âccouûts of human behaviour, which offers â sophisticaÉed

description of the levels of explanation which rnay be constructed to

explain, or explain ar^ray, that behaviour, Taylorrs overarching goal is

to restore the legitímacy of teleological discussions about human

behaviour; he forcefully contends that íÈ sti1l nûakes good sense to

speak of goal-directed, purposive behaviour, rejuvenati[Ìg an

AristoËe1ian perspective inadequately dispâtched by the ',calilean

revolutionrr in the natural sciences. He argues that "to assume frou the

superiority of Galilean principles in the sciences of inanimate nature

thaÈ they must provide the model for the scÍences of ani¡nate behaviour
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is Ëo Eråke a speculâtive 1eap, not to enunciate

conc1usion. "50

a necessarv

Having opened the conversation, as it \,rere, wíth a deuonstration of

the vulnerability of mechanistic and atomist assumpÈíolls inported into

the human scíences, and having clearly distanced hirnself from the

implicacions of those assunptions for a satisfactory accounE of huEan

âgency, Taylor began to explore alternaËíves wiEhin the I"iestern

phílosophÍcal tradiËion, âlternatives r,rhich, to his \^ray of thinking,

offer greater scope for an inEerpretation of human activíty as purposive

acÉion, within the bounds of poliÈ1ca1 cornmunity. The chief fruit of

this exploraÊíon is his substântial llegel, which focussed upon the great

phenomenologist I s atteEpts to situate huuan subjectívity within

connunity and withín history.5l The ¡¡ork I s distinguishing

characteristic is íts stress upon the llegelian notion of freedom as a

state of being which must be substantía1ly (and therefore also

spíritually) actualized in Ëhe course of social and political life. It

is thÍs promise of a "situated subjectivity" which makes Hegelts thought

an "indispensable point of reference" for conteEporary EhoughÈ, in thaE

'rllegelrs writings provide one of Ehe most profound and far-reachÍng

atÈeEpEs to t"¿ork out a vision of embodíed subjectÍviËy, of thought and

freedom emerging from Ëhe stream of lÍfe, finding expression Ín the

forms of social existence, and di.scovering themselves in relatíon to

riature and hístory."52 hr'hile one suspects that the anÈicipaÈion of such

â freedom must have been some!¡hat dízzyj-r€ (although probably no nore so

than the expectancy accompanying most eschatological promises), it has
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the virtue, for Taylor, of opening questions abor¡t the adequacy of
present-day liberal, individualist, and atomíst assumptions.

For present purposes, and leaving aside for Èhe noment a number of

essays and polenics inEeresËing in their ov¡n right, Taylorrs next major

publication is of Ehe greatest rerevance. His Ewo-vorume collectiou
entitled the Philosophicâl papers, to which we have alreâdy alluded,

offers a large samplíng of essays !¡hich constitute perhaps his fullest
rûethodological stateüent, and which bear witness to his continuíng

preoccupation L'ith Ehe theory of theory and, i.ndeed, \,/ith the

possibility of a theory of practice. Taylor's avorÀred interest in
actualizing human agency by the cultivation of freedon in the bounds of
an intiEâte, particípaEoty poliËy gives rj.se to questÍons about his
strategy for resolving the conflicts which may arÍse in the confÍnes of
such a polity. The philosophical papers, especially as they touch upon

the role of politícal theory, ad.vance Taylorrs tentative suggesEions in
this regard, though not, one should. hasten to add, in any progranmatic

fashion.

Taylor's nost recent alâjor r,rrork, Sources of the Self, is
unquestionably his most exhausÈive, as iÈ takes up the inÈerpretive

method sketched out in rhe philosophical papers and offers a historical
account of human agency, of the "development" of the modern idenËity.
In the course of so doing, Taylor interprets, adjudicaÈes, and offers
nuubers of substantíve judgements regarding the Eerits and shortcoEings

of various uodes of Ehought. For the Eoment, its significance lies in the

light it sheds upon Taylorrs prior theoretical coÐmiÈmenÈs. Ilo$/ever, it
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should be noted that' from first to rast, Taylor is concerned t.o explore

the nature of human agency, its embodiment in his torically-cons t i tut ed

connuníti.es, and the role of the theoríst ín interpreting the exercise

of agency, so consÈíÈuEed. These are all issues which cannot fai.r to

interest the student of political theory, and raylorrs work offers an

ever-r^ridening account of their significance and interplay.

Before reEurníng E.o the question of Taylorrs espousal of a Èheory

of practi.ce, our centtal concern, it is perhaps in order to make nention

of one further Ehene which permeates his works, especially latÈerly.
Taylor places hlnself in the "hermeneutíc" tradition; thaÈ is, he r¡ishes

to ackno\,¡ledge, first of a1l, that "huuran beÍngs are self-inËerpreting

anina1s," to articulaÈe Ehese self-interpretaËions, and Ehen to offer a

more comprehensive interpretation of their relati.onshÍps and irnport.53

In nai.ntaining Èhis approach, he wlshes to follo\,¡ in the tradiEion of

Martin Heidegger in holding thaÈ 'r interpre Ëat ion plays no secondary

oPtional role, but is essential to huEan existence."54

Ilermeneutic Ëheory is less a cohesive body of thoughr than a

collection of writings marked by certaín coumon emphases, Nonetheless,

these emphases are quite pronounced:

.. . herueneutical EheorÍes of understandiûg
argue thaË aII hunan understanding Ís neverrwithout wordsr and never routside of tine.'
0n the contrâry, what is dísËÍnctive about
hurnan understanding is EhaE lt is always in
terns of some evolving linguístic fra¡oework
that has been r¿orked out over tltre in terEs of
some historically conditioned set of concerns
and practices. In short, herneneutical
thinkers argue that language and history are
always both conditions and linits of
unders tanding. 55
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ln assessing Taylor's contribution to herneneutical theory, it will

be inportant to consider Èhe way in whi.ch he acknowledges, or fails to

acknowledge, Èhe force of Language and history as conditions and limiEs

of the undersEandings that he interprets, and of lhe understanding that

he is seeking.

The PossÍbilíty of a Theory of practice

A little pointedly, Conal Condren remarks Èhat plato, in contrast

to Aristotle, rrspent his life asserting the overarching authoriÈy of

philosophy, in whose demeaning shador¿ all other intelleclual activities

lay.,.."56 Certainly Edith HanilËon, in singing her paen Eo the

Ol-y'mpian vista, was playíng Echo Èo Plators far nightler Narcissus. IE

r¿as he who sÈanped upon an: Western mind the superiority of the

contemplative 1ife, the infallibiliËy of knowledge, the cou¡mensurab ili ty

of huxûan goods, and the possibility of a theory of prâctice. The legacy

of his thought, for politícs, is an arubiguous one. "Escape from the

frailËy of human affairs inËo the solídity of quiet and order," wri.tes

Hannah Arendt, 'rhas ín facÈ so much !o recommend ít that Ehe greater

part of po11tica1 philosophy since Plato could easily be interpreEed as

various atteEpts to escape from politics altogether."57

For Plato, thê puÌe operations of reason lead the philosopher to
I'the contemplation of essence and Ëhe brightest region of being,"

thereby revealing the Form of the Good, thât ultiuaÈe reality that gives

"truth to the objects of knowledge and Èhe power of knowing to the
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knower."58 The perceptÍon of thís ultixnate Form reveals the nature and

order of reality; it is this sublÍue knowledge which enables the

phÍlosopher to make a definitive pronouncement upon Ehe intrinsi.c worth

and relative merits of those Ehings Ehat hunans believe to be goods. 0f

course Plato makes such a pronounce¡0en!, exalting reason as rhe chief

human capacity, and íts exercise as lhe crown of hunan endeavour. As

Hannah Arendt observes, \,¡iÈh sone distaste, in Plâtors poliÈical

philosophy "the whole uÊopiân reorganization of polis lífe is noË only

dlrected by the superior ínsíght of Ehe philosopher, but has no aim

olher than to make possÍb1e the philosopherts way of life."59

Now, to rhe heart of thlngs - the question of the possibility of a

theory of practice. To ask this quesËion of Plato, posed in these

terms, is undoubtedly to perpeÈrate an anachronÍsn; however, the

conmissÍon of such hermeneutic inpropríeties often proves pleasant, or

instructÍve, or at least a solace Ín Èines of trial.60 ldhy eLse wou1d.

one pore over the classícs? At any rate, the quesÈion is this: Is it

possíble for theory, whether it be conceived as a kínd of masÈer

practice or as a mode of exístence entÍrely sui generis, to map ouE our

being wirh such perspieaciÈy that, in any situation, it is possible Eo

artículate the r{hole range of our options and, furthermore, to declare

that the better course is also the deoonstrably rational one?

Plato seems Êo ans\,¿eÌ thi.s question in che affirmative. In Book lV

of The Republic, he systenatically orders and evaluates Ehe activi.ties

of soul and state, 
1"d 

Èhe virtues with vzhÍch Ehese activities âre

âssociated. To the philosopher if is given to know the constiËuent
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virÈues of the soul - \,/Ísdom, courage, and sobrlety - and to know their

proper placement in the econouy oÍ the psyche and Ehe po1is.6l

Moreover, ât various points in his \,¡ritíngs, Plato suggests Èhat it is

possibte to take ratioriaL action in pursuit of rationally-ordered ends.

ln the Protagoras, Socrates even inEimates that rational âction in the

real-m of practical decísion-naking ís essenLially akin Eo calculation or

Eeasurement; rational practÍce gets beyond the play of appearances by

evaluating a1l possible courses of action in terms of Ehe known truÈh,

Ëhus dissolving anbÍvalence and practical uncertainty.62

If practical action may be undertaken in a manner similar to a

process of measuremenl, the good trora1 or political theory rrould seen to

be the one úrhich obviates moral perplexity, and even noral

deliberatíon.63 It is thís pronise of certilude, so disturbing to

Arendt, who considered íÈ an ill-advised reÈreat from poliEics, nhich

has exercised such a great sway over Plators intellectual descendants.

From hís day to ours, the quest for certainty ín matters of moraJ-s and

public affairs has losE none of iËs attrâc!ívêness, and meta-Eheory

has deemed inadequate any theory which failed to prorBise such certainty.

0f little inËerest !o us at presenË, but of considerable iuporÊance

in Ehe world at large, are the representatives of positivist political

science, whose concerns inÈersect but little with Ëhose of P1ato, but

who are identífiably his disciples in certain imporËant respects, His

fascÍnalion !¡ith numbers and neasurenent they have inherited, perhaps Èo

a norbid degree. More significanËly, Ehey retain a vÍew of polj.LÍcal-

Ëheory as necessarily sysÊemaÈic and conprehensive, âscribing Ëo it the
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goals of explanaËion, prediction, and control. These are Charles

Taylor's orÍginal adversaries, the behaviorists and their i1k, whose

goal in political science is "the objective explanatíon of political and

social life through statistical correlations and causal laws thât âre

empirícally díscovered . "64

0f greaÈer interest are those thinkers who have given Plators

visiort of theory's donj.nion over practice an interpretive tr,zist. Taylor

names Ëhree of these as particularly crucial in the development of the

modern notion of freedom, and therefore in his account of the

possibilities of human agency: Kant, Hege1, and Marx.65

Kantrs political doctrine is but a tríbutary of his moral teaching,

a Ëeaching \,zhich declares confidently for theoryrs legislative potrer; he

argues that "practice never surpasses theory, vrhích is completely

adequate to resolve noral questions," and that "any and a1l questions of

ho\^' to act can be resolved on Ehe plane of pure pracÈical reason .,.."

66 For Kant, the determinaËion of moral questíons is a theoretical, in

fact, a metaphysícal exercÍse:

Now morality is the only code of laws applying
to our actions which can be derived completely
g prlgfi from principles. Accordingly, the
neÊaphysics of rnorals ís really pure moral
philosophy, with rro underlying basis of
anËhropology or of other empirical condítions.
The term rmetaphysicsr, in its strict seIlse,
is conmonly reserved for the metããIisics of
speculative reâson. But as pure moral
philosophy real1y. forms part of this special
branch of human and philosophícal knowledge
derived from pure reason, \,/e shall retain for
it the tiÈle imetaphysics' .67
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In the properly empirical scÍences, such âs agrículture or

econornÍcs, KanÈ concedes that questions about the usefulness and

reLevance of theory may arise from time to Êine, although, in such

instances, the problen is generally thâr Ehere is ',not !Ig!g! rheory,',68

However, ín matters of norality, politics, and inÈernaEional relations,

one enters a qualítatively diffelenE sphere:

For in such cases, the canon of reason is
related to practice ín such a way that the
value of the practice depends entirely upon
its appropriaÈeness to the theory iE is based
on; aLl is lost Íf Êhe empirical (hence
contingenË) conditions governing the executÍon
of the lar"r are nade into condÍtions of the law
itself, so that a practice calculated to
produce a result which previous experience
nakes probable is given the righE to doEinate
a theoly which Ís in fact self-sufficient.69

In roorality and politics, then, it seeEs that there can be a theory

of practice, that is, a comprehensive account of the rationalÍty of the

good, with prescriptive irnplícations, Ínsofar as Kant makes practice

entireJ-y dependent upoû its ackno\¿ledgeÍienË of such a theory. The

theory itself is 'rself-suffícient, " safe within the reâln of

metaphysics, to which iE has been assigned by Kantrs critical taxonomy,

his analysis of the condÍtions in which true knowledge Ís possible,

which Foucault has terÐed his "analytics of Eruth."70 In Kantrs secular

culË of autonony, Èhe only peraissible heteronomy is the subjection of

practice to theory.

Hegelts descripËion of the relationship between Èheory and practice

is, at once, grander and more riodest Ehan KanÈrs. For while Kant was a

prophet, calling nen !o Èheir duty, Hegel was a bard, singing for them
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the meânings of their past. Hegelr s story of the progressive

realizatÍon of Mind in history is engaged \,/ith the detaíl of that

hisÈory to a degree necessarily repugnanÊ to Kantis metaphysÍcs; buE the

goal of this engagemenE is Eo reveal the pattern and meaningfulness

im¡nanent in this detail, so thâ! the seeming contingencies of history

uright be Eaken up into metaphysics itself.

An account of great complexity and grandeur is the result, but lhe

account gÍves birËh to a paradox: despite Hegelrs ernphasis upon the

activity of Mínd in hisËory, and his criticism of Kantian moral rheory

for its passÍvj.ty and other-worldlines s , in the final analysis his

attitude is one of contemplative repose, The forms of moral

consciousness are more highly esteemed as they nore fully enbody the

actualizatÍon of freedotr in Íts hísÈorical situation. A moral

subjectivity r,¡hich is aninated by oners inclinations is superior to

Kantts abstract concept of .lght, "itt it" alienating conflict between

inclinations and Ehe sense of duty which calls them !o cask; beÈÈer

stÍl1 is the elhical life (or Sj!!l!ç!tse!q) which brings one's sense of

moral vocation into an intimaEe and harmonious relationship \,/ith the

social and political institutions r¡hich prevail in one's Eime and

place,71 BuÈ beyond this happy homeostâlic state' when it is time

to consider the further unfolding of the moral consciousness in the

processes of social change, Hegel has lirtle to say. ln times of

rrr,¡orld-his torical transition," all of our knowledge about the good life

is, âs it \,rere, held in abeyance; at such times, hitherto unethÍcal

pråcÈíces may rightfully challenge prevalent eÈhical codes because "the
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justification of ethics ítse1f, chrough the way it actuâlizes spirítrs

freedom, has all'ays been only a limited and condiËional

justification. "72 At such tiues theory is left nute.

HegelianÍsm is Èherefore open !o complaints about "armchai.r

philosophy." In the here and now, it offers little in the r^ray of a

means to evaluate processes of ehange or alteÏoative courses of action;

Í! provides the índividual caught up in history \arith "no rules of

moralíty which he can oppose to the supremacy of the historical

process.'t73 The theorist gives his readers a panoramic view of Ehe

pasf, but leaves Èhe future, and the present, for Ehe most pârt, to

themselves:

one uore word about giving insËruction as to
rn'hat rhe world ought !o be. phi.losophy in any
case always cones oTt the scene too late Eo
gíve ir. As the rhoughË of the world, it
appears only when actuality is already there
cut and dried afÈer íts process of fornatíon
has been conpleted ..,. When phÍlosophy paints
íts grey in grey, rhen has a shape of life
gror,rn old. By philosophyrs grey in grey ir
cannot be rejuvenaËed but only understood.
The ow1 of Mínerva spreâds. its wíngs only r^¡ith
the falling of the dusk. /4

The philosopher, then, ís depieted as a particularly inspired

historian of sorts, whose insights nonetheless lack prescriptive force.

WÍth Hegel, the prospect of a Eheory of practice rhus recedes

considerably. Not entirely, however, for Hegelrs claim thaE his system

offers a comprehensive account of Mindrs progress in history, of the

very actualization and configuration of realiEy itself, is a powerful

teuptation and a standing challenge to those ¡¡ho r¡ould 1íke to derive an

application or two.
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Amongst those so tempted, Marx is the foreEost. He aspires to the

office of both propheE and bard, nith Che result that his writiBgs bear

an apocalyptic stanp. All of Kantrs moral vigour (Èhough not his

concern r^rith netaphysical precision), and all of Hegelrs systematÍzing

grandeur are to be found in Marx, for \,¡hom lheory and practice conmune

in an unprecedenÊed intimacy. Historically, rnateríally, for the firsÈ

tíme in Èhe history of philosophy, Ëheory and practice are to be one, in

indÍssoluble union:

Just as philosophy finds its material weapoTls
in the proletariat, so Ëhe proletaríât finds
its íntellecËua1 rrTeapons in philosophy. And
once the lightning of thought has penetrated
deeply into the virgin soil of the people, the
Germans will emancipate themselves and becoue
tlen Philosophy is the head of this
"ratt"íp"tio@ts heart.
Philosophy can only be realízed. by the
aboliËion of the proletarÍat, and the
proletariat can only be__abolíshed by the
realization of phÍlosophy. /5

This scheme does not so much sËand Hegelrs dialectic right side up,

as Marx r{as \4ront to c1aim, as lead iË rudely fron the sÈudy into the

street, where it. is pressed into an unaccustomed partisanship, that ís

to say, another kind of partisanship ËhaD thaÈ to which it had been

accustomed.T6 To put it another ÍJay, the innûanentiz aÈ ion of moral and

political meaníng from the pure realo of Kantian metaphysics into

HegelÍan netaphysical history is carrÍed a sËep further \,rith Marx;

neÈaphysics is dissolved fÍnally and utterly Ínto the natería1 processes

of social, econouíc, and po1Ítica] lífe.

This dissolution, however, does not impair theory's status; in

facÈ, íÈ enhances it. Theory which has shaken off its idealist
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íllusions and established contac! Í¡ith its maËerial ground is helped to

a proper understanding of social life; naterialist theory is thus

coextensive with "rea1 science."77 The task of theory is Èo serve as

"the emp irically-contro lled reÈroduction of an adequate account of the

structures producing the manifest phenomena of socio-economic life,

often ín opposítíon to their spontaneous mode of appearance," whích

functíon invoLves "the critical transformaËíon of pre-existing theories

and conceptions .... "78

A theory of practice seens possíble once again, a theory of

practice characterized by scientific rigour. The judgement of the

Ëheoríst is to be normative for the class whose interesËs his theory

embodies, and ultinately for society as a whole. hfhile theorists in the

CoEmunist movement "have no interests separate and apart from the

proletariat as a whole":

.., theoretically, they havè over the great
mass of the proletariat Ëhe advantage of
clearly understanding Ëhe line of march, the
conditions, and the ultimate general results
of the proletarian moveuent ....

The irnmediate aim of the Comxnuriists is Èhe
sane as that of al1 the other proletarian
parties: fornatioû of Èhe proletariat into a
class, overthro\^' of the bourgeois supremacy,
conquest of political po\,/er by Èhe
proletariat.

The theoretical conclusions of the Coruuunists
are in no way based on ideas or principles
that have been iûvented, or discovered, by
thÍs or that hrould-be universal reformer.

They uerely express, in general terus, actual
relations springing from an existing class
strugg.Le, fron a historical noveEenE going on
under our very eyes
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The theorÍst, then, is no longer workÍng to present to the

âutonomous self the grounds and articulâtion of its knowledge, nor to
sketch the progress of universal Selfhood in history. Rather, he tâkes

'as his object of sEudy material soci.al processes, ând the innumerable

lives caught up Ín theE. As guardian of the r'lightning of thought,,, his

roLe ís nore ProEethean by far than that assigned by plato to his
philosopher king; Marxrs theorist knows the disciples that are to be

given to him in advance of their historicâ1 einergence, he foresees their
destiny, and by the work of his thought he educates and forms them out

of the chaos of a dying system of productíve relatíons, into a class

capable of serving as the agent of historical trânsformation. Theory,

perfectly inmanenE in the naterial worrd., nonetheress also heroically

transcends history I s wayward contingencies Ín order to offer its
practitioners a spectacular vier,¡ of Èhe Ìüor1d to come.

Frou Kant to llegel to Marx, theory first rules practice, then

understands it in a sweeping act of retrospection, Èhen becones one lùith

it Ín an ecstaEic' alnost omniscieût union. This final developnent

has, over the course of tine, proven forbidding in the fulness of iÈs

pronise, and even those theorists who consider thenselves the heirs of

Marx have backed away from it so!ûer"zhat. Some of the original optimisn

remains , however, in works like pierre Bourdieur s O:g1T_S=_l!ggg_:J
Pje::l1u Although the prescriprive elemenr is Eore muted rhan it Ís
in Marx, to whom Bourdíeu pays tribute as the originator of the idea of

an rradequaËe theory of practice," iË rernaíns, and the proposal for a
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comprehensj-ve propaedeutical analysis of practice is, if anything, more

sophisticated. 80

Several themes j.n Bourdieurs study have å prominent place Ín

laylorrs work as well, and Èherefore should be nentioned, however

briefly, First, Bourdieu is concerned to propound a theoreÈical rnethod

which will help to at!Ículate the practices of a people in a

cornprehensive fashion. In the case of the Kabyles, the Berber Eribesnen

who are Éhe object of hÍs study, Bourdieu contends thaË a close

examination of the rrínplicit axiomatics" of Lheir customary 1aw, coupled

wilh a study of theír expliciE laws, should enable one ,'to reproduce a1l

the provísions of al1 rlìe custonary laws which have been collected and

even to produce the coEplete universe of all the acts of jurisprudence

conforníng to the rsense of justice' in its K¿by1e form."8t

Secondly, Bourdieu argues for the superiority of the coûprehensíve

explanaÉions offered by a theory of pracÈíce over the native self-

understandings of the group being studied. He argues t.hat such self-

understandings are often preoccupied unduly by the most visibly

exceptional aspecÊs of practice i while such a preoccupation may

facilitate Ëhe transmission of a practice from generation Eo generaEion

by maki.ng iË Eore vívíd for novices, the "inplicit principle" which

aniEates the process ís thereby obscured. Thus agents I self-

unders landi-ngs, more often than not, aÌtount to a kind of false

consciousness:
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The explanatioû agents may provide of their
own practice, thanks to a quasi theotetical
reflectÍon on their prâcLice, coTl.ceals, even
froro their ovm eyes, Ehe true nature of their
practical Eastery, j..e. that Ít is le¿rned
ignorance (docta ignorantia), a mode of
practical knowledge not comprising knowledge
of its own principles. It follows that this
learned ignorance can only give rise to the
nisleading dÍscourse of a speaker himself
misled, ignorant both of the objectíve truth
about his practical mastery (which is Ëhat it
is ignorant of íts o\,m truth) and of the Erue
principle of the- kno!,rledge hÍs practíca1
nastery contains. oz

Thirdly, in cont radis t inct ion to Ludwig Wittgenstein, aE least the

Wittgenstein of the Tractatus, Bourdieu maintains that theory is not

sínply to clarify the r¡orld, but must also offer the means to change Ít.

Accordingly, Bourdieu says that his Lheoretical procedures are "intended

to help surEount difficul-ties, by providing not only procedures for

reseârch but also procedures for validaËíon, means for decidíng between

conpeting accounts of the same practices."83 As he concludes his study,

Bourdieu noE only adjudicates beË!¡een competing accounts of Kabyle

practice, but also pronounces upon the culturers rationality and Ëhe

modes of exploitation which rnark its power strucÈure, comparing Kabyle

society explicitly with capítalist poliËical economy and drawing

conclusi.ons on this basis.84

The EÉjor themes developed in Bourdieut s proposed theory of

prâctice - a desire for articulation of lhe Eacit, the \./i11 to clear

ar¡/ay purporËed1y decepEive self-unders tandings, and Ehe drive to judge

the adequacy of conpeting theories and even coErpeting rat.ionaliÊies -
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are each taken up by Charles Taylor in hís herrneneutj.cs, to what effect,

r.'e sbaI1 presently consider.

A Note or Textuality and Method

"The tJord," writes fJíI1ian S. Burroughs, ,'is divided inEo uniEs

which be a1l Ín one piece and should be so Laken, but the pieces can be

had Ín any order being Èied up back and forth in and ouË fore and

aft.,.." 85 The solidity and reliâbiliry of texÈs, and received groups

of lexts, although often tâken for granted, ought not Ëo be. Not only

are individual texts heËerogeneous consËrucÊs, r¿hose inporÈ is

potentially unstable relative to the chânging conventions of

readerships, but canons of work Ëraditíonally receíved as uniEies, such

as the Bíble or Ehe collected \rorks of Shakespeare, are also susceptible

of deconsÈructive reinterpreËation.

This is not to suggest that it ís impossible for a reader to engage

(or indulge) in a dialogue lriEh a t.ext. Quite the conËraryi hor¿ever, iË

is iEporcanË for the reader to be ar¡are of the líuits of his situaÈion,

limits \.rhich are the occasion of his questioning of the text and whÍch

enable him Ëo dlscern unities \sÍthin it, as well as to posÈu1ate

connections wiEh other texts. Hans-Georg Gadamer puts it this reay:

There Ís no such thing, in fact, as a point
outsÍde history frou r¡hi-eh the identity of a
problem can be conceived \,¿ith1n the
vicíssitudes of Êhe various attenpts to soLve
it. It is Erue that all undersËanding of the
texts of philosophy requÍres the recognition
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of the kno\rledge they eoûËain . . .. BuÊ this
does not Erean that \úe in any LTay step ouËside
the historÍcal conditions in which we find
ourselves and in $/hich we understand.S6

To gloss Gada¡oer further, communion !¡ith a text is possible, and is

not \^rithout transformative potential and ontological ímplications.ST

Com¡qunion, however, by its very definition, involves participation, and

participation entâi1s bringing one I s Eastes, predilections , and

interests into the conversation Í¡ith a text. Gadaner, who ü/ishes us to

be reconciled Ëo the texts rrith which \,/e converse, uakes his argument Ín

a gentle, concí1íatory \"/ây, but this approach is not the orlly one; one

night just as justifiably point to more unsettling aspects of the

reader's relationshíp with the text. In Ëhis regard, one night more

appropriately speak of misreadings of the text, or, "political

interventions in the political rer,rritíng of the text and its

desÈination. "88

To consider the texË and oners interpretatíon thereof as politíca1

artefact and political act, respectively, accomplishes tr^¡o thíngs.

First, such an undersEandirig is prophylactic against what Quentin

SkÍnner has termed the rrmythology of doctrioe,'r that is, "the danger of

converting some scattered or quÍEe incidental remarks by a classic

theorist iÐÈo his 'doctriner," or, conversely, allowing the question

lthich the Èheoríst is investigating Eo be "hypostatized into an

entity."89 Anyone fauilíar ¡øith the workings of politics is keenly

aware that neither the actors nor the questions rrhich preoccupy them

1asÈ very 1ong, Èhe laËter seldon long enough to be hypostatized into

anything.
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Secondly, a political orientalion to\^¡ards texËs helps the

interpreter to guard againsr what Skinner called the 'rmythology of

coherence," lhe rrassuuption that they Ithe r^rriters of theoretical texts]

must have intended \^'hatever \,¡ritings Ehey produced to constitute the

nost systematic contributÍons to their subjecE which they hrere capable

of executing."90 As A.M.C. tJâterman has cautioned., iÈ is better to

aÈÈempt to identify a "coherent subset" of an authorrs r,rork than i-t ís

to try to "ti.dy up the creative nessrr he has creaÊed, by forcing all of

hÍs r^rritings inÈo the Procrustean bed of a "general position."9l It may

be possible to attríbuEe such a posiEion to Burke or Bentham, lheorists

long since deparÈed, trithout drawing too uuch adverse attention to

oneself. However, when the theorist Ëo be discussed ís still capâble

of speakíng for hirnself, such Ëteatment add.s insult to injury.

In politics, speeches and lrritings serve an important but ephemeral

purpose: Ëhey generate discussion and advocate for Èhe adoption of

particular judgeuents \.rith respect to certain issues of curränt concern.

Notr¡7iths tânding the soûretime grandeur of political theoryr s

aspÍrations,ít performs simÍlar fuBctions and ought to be judged in a

slmilar lnray.

To puË this in a sinpler way, it will be desirâble to treat \,!'o rks

of polit.ical theory as works of rhetoric, that discipline which ís, Iike

politics itself, ambiguous, suspended bet\reen form and content, art and

science, theory and practice.92 In the pages that follow, an attempt

will be made to appreciaËe the inport of Charles Taylorrs reliance upon

a particular rhetorical device, a visual meËaphor, for his theory of
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poliÈical language, actíon, and conrnunity. Specifícal1y, it will be our

concern to consider the I,¡ay in ¡¿hich Taylor's aesthetic straÈêgies

serve' froltr tine Èo time, to distract atEenÊion fron problems related to

the aEbiguity of language, the pluralÍty of acEors in the politicat

reaJ.m, and the diversity wíthin and aurongst political comDunities,

As an inquiry into Taylorrs rhetorical practice, this essay holds

questions about truÈh, in the stricËest sense, in abeyance; "in a

rhetoricål universe the notion of rÊruthr does not obÈain, since it

would inply external foundatíons, to be sought in the nature of things,

or Ín discourses Èhemselves, or ín some transcendent entity.r'93 Of

course Ehe rhetorician seeks after none of these things, but rather

after the agreeDent of his ínterlocutors ín the irn¡ned.iate insËance,

Fol this reason, the reader should not be nisled into thinking that

discussion of 'rthe possibility of a theory of practice" will entail

taking up any kind of transcendental argumenÈ. Such an argunenË would

necessiÈate the uost involved consideratíon and critique of Kantrs

estímation of Ëhe nature and liurits of practical reason; the pleasure to

be gained by the apodeictic resolution of the question would surely be

viEiated, at length, by exhaustion. Moreover, transcendent.al arguments

theuselves (of which Taylor is clearly enanoured.) constitute a powerful,

if questionable, rhetorical strategy, at least as interestíng for their

form as for Êheir content.

Taylor deserÍbes Ëhese arguments as chains of a priori, self_

evident " indispensabili ty clairns', v/hich pertain to human experience, and

he cites Kantrs trânscendenÈa1 deduction as an example, in the fo11owÍng
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suEftarized form: "experlence rnust be ao obj ect, that is, be of

somethÍng; for this it must be coherent; and to be coherent iL nust be

shaped by the understariding throrigh the categories."94

This argument does, as Taylor says, rrarticulate indispensab ility

claims concerning experience as such."95 Becåuse his goal in "The

Validity of Transcendental Argumentsrr is simply to illustrate the type

of argunent ín question, Taylor does not explaÍn why it ¡0ight be

considered to have an "unchallengeab le anchorfng," nor even why it ought

to be consideted an argument, except to say that it is an articulatÍon

of certaín insights into experience.96 The connecÈj.on between Ehe links

in Èhe chaín is less than perfectly apparent.

However, Taylor's "chaín" uetaphor is particularly apt in that it

isolates the rhetorical straËegy peculiar to the transcendental

argurBent, that is, the diffusion of what would other!¿ise be a

discorufiting level of rhetorical force along a chain of assertions.

Each assertion being 'r self - ev j.denÈ , 
rr there is always recourse for the

Èheorist advancing the arguEent; he sinply appeals to an asserlion

further down the chain, in eíther directíon. It is, in short, a

strategy of deferral. John Sa11Ís argues tha!, in lranscendental

argunents of the Kantian kind, the Èreatment of experienÈial issues is

in fact alnays a reflexÍve one:

The text merely poslts the order of groundj.ng,
thereby inviting from elsewhere, frour outside
the texÈ, the showÍng of the order of
grounding as proper to the terms thus
connecËed. In !¡hat reglon could this deferred
showing occur? 0n1y in thât region to which
belong those terms to which the order of
grounding is to be shown to be proper. BuL
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lhose terrûs are representat ionâ1 activiÈies,
and so the region of the shorfing can only be
Ehat of representat ional activity as such,
that is, subjectíviEy, and the shol¿ing thus a
reflexive showing, a self-showing, or showing
of oneself to oneself.9/

If, as John Sallis indicates, transcendental arguEent is símply a

rhetorically po\rerful, ref.Iexíve, self-showing, then there is no need to

be either ar*red or compelled by it. IE ís \arorth considerâtion as one

avenue into the imaginative life of theory, in which, as Paul Veyne

writes, there are no a priorí truths other than historíca1 and

consEructed ones!98 By thÍnking of Taylorrs theory as an aesthetic

construct, by focussing upon its use of metaphor, \4re shâ1l try to take

the freedon Ehat ís necessary to hear the dissonance that arises bet[reen

its stated aspirations and the resonances of some of its lesser themes.

To do so is to tteaÈ lhe r,rork in a most unsysteBatic way, aË its

inaginative, sy'mbolic level.

This is perhaps not an unvrorthy \^7ay to proceed, if one agrees v/ith

NeJ.son Goodman thaÈ theory should be conceived ,'as developing concepts

ând patterns, as establÍshing habits, and as revÍsing or replacing the

concepts and alteríng or breaking the habÍts ín the face of new

problens, needs or insights."99 Theory of this kind will, of necessity,

be unsystematic, a work of intervention or disruption, a calculated

mÍsreading. It will not offer, perhaps, rier,r solutions or s)mtheses but,

in a worLd where everyËhing is dangerous, it wí11 each day seek to

deternine "which is the nâin danger."100
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CHA?TER II

METAPHOR AND POLITICS

The Power of Metåphor

Theology, Jacques Derrida wryly observes, is rrthe diseourse of

soneone v¿ho is satisfied with netaphors. "I Philosophy, and the

disciplines \,¿hich are iEs progeny, have long aspired to a state of

ceriiEude less vulnerable than thaE promised by Lheology, and

consequenË1y their aÈtitude toward the undisciplined plurality of

metaphors has been ambivalent. For when theology claims to see a! a1l,

it is but lhrough a g1ass, darkly; íts use of symbol is oblique and

fragnenËary. PhíIosophy, on the other hand, longs for sonething more, a

cJ-earer vision:

lf there were only one possible netaphor, Èhe
dream at the heart of philosophy, if one could
reduce their I i. e. metaphors | ] play to the
cj.rcle of a faoily or group of metaphors, thaË
is, to one "central," 'rfundamental,"
"principía1" meËaphor, there v¡ould be no more
true metaphor, buÈ only, Ehrough the one Ërue
netaphor, the assured legibility oÍ the

,')

proper. -

All of the rhetorical and poeÈic arts were suspect for Plato, who

describes rheËoric as flattery, 'rthe counterpart in the soul of i¡hat

cookery is to the body,'r and poelry as an imiËative craft practised in

ignoranee of its subject matter, t'concerned with the thírd remove from

truth. " 3
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Tn politÍca1 theory, plators suspicion of the rhetorical arrs

echoes and re-echoes. Metaphor, as the trope most closely allied to the

nyths against which philosophy had Eo sEruggle for supremacy, the trope

vhich in fac! founds rnyÈh, has been the object of partícular attention
and concern.4 Aristotle, though he attempted to rehabilítate the status

of rhetoric, and vriÈh it, Eetaphor, also sought Èo domesticaÈe meÈaphor;

hi.s treaÈment of the arts of persuasion "constiÊutes the Eost brÍlriant
of . .. attempÈs to Íns È iÈut ionaliz e rhetoric from the point of view of

philosophy."5 Iahile Aristotle praises the Eastery of netaphor as a,,sign

of genius," he does so because thís mastery involves "an íntuiEive
perception of the similarity in dissimirars."6 The significance of

'rmetaphors, sÈrange words, and the rest" is strictly local and

ornaEental; their use is justifiable insofar as it gives poetic and

rhetorical diction a "non-prosaic character."T Moreover, the use of

meÈaphor i-s subject Eo judgernents of propriety and irnpropriety in
particular circumstances, and presumably also is never beyond

explanaËÍo', in Èer¡ns of the sirilarities which the unusual di.cEion

attempts to evoke.S Thus, Betaphor is d.eprived of any conceptual, 1et

alone ontological, priority; it is always a devicê whose application
fa11s within the conpass of philosophic governance.

lf Aristotle tried to domesticate metaphor for its artistic and

political uses, subsequent generations rdould atteopt Êo eradicaÈe iÈ

altogether. In the seventeenth cenËury, Ehe latter Èendency \,/as

chaopioned by the Royal Society of London, whose official style "sought

to ban metaphor, and aspired to Èhe condítion of logic, searchíng for
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oaËhematical precision."9 The Royal Societyts I'underde termíned

discourse" aspired to a sinplicity, clariEy, and exacÈitude which

excluded Ehe use of figurative language:

Underdetermined discourse seeks to suppress
any sense oÍ the naterial signifiers. It
represses Ëhe materiâ1iËy of language in order
Eo make the sequence of signified concepts
appear lÍke pure and disembodíed ideas. It
further seeks Eo urake the signified concepEs
stand for, or represent, things. In this way
Èhe Ëextual r¿or1d created by underdetermined
discourse appears to becone Èhe exact naive
realist equivalent of the eupirical raorld
about ¡,¿hich it purports to speak. In short,
underdetermined discourse elaius to be the
language of Truth.l0

One of the foremost proponenÈs of this underdetermined style was

Thomas Ilobbes, ¡¡ho founded modern analytic philosophy and modern

political science upon an appeal to the clarity of geoEetric method and

Galileors physics.ll PoliËics conceived as science, Ín the i{obbeslan

fashion, could have no use for metaphor, a sort of false naming of

things which is no more than an abuse of language. Hobbes condemris

netaphor as a perversion in which words are used rrin other sense Ëhan

that they are ordained for," in short, as a vehicle of deceptíon.12

The three responses to the problem posed by the use of figurative

language, and of metaphor ill particular, exemplÍfied by Plato,

Aristotle, and. tlobbes - disÈtust, 1ímitation, and deportatíon - neither

exhausË Èhe subject nor solve the problem. Even in Èhe realm of

science, metaphor has not been so easily banished, A case in point ís

the prevalence of "tree rnetaphors" in scientific discourse.
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Trees are indispensable to science, Frout
physics to physiology, they serve as
metaphors, expressing in a word detaíls EhaE
\,¡ould otherwise occupy a paragraph. They range
from the momentous to lhe prosaíc, from
Charles Darwin's great Tree of l,ife Eo a
layout for distributing cable television. In
scíence, the íntellectual landscape is
everywhere wooded and in places a veritâble
thicket . I J

Stephen Young, in his article, rrRoot and Branch in the Groves of

Academe," surveys the use of tree metâphors in physics, mechanical and

electrícal engineering, sÈatistícs, geometry, coEpuÉer science,

lirguÍstics, and biology. In each of these instances, the netaphor

serves as an essentÍal descriptive Eoo1, conveying information vith an

elegance, econony, and sophÍstication that r¿ould oËher\,¿ise be

irupossible. In certain of these instances, notably in the case of

biology, the metaphor seeEs Èo play an even more significant role,

helping to consËitute Ëhe knolrledge which iÈ seeks Ëo convey.

Thonas Kuhn identifies three phases through whÍch scienÈífic

thinking must pass as it travels tot¡ard Ehe euployoent of a nev¡ paradign

tthich \^ti11 guide its practice in any ooe of its varíous sub-dísciplínes.

First, scientists !ûus t become attuned to the appearance of anomaLies,

phenomena which cannot be accounted for in Ëer!¡s of the regnant

paradigE, or matrix of understandlng; the attainEenË of such percipíence

is, noreover, as dependent upon the development of alternaÈive ideas as

the inprovenenÈ of scientific instruments. Secondly, the appearance of

a perceived anonaly must be subordinated to the status of a lawlike

event; this is essentÍally a process of redescríption which involves the

revision of experimentâl expectations, and sometimes of fundamental
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theories as r*'e11. Finally, the implications of a redescription must be

explored, in terms of their significance for previously settled

explanalions of phenomena.

The tree uetaphor proved crucial to Ehe development of Charles

Darwinrs theory of evolution at each of Ehese three stages of paradigm

shift - anÈicipation, redescrÍption, and consolidation. AE each stage,

the metâphor served as a ner¿ nedium of understanding, which enabled

Darwin to consider Èhe biological world Ín a ner^r \^'ay, to describe hj-s

insight in a forceful and elegant way, and to lay the foundation for

further research.

The Eree, "as a synbol of both natural dj.versity and evolutionary

change,r' was not always the favoured neEaphor by r^rhich biologists

conceived the natural \,¡orld.15 For centuries linear metaphors had

conditioned scÍentisÊsr understanding of nature. Chief amongsÈ Êhese

metâphors vJas the "Great Chain of Being," which posiced a conrinuous,

graded, hierarchy of natural kínds, a view of naÈura1 order prevalent

froE ancient lines until the eighteenth cenEury, at 1east.16

For centuries, the chain neEaphor afforded iËs proponents a

description of the cosnos that was intellectually and aestheÈically

satisfying, and which was in consonance \,riEh traditional philosophy and

theology.lT In time, however, the docttine of fÍxed natural kinds carue

to seeE Ínadequate, as biologists began to perceive anomalies, such as

varíation within species and gradual adaptation Ëo. the environr¡ent.l8

The o1d categories no longer seemed Ëo fíË.
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The petception of anomalies which were problematic for the chain

metaphor in biology did noÈ occur ín a vacuum; the tree metaphor

provided a different way of conceiving of the natural world, as a

developing raÈher than å static worrd, "where forms fanned out in a1r

directions and could hold equal rank.,'19 Darwints predecessors, whose

theories noLr seem antíquated and inconplete, turned to the tree metaphor

in an interrogative spÍrit, \^rithout certainty at fírst, buE in any case

depending on the metaphor to help then ask ner¿ questions. In the

!¡ritings of Charles Bonnet, the eight eenth-century Sr^riss biologist, the

conflÍct of metaphors is evídent. 'rDoes the scale of nâture become

branched as it arÍses?" he asked í¡ L764. "Are the insects and the

shell-fish Èwo parallel and laÊeral branches of this great Erunk?"20

In the further studíes of Lamarck, von Baer, Edwards, and Barry,

the tree metaphor served as a medium for antícipating a new bio1ogy,2l

It reElained for Darr.rin to ful1y embrace the metaphor, to âdopt it as the

inage of nature. For tr{enty years, he "unpacked,' the metaphor,

exploring íts ramj.fications, unÈi.l in hís Origin of Species, he

confj.denËLy presented all organi.c life as a "great tree," whose

... green and budding tÍrigs nay represent
exÍsting species; and those produced during
each former year nay represent Ehe fong
successíon of extinct specíes .... As buds
give ríse by growth to fresh buds, and these,
if vigorous, branch ouÈ and overtop on aII
sÍdes nany a feebler branch, so by generation
I believe it has been with the great Tree of
Lífe, r^rhich fí1ls lrirh irs dead and brokea
branches the crusÈ of the eaïth, and covers
the surface hrÍth its ever branchintr and
beautiful rauif icat ions . 22
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Here is a Eetaphor rrhich not only heralds a new programme of

research, vzhích continues up to the present, but $¡hich also suggests

possi.bilíties in the way of âesEherícs, philosophy, and theology _ a

conprehensíve alternative to the "Great Chain of Bei.ng.,, perhaps it is
not an exaggeratÍon to suggest that Darrninrs apt and extended treatmenE

of the tree metaphor ushered in a netar world of sorts.23

Metaphorrs contribution to biology seeus to exceed the merely

ornânental; whether it has been deceptive must be left to others who are

more conpeten! to judge. At any raËe, it does noE seem possible to
rescue science froE metaphor, as Hobbes would have wished, as metaphor

has been crucial, in at least some significant instances, in providing a

natrix \riËhin whích the diarectic of scientific theorizing courd

proceed. Nor^rhere is the por^'er of ¡ûetaphor more poignantly apparent than

it is in the somer*7hat p:uzzLed. questíon of Charles Bonnet, caught between

the chain and the tree: rrDoes Êhe scale of nature become branched as ic
aríses ?"

Politics is as dependent upon metaphor as science is. For all that
Plato, Aristotle, and l{obbes sought to dismiss netaphor, or at least Èo

contain it, it has proven to be a trope ûot so easily banished, a

probleur to which their own vrritíngs bear ample testimony. p1aÉo, in
addition to eEploying illustrative meËaphors in his Republic, perhaps

Eost strikingly in his assertion that une'rightened existence is a nere

dwelling in a cave, founds Èhe entire discourse upon a metaphor: the

state is a soul, he maintåins, which nust strive for the virtues of
rrisdo', courage, sobriety, and justice.24 (This is a daunting thought,)
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Arj.stoÈ1e Eells us that Èhe state is a ¡'creâtion of nature,l a living

body lrith parts functioning like feet or hands; he Ëhereby founds his

poliËics upon an organíc metaphor.25 (This, by comparison çrith plåto's

lofty vision, is a somewhat depressing thought.) Thonas Hobbes, for his

parÈ, s t raighÈ for\^rardly clains Ehat the state is an "ArÈiflciall Man," a

machine Lrhose motions are to be regulated by the technical artifices of

political science.26 (This last, a fitting inauguration of Ehe rnodern

erâ, is an alrogether ftighrening thought.)

ConteEporary political theory, in its guÍses boÈh traditional and

novel, continues to depend upon metaphorrs scandalous predicafions.

Neo-classical political Ëheory, as espoused by Leo StÌauss, presurrres to

don Pl"ators uantle and with it, hís distaste for metaphor. plato,

according Ëo Strauss, t'attacked nyth at its root', in order to repJ-ace it

níth a radically rational theory of politics.2T Borh poliËÍcs and atr,

Strauss argues, ought to be subordinate to noral philosophy, whi-ch alone

frees man from the nystifying influence of poetry and ruyth.28 political

theory along Platonic lÍnes is "not a hj.stolical discipline"; rather, ÍÈ

goes straight to the universal, eternal problems posed by lhe nature of

political things, the nature of man and of the state.29 The classical

political philosophy which SErauss encourages us to enulate is

characterized by "freshness and directness," by 'rnoble siuplicity and

quiet grandeur'r; above all e1se, iË is "natura1," which is Èo say that

it ís guided by rrnature rather than convention, or by inheriÈed opinion,

or by traditÍon, to say nothing of mere whius."30
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reliance on Plato's texts themselves. At no point does Strauss disown

any of Plato's nany metaphors; at times, ín fact, he Èakes the liberty

of inventing ne\¡r' ones, soneÈines to sErangely comj-c effect. Medj.t.ating

upon Èhe !j?Ig, SErauss raËher surprisingly makes the dialoguers extended

conversation about \,/1ne-drinking into a metaphor for political

philosophy itself.31 Other conmentators ínvest Èhis passage, indeed

this dialogue, \riÈh no ouËstanding significance in the context of

Platots Ëota1 corpus. Copleston, for example, presents the Lavrs as the

work of an older, some¡¿haÈ chastened Plato, who is advancing a range of

practical prescrlptions in the hope of realizirLg a Eodest approximâtion

of the good state.32 So considered., the passage on r,zine-drÍnkÍng would

appear to be little more Ëhan a discussion of practical means whereby a

sÍrnple pleasure night be governed by Èhe virtue of rnoderation.

Strauss, ho¡¿ever, extravagantly claíms that "the speeeh about wine

appeârs to be the inÈroduction to poliEical phi1osophy."33 His further

comments ín this regard depend upon an unusual figuraËive contortion, a

Eetâphor that issues from a netonymy, and a strained metonymy, at that.

"The Ëalk about wine-drÍnkÍng," strauss tells ûsr "is a kind of

vicaríous enjoymen! of \,¡Íne ... the effect of Êhe tâ1k about \,¿ine is

therefore sfnilar to the effect of actual \,rine-drinking; iE loosens

Ëheir Ithe philosopherrs interloculorst] tongues; ÍE nakes then youÐg;

j-t Eakes them bold, daring, willÍng to innovate."34

Straussr allÛost 
. 
Pavlovian metonyny ' \,¡hich substitutes talk about

tippli.ng for Èhe drínking iËself, sÈiEulates the philosopher' s
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to philosophyrs divine madness. The philosopher hinself, however, the

focus of the dialogue and the Eâster of the discourse, is actually dulled

by his vicarious indulgence, r{hich forÈunately "dirns his perception"

sufficiently to allo¡¿ him to speak about politics!35 In the end, the

entire siÊuaÈion is translated into a Straussian metaphor for polítlca1

philosophy, which on this account appears to be a les s- than-golden rnean

subsisting in a sort of limbo above the banalities of conventional

political díscourse, but beneath the sublimity of philosophy proper.

Thus, neo-classical political theory, far fron abjuring metaphor,

as it soueËíues purports to do, makes its home in a rather strange

figurative dwellíng.36 Other contemporary schools have shor,¡n themselves

equally dependeDt upon Betaphor, although, lackíng such a greaË and

treacherous oodel as PlaËo, fail to manifest such interesting

contradictions. Cybernetic theory, pioneered by the Eåthenatician

Norbert [,Iiener, has been applied to comparaËive governnent by Karl

Deutsch, and to international affairs by Stephen Bryen; a neo-l{obbesian

posítivisrû, cybernetícs theory conceives of politics as an artifÍcial

intellígence system, and seeks Êo describe politícal actívity ir terms

of I'communication ând control'' processes analogous to those employed by

a computerrs feedback mechanisu or 'rlearning net,"37 Public choice

theory, with its invocation of deterministic, bÍnary-based decision-

nakíng; poLiÈÍca1 entrepreneurship ; and the optinÍzing of collective

"goods" (in the classical econonic, rather than philosophic sense),

suggests to us Ehat politÍcs is a marketplace.33
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meÈaphor aE its core. Metâphor has nol been evaded, even where

theorísts have expended consÍderable energy and intellectual acuity in

the atÊempt; it seems that they \.'i11 always be conceptualizing politics

in terns of organism, rnechanisur, the family, quantum theory, or some

such predicate. As i{ans Blumenberg suggests, there will always be a

need for at least one metaphor:

To bring nyth Eo an end was once supposed Ëo
have been the Ìrork of logos. This
conscÍousness of itself on the part of
philosophy - or beÈter, of the historíans of
philosophy - is contradicted by rhe facË rhat
work aimed at putting ân end Ëo myth is âgaÍn
and again accomplished in the form of a
metaphor of myth. J9

"Metaphor, " as Jacques Derrida puts it, "is less in Êhe

philosophícal text (and in the rhetorical text coordinaEed rÀ'iÊh it) than

the philosophical text ís Í¡ithÍn metaphor,"40 Metaphor creates the

space \nríthin which rnetaphysical narratives, narratives of all kinds,

unfold. Troublesome as iË rnay be, "metaphor," says Derrida, in an

uncharact erist ical1y forthrÍghE venture inÈo philosophÍcal anthropology,

"is what is proper to man."41

Ho¡¿ sha11 r¡'e âccount for metaphorrs ubiquity, scope, and power?

Aesthetically pleaslng as metaphor may often be, surely it must serve as

something more than a siuple discursive ornauent. Indeed, this is Êhe

crux of Marx Blackrs argunent in hís classic study, Models and

Metaphors.42 In contradis È inct ion to traditionaL theories of meÈaphor,

he holds that metaphor is neither simply a form of catachresis (the

substiÊutionary use of a r¡ord in some n er¡' sense ín order to 'tp1ug the
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sÍnile, r¿hich could be replaced by a literal comparison using "líke" or
rr"".rr43 Rather, metaphor is an act of creative predication \rhich

involves Èhe ínteraction of Ewo subjecÈs, and which issues in a

resultant change in meaníng. Elucidating his rri.nt eracÈ ionrr view of

netaphor, Black makes the following seven claims:

(l) A EeËaphori.cal- statement has two distioct
subjecÈs - a "principal" subjecÈ and a
"subsídiary" one.
(2) These subjects are often besE regarded as
"systems of things," rather than "things."
(3) The metaphor works by applying to the
principal subj ect a system of rrassociated
iroplications" characteristic of the subsidíary
subj ect.
(4) These iurplications usually consist of
" couluonp lace srr about the subsidiary subject,
but nay, in suítable cases, consisË of devianÈ
ímplications established ad hoc by the Í/riËer.
(5) The ¡ûelaphor selects, enphasÍzes,
suppresses, and organizes feaÈures of Èhe
principal subject by implying statements about
ít lhat norrnally apply Eo the subsidiary
subj ect.
(6) This involves shifts in meaning of r¿ords
belonging Èo Ëhe same family or system as the
metaphorical expression and sone of these
shifts, though not all, may be netaphorical
transfers. (The subordinate meÊaphors are,
however, to be read less rremphatically. ")
(7) There is, in general, no siurple "ground"
for Êhe necessary shifts of üeâning - no
blanket reason whv some neEaDhors r¡ork and
others fail. 44

Blackrs interaction theory helps us to apprehend several crucial

aspects of metaphorrs functioning, and incidentally steers a judicious

mÍddle course betr¿een coEpeting theories which tend Eoward seEantic

minÍnalisrn or extravagance. Most important is his contenlion Lhat "the

ûreËaphor selecÈs, emphasizes, suppresses, and organízes features of the
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principal subject by Ímplying statements about it that notmally âpply to

Èhe subsidiary subject.rr The neEaphoric event is thereby conmended to

us as an acÊive process, in its semantic and pragmatic inport, rather

Êhan as a static Lexical ultimatum. Thus, when we are told that the

state is an "Artificiall Man," we recognize thaÈ â range of implications

or "commonplaces" associated rÌith the subsidÍary subject (ArtÍficiall

Man) are being ínported into Ehe realn of the principal subject (rhe

state), in an attempt to reorganize our perceptíon of the latt.er.

Following J.L. Austin, r.re míght wish to add that this re-ordering has

three dimensions: the iLlocutionary, particularly inÈerestÍng in the

case of metaphor, as i! entails the very creaEion of a ner¿ identity (not

sinilarity) on the speakerrs part; the locutionary, which involves Èhe

lransfer of Ínformation by means of Lhe metaphor; and Ehe

perlocutÍonary, r^rhich refers to the sun of the netaphorrs effects upon

the hearer, or reader. 45

Unlike Paul Ricoeur, Black does nor link metaphor's inrelligÍbiLiÈy

Ëo its abiliËy either to discover or Ëo create resemblances beEr^¡een Íts

principâl and subsidiary subjects. Ricoeur's theory is perhaps a 1itÈIe

too tidy, a theory of the 'rwe 11- tenpered" metaphor; for Ricoeur,

iBagination "views" the subjects of a Detaphor "stereoscopíca1ly, "

acEively working a haruony betl¡een then.46 He further says that "Ëhere

is a structural analogy between the cognitive, the inaginative, and the

eEotional components of the compLete netâphorical act and that lhe

metaphorlcal process draws íts concreteness fron Èhis structural analogy

and Èhis complementary functioning, "47



Perhaps there are some metaphors thaÈ $rork this way, but not all

uetaphors sound like Bach; discordant Detaphors abound. lf one were to

say, for instance, in a playful tone of voice, thaE 'rClyde Wells is just

a dear chi.ld'r' the metaphor could we]l seen to certain listeners a

locution conveying practical distrust, while simultaneously serving to

bring the sane lÍsteners closer to Mr. Wells by its perlocutionary

operatÍon; in Ricoeurrs terms, a single metaphor could easíly engender

cognitive disapproval and emotional approval. Metaphor does not a1\,rays

Ieave oners cognitive, aesthetic, and emotional ducks lined up in a row.

Marx Black is wlse, therefore, to shy from the extravagant c1åims

to discursive harmony thaÈ flow from Ricoeur's atteopt Eo Ëreat rnetaphor

as producti.ve of interactive resemblances. Black further warns thac
Itnetaphor is a loose lrord, aÈ bestr and we Eust beware of attribuEing to

it stricler rules of usage than are âctually found in practice."48

This, coo, is a prudent caution; by steering clear of Ricoeurrs over-

elaborate taxonomy of metaphor, Black is able Eo attend faithfully to

the variable nature of its effects. By avoiding a definition of

metaphor whích makes reseablance or ÍËs producËion Èhe key, he ís able

to account for the rralternaÈion bet!¡eeo identÍty and difference" which

narks metaphor in íts every aspect.49

It nay be that Black is too concerned LrÍth metaphor's cognitive

aspect, to the detríEent of the less easily articulat.ed aestheEic

experíence which it engenders. This Ís cerfainly the clain of Donald

Davidson, \,¡ho argues lhat rrmetaphors mean what the r¡¡ords, in thej.r nlost

literal interpretation, mean, and nothing more.,'50 Davidson lakes a
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stand on behalf of metaphorrs aesËhetic purity, which provides sorDe

instructive críticisn wÍEh respect Eo Blackrs account, It is Davidsonrs

concern to establish thâ! netaphors, like jokes, possess an intrinsic

value unrelated to any information they night convey; in fact, he

asserts that:

Metaphor runs on the same faniliar linguÍstÍc
tracks Ehat the plaÍnest sentences do
What distinguishes Eetaphor is not Ileaning but
use - Ín this iË is líke â.ssertiori, hinËing,
lying, pronising, or ctiticízing. And rhe
special use Ëo which we put language in
netâphor is not - cannot be - Ëo """y
sonething" special, no matter ho\^' indirectly.
For å. uetaphor says onlv what shor^rs on its
face .... 5l

By severing meaning from use, as he does, Davidson sets up a

pernícíous dichotomy. The use of language in a conmunÍEy always gives

rise to cerËain habits and Ëradítions, which, from time to time, are

given shape ln customary linguistíc pâtterns. It ís the existence of

such linguistíc conventions, assocíations which surpass the literal but

are noÈ radically alien to it, which enables Black to speak of meaning

emerging fron the interplay of "associated coumonplaces." To deny this

is to deny the signifiearce of connotative Eeaning, or Ëo banish such

meanirtg to an extra-1inguís t ic realm, \4rhere ít surely does not belong.

And connotations in a ueËaphoric conjunction can convey cogniEive

Eeaning; meaning and usage interpenetrate one another, and, to some

extent, the hisËory of usage is 1egíble in ÈexÈ, beyond its strícË1y

denotative sense. Blackrs enÈerprise is, therefore, a legitimate one.

IÉ r^7ould be unforÈunate if Davidsonrs stricÈures prevented us froxr

saying anything about Eetaphor.
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Davidson is qulte correct, however, to dr¡e11 upon metaphorrs

unpredictable and idiosyncratic perlocutionary effects, which transcend

the lexÍcaL, Interpretatj.on of metaphor is always more than a nere

cogniEive mapping of ils locutionary dimension; it is, moreover, an act

of appreciation, variously experienced by various audiences, \,/hose

judgenents are â1ways open to contest and revision. Davidson'could not

be more correct when he cauÈions that:

... understanding a metaphor is as much a
creaÈive endeavor as naking a metaphor, and as
little gui-ded by rules There are no
instructions for devising netaphors; lhere is
no manual for deternÍnÍng what a metaphor
"means" or "says"; therã ls no test for
metaphor thaÈ does not call for taste.52

Metaphor, then, is of inÈerest to us because Ít involves a

collisj.on of subj êcts, in which the inÈeraction of "associaËed

conmonplaces'r works upon us to reconfigure percepÈions once familiar.

Its operation is unpredictable; its interplay of similaríty and

difference proEíses no harmonÍous appropriatíon of a ner¿ tru.th. htrile

it may have a "point," and may convey a certain "metaphorícal meaning,"

the exÈent of such meaning is open to question. It is, above a1l e1se,

a pronpter of iuages, L,hich creales an experience.53

Because metaphor is not, as Davidson points ouË, priBarily a

vehicle of locutionary ueaniug, but an experiential uranÍfo1d, it cân

serve as a natrix for the developEent of narratlve, Metaphorical

Eeaning, in the broadesË sense, "is a universal or poetic treaning, and

can sustain a nuuber of varying and yet consistent renderings of its

díscursive meaning, just as â myth can sustain a number of historicâ1
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exenpla.54 Such renderíngs are, by and large, uretonymíc; they seize

upon some aspect of the generative metaphor as the beginning of a chain

of explication which is a chain of substiËution. And, as Northrop Frye

reminds us, in politics such metonynic chains go by the name of

ideology, 55

Audition, Vision, and Nostalgia for P1aËo

In the beginning, our cultural begínníng, Lrâs the word, but which

word? Logos or dabhar? our dual heritage, our indebtedness to AÈhens

and to Jerusalem, leaves us prone to a painful confusion on this score.

Logos is the creek r¡ord for "word," and dabhar Ís Ehe tlebren Lrord

for "wordr" this much is clear. But t'nro more different r{ords could

hardly be inagined. Dabhar is an ac.tive r^rord; it also means "deed," and

it comes from the verb I'to speak."56 Logos, on the other hand, derives

fron the root meaning "to arrange"; "the deepest level of neaniog in the

terE... [is] nothing which has to do ú¡íth the function of speakj-ng -

neither dlmamic spokenness, as was the case for the entire orient, nor

Èhe artÍculateness of utterance - but the meaning, the ordered and

reasonable content. "57

The narratives of ancíent Greek and Hebrer^' thought were organized

by the operation of two strikíngly dífferent metaphors, metâphors of

sight and hearing, respecÈively. The l{ebrer,¡ r¡ord Ís a speaking, a deed,

whereas Èhe Greek word is an ordered arraflgement of meaníng; Èhe former

word is heard, Ëhe latter seen. I^,trile these uetaphors are
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unquestionably historical, cultural artefacts, \,¿hose netonyuic

explication is in the nature of a chain of contingert interpretive

choices, they derive Lheir force from Eheir appeal to a preconceptual

experience of enbodied existence.53 The metâphors mediaÈe Èhe po\,ter and

innediacy of everyday experience, in Ëhis case the experience of vision

and audition, into 'rshared cultural modes of experience,rr which I'help 
Eo

deËermíne the [ature of our neaningful, coherent undêrslanding of our

r"or1¿r.rr59 Because these ueËaphors have a public chaïacteï, it is

possible to explore Ëheír ímplicaËions, as a sort of phenomenological

exercise; because of their role in shapi.ng understaûdings of the world,

íË is importânt to do so.

Reflecting on the implications associated \^rith vision and audition,

the narraÈor of Nabokovis Ada, or Ardor remarks, "If ury eye tells ne

soEething âbout Space, ny ear tells me sonething abouE Tine. But \.rhÍ1e

Space can be contemplated, naively, perhaps, yet directly, I can listen

to Time only between stresses ,. .. '160 Thus Nabokov aptly sums up the

modes of representation to r¿hich seeing and hearing lend themselves, or,

perhaps nore properly, the modes of thinking \,/hich Ëhey metâphorlze.

The Hebre¡,¡ metaphor of the !¿ord as soEething heard imparted a

temporal quality to Ëheir conception of thinking; "as space was the

given thought-form for the Greeks, so for the Hebre\{s it was tine."6l

For the l{ebrews, even objects or lhings were conceived as instruments of

a d]'namic reality. It is not surprising Ëhen, ËhaË theít conception of

knowledge was â dJmamíc, teuporal one. TruËh itself Tnras represenred in
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terms consonant Ìrith the rrinpressions gained by hearing," which partake

of the following three characterisËics:

... they are constantly changing, they are of
a dynauic-qualitative sort because they can be
expressed in a1l degrees of ÍntensiEy and in
varying quaLitíes, and they are
psychologically meaningful because they can
âltake every possible mood or feeLing.62

Knowledge meËaphorically conceived as hearing parÈakes of a certain

tentative character, for we hear things, of necessíty, in temporâ11y

contingent succession. Such knowing requÍres a cultivation of patienee;

Mozartrs Don CiovânnÍ is not Don Giovanni if the notes are played and

sung al1 aÈ once - r4re musÈ ¡¡ait for the uusic to unfold in iËs o\^rn good

time.63 Liker¿ise, when r¿e are in conversation, temporality is of Èhe

essence; we are always dependenÈ.upon our interlocutors for \ÀrhaÈever ít

is that coEes nexÈ. Listening, as a sËate of dependence, is
rrassiuriLative, receptive, passive, and' Iin 'a Eraditj-orral sense]

femininerr; ít does not afford the same sense of certainty of

systenaticity Ehat Ís traditionâIly proper to the visual experÍ"rr"..64

I,fhen theory is conceived metaphorically as listening, Êherefore, it

seens unlikely th¿t its practitioners ¡¡ill make certainty or system

their first prioriEies; on the contrary, "an intensification of

receptivityr gentleness, femininity, understandíng, discretion,

openness, and tolerancefi become Ehe chief theoretical or interpretive

virtues.65

The metaphor of knowledge as hearíng, of theory as lístening, has

been subordinaÈed in the history of [^Iestern thought to theory conceived

as seeing, along Greek lines. Camille paglia maintains that Judeo_
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Christian iconoclasm frever succeeded ín wooing l^/estern culture away from

its devotion to visual imagery. "1lis toriography I s roost glaring error,"

she ¡¿riÈes, "has been its assertion that Judeo-Chris t iani ty defeated

paganism .,. lr¡hich] has survived in the thousand forEs of sex, arÈ, and

now Lhe mod.ern medía."66 Quintess enË i.ally, our civilÍzaÊÍon's knowing

is conditÍoned by the "delusional certitude'r of a visual metaphor:

Name and person are part of the westrs quest
for form. The west insists on the discrete
identiËy of objects. To name is to kno\,/; Eo
know is to control .... The \4resterner knows by
seeing. Perceptuâ1 relations are at the heart
of our culËure, and they have produced our
titanic contributions to art. Walking in
naÈure, we see, identify, naue, recognÍze.
Thís recognition is our apotropaion, that ís,
our warding off of fear.67-

Phi-losophy, as much as any of the arts, has sought a certítude

¡,¡hich could help to relÍeve lhe fears of Íts practíÈioners. Knowledge,

truth, certainty, were for the ancÍent Greeks Eo be secured by a sort of

"contemplative 1ooking," a recogniËíon of objects before the Eye of the

Mind. 68

Consíder, for example, Plators employment of vísual netaphor in the

Symposium. The quest for knowledge ís described by the sage DiotÍma as

coterminous with the search for beauty; Ehe true ând the beautiful are

conjointly manifesÈed in discreËe, vÍsible form. The appropriation of

knowledge proceeds by means of Ëhe contemplation and articulation of

progressivel-y more uníversal phenomena. The philosopher must first

contemplate one beautiful indívidua1, allowíng his passion to "gíve life

to noble díscourse."69 Then, he musÈ learn to appreciate the kinship

bet\n¡een this loved oners beauty of form and that whích subsists in all
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others. As hj.s iniÈiation continues, he r.¿ill be led successively to the

contemplalion of beauEiful souls, the beauty of cusËous and practices,

and the beauty of Ehe sciences, until fina11y, he ascends to fulfillroent

in the contemplation and articulation of a truly universal knowledge:

,. . turning his eyes Eoward the open sea of
beauty, he r¿íll find ín such conÊeraplation the
seed of the xnost fruitfut discourse and the
lofÈiesÈ thoughÊ, and reap a golden harvest of
philosophy, untÍ1, confirmed and sÈrengLhened,
he will come upon one single forn of knowledge
.. . . 70

Thus, Plato prescribes an investígative and descriptj-ve process

rhat is progressively conceptually general, until at length â uníversa1,

monisËic knowledge is attained. Physical lovelíness, moral integrity,
and the pracËices of insEituÈions are not properLy understood unEil

their forns have been seen and transfigured into the discourse of the

philosopher. Vision, couprehension, and articulation are the steps by

Ì¿hich the philosopher ascends to the possibility of a Èheory of

practice.

The Greek tradition, then, "employs space as the primary mode of

thoughtrr; philosophy ís a kind of gazíng inEo rhe meÈaphysical

heavens.Tl IntiEaËions of truth, like the visuâl perception of things

in the environment, nust rrchiefly be based on Ëhose images whích have

forE, objectivity, and inmutabiliry. "72

Visual netaphors, inported into politicâl theory, create a set of

ne ta- theo ret lcal assutrptions quÍÈe different from those engendered by

audiÈory metaphors. Visual Detaphors turn theoretical attention to\,/ard

space, suppressing time. t^fhen looking at a picture, Willian poÊeat
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te11s us, it is easy to engage in a process of absttaction. Although

the eyes are in moÈion, scanning the surface of the picÈure, it is easy

to envisíon the picture as r4/hole, conplete, and "a11 there." In

PoteâÊrs words, one sees "in an instant \./ithouE temporal density an at

once finite, sÈatic, and eternal spaÈial configuration whose 'parts' are

deÈerminate and sensuously simultaneously co-presenË in (visual) spaee

wiEh each olher and !¡ith the totallty Èhey jointly comprise."73 The

total picÈure is "firiiËe, deterEinate, static, self-contained, cotrplete

in iÈself, nakÍng no allusions to anything beyond its or^¡n boundaries."T4

I¡fhen visual metaphors serve to catalyze theoretical consciousness,

they generate an expecla!íon that good theory will organi.ze a field that

is finite, deterninate, static, self-conËained, and complete in itself.

Visual metaphors for Ëheory generate a certaín optímism, as well, for if

theorizing were seeing, it Í/ould greatly aid the theorÍst in the work of

discriminatlng and disfj.nguishing betrÀreen phenomena, in generaËing

precise but synoptic descriptions of phenomena, and in apprehending the

significance of the ¡¿hole field of study.75

Visual netaphors inpart stability to the objecÈs of theoretical

concern, and authority to the lheorisÈ. This effect is heightened in

the further intensificaEion of visual experíence co which typography has

contrÍbuted. Psychically, the prlnted text prompts the rrillusion thar

space is visual, uniform, and conËÍnuous,r' and that its constltuents can

be Eanipulated Ì¡íth precision and unifornity. T6 The netaphor of

politlcs as printed text encourages the theorist in a search for

incontrovertib le conclusions about po1ítica1 issues, conclusions '.¡hích
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\rill be as plain as Èhe \,rords printed on a page; "a written philosophy,

and especially a printed one, will naturally nake icertiEuder the

primary objecE of knowledge, just as the scholar in a print culture can

have acceptance for his accuracy evên though he have nothing Eo say.,,77

Taken to j.ts furthest extrerqe, the netaphor can induce a perspective

which LeaEherdale has dubbed rralphabetisn":

This is the notion that the understanding of
complex phenomena is essentially a maLter of
fsolating an inherenE and finiEe range of
stable elements and chartÍng the range of
their permutations. lt is a notion of
understanding . .. thaË gains strength from the
alphabet as a nodel, fron ¡nusical notation,
the Arabic number system, and precious ltrtle
else. Acceptance of the model presupposes
that, even if we cannoÈ find all ot even any
of them, the elements exist, alEhough we have
no other reason to assune a range of such
elements and often search vainly for then and
the evidence of their kaleidoscopic
potential. 78

So d.escrÍbed, few theorists would. wish to endorse an "alphabetic"

conception of understandíng; it seems altogether too crude and naÍve.

But the metaphor of politics as â printed Ëext is a slrong one, calling

as iÈ does upon a vivid and pervasive everyday experiencei iE would be

surprisÍng if the use of the rnetaphor failed to tempt its proponents

occasionally to describe politÍcål phenomena as being some¡¡haÊ sinpler

and sËab1er thân they are. For oetaphor is noË only a creative fÍgure;

it is also a potentially subversive one. Political theories, like

poems, operate at nore than a sinple level of ueaning; Ëheir expliciÊ

conmiËEents are shador¡ed by an rrunderthought, " "the progression of

inagery and Eetaphor that supplies an enotional counterpoint Èo the
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It often supplements, buE also often

PoliÈical Eheory lûay strive to be sensiEive !o coúplexity, Eo offer

iEs account in such a fashion that the vicíssítudes of history and the

intrlcacies of language are always taken ínÈo consíderation. Shou1d iÈ

conceÍve of Ehis task in terûs of a visual metaphor' however, it will

not be long before Ehe charms of siuplicÍty and certitude begin to

reassert Èhemselves; neta-theory that describes knowing as seeing takes

for its own, unwittingly, a peculíarly powerful underthought, a dream of

Ëhe oceån of beauty, a kind of nostalgia for P1ato.
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CH.{PTER III

CHARLES TAYLOR, ARTICIJLATION, AND UNDERSTANDING

S elf- Int er retation and A Lation

The articulati.on of huroan experience in language ís a tricky

business. Those who are satisfied with roetaphor, Èhe poets and

theologians, have traditionally been the most circumspect about our

capacity Ëo adequately articulate our experiences, Reinhold Niebuhr,

the AEericân neo-orthodox theologian, naintains tha! ¡ûoral signíficance

is Èypically expressed oufside the bounds of locutionary utterance:

... -ir.ì.di,vidua1 selfhood is expressed in the
self's capacity for s elf- transcendenc e and not
in its rational capacity for

consistent idealisrn and a consisËent
naturalÍsn both obscure the dimension of
selfhood, Ehe former by equatÍng the self with
universal reason (as in Plato and Hegel), and
the latter by reducing the self to an unfree
nature not capable of viewing itself and the
r¿orld from the position transcending the floI,¡
of events, causes, and sequences.r

Niebuhr expresses scepticism about the possibilíÊy of developing

any precise theoretfcal explanation of manrs nature or practices. The

self, he speculates, ís a complex interaction aBongst the natural

creature, who Ís bound to natural causality; the rational- creature, who

analyses, understands, and Easters natural causality; and the self-

Èranscendânt creature, ¡¿ho ís able to survey ând to judge boÈh the world

and the se1f, and to plot. a course of actíon Ín accordance !¡iEh his

judgements.2 Gíven Èhis inherent courplexity, he argues, the nalure of
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nân and of his practlces are bound to remain, ln their fullest extent,

opaque. HuEan praccice, as a paradoxical unity of evenÈs deternined and

free, is Eherefore susceptible of representation only in "poetic,

religious, and metaphorical synbols.'t3

Charles Taylor, in this respect an heir Èo both plaËo and Hegel,

stakes his theoretical aspirations on the capacity of language to

artÍculate the neaning of huuan practices Ín a satisfying fashion.

Taylorrs rrphilosophical anthropology" is an aÊtenpt Eo offer a

herEeneutical account of rnanrs self-interpre tat ion, as it ís artfculaEed

in language, r¿hich will circunvent the problens of a too consistent

idealism or a too consÍstenÈ naturalism. In the hands of practitioners

like Martin Heidegger and Hans-Georg Gadamer, hermeneuti.cs does avoid

naturalismrs deterninistic nihiLism and idealismrs unsustafnable claims

for human ratj.onality by taking care to consider the inport of our self-
int erpre tat ions, or s''nbolic actions, as they are constituted in

language and hisËory. Taylorrs hermeneuEics, however, i-s undone by his

reliance upon visual metaphor, whÍch serves as Ehe occasion for his

overreaching himself. I{e clains more than his theory can reasonably

deliver; following Bourdíeu, his EeËa-theory endorses the possibiliry of

a theory of practice. that is, Taylor belÍeves that a good

heroeneutical theory should be able Ëo stand in judgeEent over all

social and poliËical practices, including theoretÍcal practices.

Taylor avoids the excesses of naÊura1isE socj-al science, whÍch, he

argues, is an inevitably reductionist enterprise; its theories "lead to

very bad science: eiEher they end up in wordy elaboraÈions of Èhe
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obvious, or they faíl altogether to address the interesting questions,

or their practiEioners end up squanderÍng their tâlents and ingenuiEy in

Ëhe atteupt Eo show that they can after all recapture Ehe insighÈs of

ordinary Life Ín their nanifestly reducÈive explanatory languages."4

htry is this the case? Taylor suggests thaË a natural-sc ienc e_

inspired nodeJ- of politics is doomed to inadequacy or irrelevancy

because i! ignores, by its very naEure, sone key aspects of nanrs

constiÈution as subject. In his article, "Interpretation and the

Sciences of Man,'r Taylor traces the provenance of uodern social science

to lrs beginnings 1n the post-cârtesian dÍalogue betrreen rationalis' ând

empÍricism. RaÈionalisE, r,¡hích posiEs a congruence or correspondence

between reason and "reality," between mental processes and the ¡¡orld

or.ltside, seeks an understanding of social realj-ty which would be

ineluctable, inescapable. As Taylor noÈes, the rationalist quesË

cul'inates Ín Ëhe Ì¡ritings of Hegel, rùho atËe'pted to sho*' lhe necessity

of apparent contingency, so that, ín the final analysis, "the bad leads

to the good, the passions to reason, contradiction and conflicÈ to

synthesis and peace. "5

The empiricists, on the other hand, have traditionally sought

cerÈainty in another fashi.on, by appealing to Ehe purported.Iy

irreducÍbre data of sensory experience as the foundation of scienËific

knowledge. The rooËedness of science (as conceived by Ehe enpiricists)

in non-subjective sense data or, as Taylor puts it, rbrute data, enables

a process of inerrant verífication which is beyond subjecÊive fiat."6
Both raËionalist and enpiriclst goals are fulfilled in logical
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eEpiricism, r4'hich coupl-es empiricist notions of daEa collection and

h)?oÈhesís verificaÈion \4rÍth a logical form of inference; logical

enpiricisu línks the ideas of eupirícal verification and conceptuâl

entailment, Èhereby systematizing the quest for prediction and control

of environmental phenourena. 7

Taylor critícizes the logical empiricists and Eheir intellectual

descendants for failing to recognize thât human activity caûnot be

described merely in terms of brute sense data, and that it cannoË be

categotLzed and nanipulated i.n the same r4ray as non-hr¡man realj-ty. Humân

beings, like other creatures, have desires. We are unique, however,

ínsofar as r^7e express second-order desíres, which are a product of our

abí1iEy to reflect upon our nore elenental L¡ants. "Second-order,'

evaluation is Eanifested ín tt¡o ways: it nay be concerned r^¡ith our

desiresr instruriental import (rather lÍke the Freudian ego); or, it may

be a "strong evaluaÈion,'r concerned with our desiresr moral t/orth

(rather like the Freudiân superego). IÈ is crucial to Taylorrs argument

that both kinds of evaluation are qualiEaÈive, not quantiEative, in

nature. That is, they cannot be understood in terms of a common

denominaÈor reducÍb1e to an objective measurement of brute data, HurBan

self-evaluaEion ís elusive in a way Ehat natural phenomena are not.8

Slrong evaluation is construed, in Taylorts work, as a basic staple

of psychíc existence, as that which makes human coromunieation possíb1e.9

Our everyday account of things ís a teleological oD.e; \^re define actíons

less in terms of their physical dlmanics than of their motívation and

purpose.l0 The human capacity for sËrong evaluåtion, for making
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contrastÍve motal decisions about the v/orth of desires and actions, is

Ëhe capaciÈy r,¿hlch generates our teleological perspective. Any social

science r^rhich fails to account for uhe workings of strong evaluation has

Eissed a 
"rrrìi.1 

poÍnt, ignored a charac Êe ris t ically hunan activity -

se lf-evaluation. In an effort to provide a pat, objectified scherna of

hunan action, naturalíst socÍaI science forfeits understanding. ln iEs

dissectíon of human beings as objects, such a social science ignores the

purposive dinensi-ons of action; it forgets that human beings are

subj ects. Any useful sociâl science, says Taylor, EusÊ offer a

convincing account of human agency. An insíghtfuL social science must

not be lashed to archaic notions of verification from brute daÈa:

We cannot measure such sciences against the
requlrenent of a science of verificaÈion: I,¡e

cannot judge Ëhem by their predictive
capacÍty. We have to accept Ëhat they are
founded on intuitions r¿hích all do not share,
and what is worse, that these Íntuitions are
bound up r,¿iËh our fundanental options. these
sciences cannot be r^'ertfrei; lhey are moral
sciences Eheir successful prosecution
requires a high degree of self-knowledge, a
freedom from illusion .,.. 1l

lf tradltional social science Ígnores Ëhe factors which constitute

social life and meaning, refusíng to grapple Lrith the problem of human

se lf-unders tanding, how are we to atÈain the self-knowledge of which

Taylor speaks? Taylor hinself has not ful1y answered this question, but

he has offered an enbryonic âIternatíve in the forn of his proposed

'rherneneutical science of man. " l2

Taylorrs hermeneutics is b¿sed upon his notion of the dÍstincËive

character of hunan agency. As we have seen, his concept of self-
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evalualion is nost inportant; the idea Ehat hunans can reflect upon and

judge their desires assunes a still greater importance, as Èhis kind of

evaluatíon is subsuued under Ehe broader rubric of "self-

inEerpretation.'r For Taylor, hunans are primarily and uniquely rrself-

interpreting ani¡nals." In his article of the sarue name, he neaËly

sunmarízes his clai¡ns about s elf- interpre tat ion. He argues:

1. thât soEe of our enoti-ons Ínvolve inport-
ascriptions;
2, that some of these imports âre subject-
referring;
3. that our subject-referring feelings are
the basis of our understandi.ng of what it is
to be human;
4. thât these feelings are constÍtuted by the
arEiculations we coEe to accept of them; and
5. that these arÊículations, r¿hj.ch r¿e can
think of as interp retal ions, require
lang.rage . I3

The last two assertions, for our purposes, are lhe nost interesËing

ones. For Taylor .has condensed Ehe fog of feeling into prÍstine

droplets of language. our contrastlve, evaluative notions of good and

bad, right ard wrong, are Èíed up with our emoÈions, and this conplex of

evaluaEion and concomj-EanË enoËion atÈaches to us, as subjects; Ín fact,

Ít is this conplex of evaluation and emotion that defines our

understanding of our or¿n humanity, Note that Taylor proceeds to clåim

that these subj ect-referring feelings are !lIEË!!!!g by (not expressed,

but constituËed by) arÈiculations r¡hich, of course, take theír

particular form in language. IE ís inpossible to Biss the pre-eminence

açcorded to language in this scheme; language articulates, consEitutes,

determines feelings. our se lf-unders tandings are constiEuted by

Ianguage; it rrould seem to follow that they can be rnade explicj.t in
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language. In fact, Taylor goes so far as to hang huüân identity on the

peg of lauguage, as did ArisËotle before him.14

Taylor is perhaps even more insistent about the primacy of language

than his predecessor, pressing hoEe Èhe clain lhat "Ûlan is a language

aninal fenphasis uine], not just because he can formulate thlngs arid

make repres entat Íons, and thus think of natters and calculate, whÍch

animals cannot; buË also because what we consÍder the essential human

concerns are disclosed only in language, and can only be the concerns of

a language aniual. " 15

one Eust be on guard against the presuxûption that Taylorrs theory

of language is a simple one, or crude; on the contrary, it is subtle and

sophisticated. 0n the whole, Taylor tends to\rard a Cassirer-like view

of the catholicÍEy of language, allowing that it nay be considered Èo

encompass "the whole range of ueaníngfu1 uedia," extending Êo xûusic,

art, and dance.ló On this vlew, a physical action, such as mopping

oners bro\^' in the presence of another on a hot sumroerrs day, could be

consj.dered not merely a conmuflicatíon, but an actual use of language:

the brow-wiping Ís a sign, an expression which discloses a "shared

experience," Ëhe enj oyment of "a courplicity."lT

This theory of language is not unproblematic; it posits a ûotion of

language which becomes a conceptuâ1 gourmand, gobblíng up any forrn of

human interaction r{hich involves cotr¡Ðunication. And this is a

considerable meal, for, as Murray Edelman notes ín his Politics as

Slmbolic Action, a wide range of governmental and social practices serve

as means of coÐmunication,18 Indeed, Ít is hard to iuagine any encounÈer
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even passivity, or one of the interlocutors' quietly nodding off Èo

sleep, could be construed as a conmunication, ¿ "disclosure" of sorts;

certainly it is a shared experience, in some respect. Can experience

shared in such a way, however, properly be termed "linguistic"? ls

there not a class of embodíed acts ' ¡¿hich serve as rnedia of

communication, but which can appropriately be distinguished from

Ianguage ?

Taylor uakes uruch of Ehe fâct Ehat such physical actions as brorr-

wiping, although they cannot be considered a form of ûornal

conversation, create "a rapport whj-ch is typically that of language

animals."I9 ls Taylor Labelling priurarily non-verbal forms of

conmunlcâtion "language," simply because we, the "language anima1s,"

enploy then? A nother cat nursing her young nay enjoy a certaín

"conplicity'r wÍth them, of a purposive kind which uright even deserve the

designation "intelligent"; hunting chj-rnpanzees may conmunicaÈe nith one

another as Èhey collaborate in the entrapuent of their prey' albeit in a

non-assertoric way, "concerned wíth conveying mood or menåce or

invitation, not wilh roakj.ng statemenËs about thíngs ín the v¡orld."20

Would Taylor r¿ish to account such coEplicities and conmunications,

purposive as they âre, as instances of language use? Judgíng froru his

remarks about Èhe staËus of huüaníty as the uniquely language-using

species, probably not.

It seeEs, !hen, .!hat Ëhere may be a useful dístincËion to be uade

betl'een linguistic and non-linguistic forms of communicâ.Éion. Such a
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distinction need not weaken an expressivist view of language, nor

díscourË the subtle int erpene Èrat ion of Language into other forms of

com.nunication and acÈion. Williaur Connolly, for example, al-though

acknonledging that language helps to invesE the totality of human

practice \rith coherence, forn, and meaning, believes it inportanÊ to

avoÍd adopting a theory of language which would make al1 actívily, in

effect, language.2l IE is simply eonvenien! to distinguish language

fron other forms of cornmunication, granting, of course, that the

boundary wilL never be anything bu! hazy and conventional; an analytic

term which has acquíred a universal significance no longer has any

signíficance at alL.

By adopting such a broad definítion of languåge, however, Taylor

furthers his theoretical agenda. The axûbigulty of his definition makes

it nueh simpler to naintain that â11 our subj ec t-re f erring feelings, the

prinal sËuff of s elf-unders tanding, are arEiculated in and shaped by

language. Language, so liberally conceived, seems better able to bear

the burden placed upon it âs the Locus of rneaning, the unj.versal medium

of disclosure, whieh articulates, bringing about an "explicit

awareness", whích constitutes public spaee, and which dlscloses and

constl.tutes Ehe distinctions of nerit so cenËral Ëo hunan self-

undersÈandÍng. In short, rressentÍal hunan concerns are disclosed only

in language. "22

_ Taylorrs development of sooethÍng approxinatÍng a proposal for a

herneneutic theory of prac!Íce hínges upon his account of this process

of disclosure. He espouses, not a theory which would help us to predict
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the course that socíâl practice night take, but raËher â theory !¡hich

rtould illunine practice suffíciently to sho\ar up certain practices as

errors. This is a large c1aiu, redolent, in íts scope, of Gadamer's

claius for Ëhe unÍversalÍty of the hermeneutic "problem,'r as a unified

sÈrivíng for understanding, interpretaËion, and application.23 Taylor

is uarkedJ-y less informed by Gadamerrs warning that herneneutics should

not be regarded as "a systen of rules to describe, let alone direct, the

Eethodícal procedure of the huuan scíences.',24 For Taylor, some such

uethod, !,¡hi1e not a presenE acËuality, clearly seerDs to be both

desirable and, in some measure, attainable.

Taylorrs belíef in the possibility of a hermeneutical theory of

practice begins \rith his conviction that language ís the exclusive

mediuur by which essential human concerns are expressed. The self-

interpretation châracteristic of the indivídual is replicated., on a

macroscopic sca1e, in society. This larger couplex of self-

interpre tat ions, the ¡¿eb of rneanings which emerges in communal

interchange, enbodies rra certain se 1f-definiÈ ion, a vísion of the agent

ånd his society, which is that of the society or communiËy"; following

from Taylorrs conception of language, these conmunal ínterpretations are

seen Ëo be arÈiculable in language, and can be "re-expressed or made

explicit by a science of po1itics."25

DespiEe Taylorrs protest that one need not be a platonist in orde¡

to perceive and perspicuously describe an ordered, logomorphic social

wor1d, the ríng of hís declarations is distinctly remíniscent of plators

Syoposiun.26 Practices can be made inte1lígib1e as they are broughÊ
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into speech or print, as Ehey are transformed inÈo articulaÈe dÍscourse.

Social practices, because Èhey are the acËivity of "language anímals,"

are inevitably brought Eo speech, transformed into self-interpretations,

These s elf- int erpretat ions help to fix the form of the sociâl practices

which sparnmed theE; they are the theoristrs raw material, but they are

not his creation. The Eask of the keen-eyed Èheorist is to perceive the

patEerns peculiar Eo a gÍven set of self-interpretations, and to bring

those patterns to líghË; thus, "we could say that social theory arlses

when we try to formulate explicitly t^¡ha È r.re are doing, describe Ehe

activiËy r¿hích is central !o â practice, and articulate Ehe norms whi.ch

are essentÍal to Lt."27 The goal of the hermeneutical theorist is to

faithfully and persplcuously describe the pattern of understandings

which aniuates Êhe conmunity; it is a search for clarity.

Taylor's hermeneutic theoly of practice, as proposed, cannot appeal

to any evídence which is foundâtional and beyond dispute, as empirical

political science clains to do, Taylorrs method simply relies upon

extensive ând criticâl readings of social self- int erpreta t ions , \.rhich,

in their rotality, coastitute the pages of a " text-analogue. " 28 The

Ëheorl.st ls a reader, poríng over Ehis Ëext like a careful editor, who,

at Èhe close of his labours, ensures that the text ís replaced I'by

anolher text, one which is c1earer."29 The operative skÍll demanded of

the hermeneutic editor is ínsight. 0f course, there is no guârantee

Èhat the theoristrs insight into Èhe socj.al text will be shared; it is,

as Taylor concedes, 'runformalizable." FaÍlure Eo concur in a sound

herneneutic judgenent can only be attributed to a lack of insÍght, to â
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"failure to grasp the Deaning fietd in question, an inability to make

and understand readings of this field.',30

ifhy Taylor considers this herüeneutic "reading" !o be a science,

rather than an art, is not entirely clear. Nonetheless, he firmly

maintains that Ëhe method should enable one to disÈinguish beË\¡reen a

superior and an inferior interpretation:

... some differences will be non_arbÍtrable by
further evidence, but that each side can only
make an appeal to deeper Ínsight on the pârt
of the other. The superiority of one position
over another ¡¿ill thus consist in Ëhis, Ehat
from the nore adequate position one can
understand oners ovJTL stand and that of oners
opponent, but not the other way around. It
goes withouÈ saying that this argument can
only have \^teight for the superior position.3l

Discerning \,/hât is the correct interpretation of social phenomena

is thus a nâtter of insight, of seeing Ìnith the míndrs eye the true

configuration of social phenomena. It necessitates beíng in the right

position, adopting the ríght vantage point, so that one can fu11y survey

the ureaning field in question. oae uust be seated ât a comfortable

reading distance. As Marshall Mcluhan reninds us, ',Ëhe printed book, an

extension of Èhe vísual facutty, íntensified perspective ând the fixed

poinË of view."32 For Taylorts hermeneutics, the question of positíon

is crucial. It is not surprising that, confronted \rith the work of

Michel Foucault, a thinker who refused to stand his ground in any one

posiËion for very long (who 1ived, in.fact, as a theoretical wanderer)

Taylorrs reaction ís one of indignation, renarking that, "in his major

r¿orks ,.. FoucaulË sounds as though he believed that, as ân historian,

he could stand norrhere .... 'r33
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Once he has attained a conmanding view of the Eext-analogue,

however, it becomes posslble Ëo offer "a perspicuous account of the good

or norm ¡¡hÍch is the point of a certain practice"; troreover, such a

perspecÈfve enables the theoríst to decermine what theory offers the

best accouû! of a socÍetyrs practlces.34 Taylor suggests, as a Eeta-

theoretlcal proposition, that lheories thenselves can be validated or

dlsconfirned, in accordance wi.th the persplcuity of the understanding

they provide, and the quality of the practi-ces that they inspire. ThaE

is, the operatfve question r¡ould seen to be: does lheory rx,' which

purports to honour perceived good ry,r inform ând constituÈe practices

which further Èhe atËainEent of ryr? If not, the theory is obviously

internally flawed, or self-defeating. A theory which offered a superior

explanation and self-definition for socieÈy I s practices would be

considered "objectively validatedrr in its "self-defining use."35 IE

trust be remembered, however, that a theory of practice, as the sociâl

Ëextrs master narrative, would be di-fficult for the adherenËs of an

inferior theory Eo recognj-ze; for people labouring under the burden of

an i.llusion are Íncapable of grasping a superior herneneutic account,

until they are touched by Ínsíght.

Good theory, according to Taylor, is able to spot i11usion, that

Ís, "sonething of greater substance than error, error r¡hich in a sense

builds a counterfeit reality of its or¡n."36 Once an illusion has been

discovered, theory's lherapeutic duËy is clear:

It may. not just be that to undersËand a
certain explanation one has to sharpen one's
intuÍtions, it nay be Ehat one has Eo change
oners orienÈation - if not in adopEing another
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orientaÈion, a! least in living oners own in a
rray thaÈ allo\^rs for greaEer couprehensÍon of
others. Thus, irl the sciences of man in so
far as they are hermeneutical Ehere can be a
valid response to tI dontt understandr which
takes Ehe form, not only 'develop your
intuitions, I buE more radically 'change
yourself. '37

The polifical text, polieyrs text, is in the final analysis a

paliEpsest, whose pages are held up for the theorisErs ínspection,

inwardly surveyed by his nind's eye, and then quíckly effaced, that he

Eight write upon Chem a cleârer, truer tale.

CriËi ue: 0n Understandin

For Charles Taylor, theory's essence is articulation, and

articulation is Èhe task of achievilg a certaín kind of clarity by

bringing an issue into focus; "to fínd a description ... is Ëo identify

a feature of the matter at hand ând thereby Eo grasp its conÈour, Eo geE

a proper vier¿ of it."38 Taylor d.efends his re.lj.ance on visual metaphor

to conceive of arÈiculaÈion, and Ëhe theoretical process as a whole, in

the following teros:

[In the descripEion of articulaEion] I find
myself using visual Ðetaphors, r,rhÍch are the
ones that seem to cone naturally to us, aÈ
leasÈ 1n our civilizaËion, when describing
rühat is involved Ín articulation. The point
of these uetaphors is that coning to
articulate our sense of soEe Eãtter is
Ínseparable from coming to Ídentify iÈs
features. It is these that our descriptions
pick out; and having an ârticulated vieur of
sonething is grasping how qbe different
feaËures or aspects are re1a!ed.39
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No\.r, it is no great secret that Taylor looks upon contemporary

French philosophy and literary theory \,rith soroe distaste, referring to

their productions somewhaE disparagingly as "the fog emanaEing from

Paris in recent decades."40 (It ís of course not an easy Èhing to

grasp the contour of a thick fog.) Taylor is also less than enamoured

of what he call-s I'political atomism,r' or an "individualism preoccupied

r^'iEh individual choíces and the associatÍons formed from such choices to

the neglecË of Èhe matrix in which such choÍces can be open or closed,

rich or neagre."4l But herein lies a paradox, for, as Arthur Danto has

noted, the distincti-ve contribution of French structuralis¡n and post-

sËructuralisE has been Ëo promote a concern for textual holism, and to

expand upon "the concepÈ of the text to Íntegrate history, culture,

Iand] psychology, as \úe1l as to revoluÈionize the reading of LiteraÈure

narrowly considered."42 For all Èheir attention to rupture and

dÍsjunctures in the text, sÈrucÈuralísE and po s t-s tructural ism struggled

against atomistic conceptions of language.43

0n the other hand, the visual melaphor to which Taylor is so

indebted is the very spawnj-ng ground of the atonistic indivídual

identiEy r¡hich he finds so troublÍng. The individual is in a sense a

creaËion of the vísual, an incarnation of ocular objectivity; "the

hardesÈ object of Apollonían thing-naking is western personaliEy, the

glamorous, striving, separatist ego that entered literature in the llíad

..., "44 A1Êhough Taylor nanages to âvoid a political atonism based on

Èhe cu1Ë of Ehe indivlduâl, his acceptance of visual metaphor as the

Ínage which comes rrrnost naturally'r seduces hiu into textual aÊoltrism, and
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a consequenE disregard for elements of undersÊanding alíen to the spirÍt

of the prÍnËed page: Êhe integrity of the tacit, the creative role of

ânbiguity, and the polyvalent instabiliÈy of language.

In his introducEion Èo The power of Myth, a collection of

interviews \^rith the renornmed scholar of nythology, Joseph Campbell, Bill

Moyers relaÈes Ehe follo\^ring anecdote:

In Japan for an international conference on
religion, Canpbell overheard another American
delegaËe, a social phì.losopher from New york,
say to a Shinto priest, "I.rIe 

rve been noIÀr to a
good many ceremonies and have seen quiËe a few
of your shrines. But I don I t get your
ideology. I donrE get your theology." The
Japanese paused as though ín deep Ëhought and
then sIoÌ¿ly shook his head. "I think r,¡e donrt
have Ídeology," he said. "t^je donrt have
theology. tle dance. "45

frCan I not say," asks l-udr"/ig lrrittgenstein, "a cry, a laugh, are

full of roeaning?'I46 Contra Taylor, arÈiculation is not Ëhe síne qua non

of ueaning, the sole guaranÈor of its presence. As huuans,

unquestÍonably, our existence is at al1 times conditioned. by language;

however, it does not seeE unreasonable to enLerfâin Ëhe possi.bility that

soEe nodalities of our practice are not primaríly linguisËic in their

executíon or import. ActívÍties such as music and dance are not easily

translated into discourse, not readily formalized in â conceptual way.

A laugh or a cry (or a uretaphor) not only conveys an experíence; iL is

an experience in itself, and in such instances a literal artÍculation or

paraphrase r,rhich atteupts to capture the experíence "ínevítably says Eoo

much - and !¡ith the wrong euphasis."47 It is really inpossible to grasp

the contour of a laugh or a cry, ând yet WiÊtgenstein naintains that
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they are fu11 of Eeaning; alEhough empty or elusive in a locutionary

sense, in a perlocutionary sense they powerfully convey mood or nenace

or i.nvitation. wittgensteÍn says sinply that "much can be gathered from

thern. "48

A recognition of the tacit dimension of understandíng is essentiar

to lhe cultívation of an aEtitude of theoretical cÍrcuuspection; there

is only so nuch that the language of theory can accomplish. Martin

Heídegger' one of Ehe pioneers of contemporary herneneutics, and in some

respects a nodel for Charles Taylor, describes language as "the house of

Being," not as Being itse1f.49 Although we uray presume that it is a

confortable structule, in which the occupant is pleased to dr.zell, it is
unlikely that â11 Êhe doors and wÍndows are loeked, else it would be no

longer a house, but a prison.

Accordíng to Heídegger, a1l participants in díscursive practice are

a1Í¿ays caughc up in a h.rrene,rtlc circle of understanding. The

practical consequence of this idea is that v¡e are all impli.cated in â

netrnrork of "pr e-unders tandings, " of ¡¿hich we are only diurly aware. htLen

we approach any problem, we bring to it a hypothesis, or Vorgriff, rrhich

is rooted in vorsicht, or .'rforesÍght." This vorslcht is a theoretical
pre-unde rs tand ing, which eonsists of the "vocabulary or conceptual

schene we bring to any proble¡."5O The notion of Lqgs.igh! seems

iupliciË in nuch of what Taylor has to say about the constituÈive and

expressive nåture of self- interpretåtions, as they are perceived against

a background of "raoral rules, standards of excellence, pÍctures of good.

and bad life-forns ...."5I
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More iEportanÈly for our purposes, however, Heidegger describes a

Ehi.rd urode of pre-unde rs tanding, Vorhabe, or "fore-havÍng," which j-s

essentially pre-verbal. This concept makes a radical distinction
between iheory and practice, a disËincEion which Taylor's theory of

language partially effaces. Vorhabe encompasses the matrix of practice

within r^?hich all- theorizing takes place; these practices are not readiry
translated into articulate "self-interpretations, " but rather exi.st as

embodÍed activities r^rhich impart an impllcÍt grasp of our situation.
understanding vorhabe disposes the theorÍst tor¡ard "an ontorogy \,rhich is
in our practices as !¡ays of behaving tor^rards Ehíngs and people, noE in
our ninds as background assuûptÍons whÍch we happen to be taking for
granËed. t'52

In order to understand Èhe difficulty inherent in translatíng our

practices into language, it is important to recognize Ehat many of our

practices are best descrÍbed as learned skil1s. Such skills ernbody a

cerËaÍn kind of knowledge ¡¿hich is tacir in naÈure:

Although the expert diagnosticiân, taxonomist
and cotton-classer can indicate their clues
and fornulale theír Eaxius, they know many
Eore lhings than they can te1l, knowing them
only in practice, as Ínstrunental particulars,
and not explicitly, as objects. The knowledge
of such particulars Ís Èherefore ineffable,
and the pondering of a judgeuent Ín terns of
such partlculars is an íneffable process of
thought. This applies equally to connoisseur_
ship as the art of knowing and to skills as
Êhe art of doing, ¡¿herefore both can be taught
only by the aid of_practical exanple and never
solely by precept. )J

Embodied skil1s as complex as playing a Rachnaninoff piano concerÈo

and as simple as riding a bicycle are equally resisEant to theoretical
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reduction. Verbal formul"ae night be devised t.o xoâke a gesture in the

directíon of describing such ski11s, but iÈ is Ímpossible to capture

them entirely, especíâlly j.n the diurensions of ontological significance
with \.rhich Heidegger v¿as concerned. rn order to understand a musicaf

theme, one musÈ nake reference, not to a verbal description, but to
another musical theme.54 perhaps iE is not absurd to suggest thaÈ

certain politically significant skills and understandings partake of

this 'rtacit knowing,' to a considerable exten! as we1l, such that they

are best conveyed by exaurple râlhet than precept. If such \,¡ere the

case, Taylorrs EheorisÈ ought to go beyond asking his recalcitrant
j-nterlocuÈors to sharpen Êheír íntuitions, beyond even asking Ëhem Èo

"change themselves,'; he ought to offer them a demonstratÍon.

Taylorts herEeneutics, in attempting Èo bring social phenornena into
focus, to attain an inter-subjectively valid grasp of their meaning,

fails to appreciate the subEle uses of anbiguity in political discourse.

In politics (as night seem obvious) clarity is not always a virtue; in
theory, it is not always attainable. ('rIs ít even always an advantage

to replace an indisEinct picture by a sharp one?", asks WitËgenstein.

"lsn't the indistinct one often exacÈly r,rhat we need?")55

In situations characÊerized by politÍcal dispute or conlroversy,

aubiguous Ëerns often serve as bridges betrreen conpeting factÍons, upon

lrhi-ch political actors, and theorists, nay coEe and go, The wide

receptÍon of the works of Ednund Burke and Thonas paíne in an age of

considerable political sËrife, to take up one example, is a response

whÍch can be explained I'styl-is t ical1y as r¿el1 as doctrinally":
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Their success in reachíng exËensíve, and
otherwise often divided, audiences and setting
dom the terms of debate over Ehe French
Revolution resCed in large part upon their
ability Eo select and manipulate an adaptable,
but by no means entirely rnalleable,
inherÍEance of poliËícal vocabulary coûrprisÍng
such symbols as the Norman Yoke and Èhe
GlorÍous Revolulion as well as such abstract
clefs mots as reason, custom, and nature.56

Perspicuous clarity helps Èo define and deliurit an audience, but

such definition is noË always the problem. Political theory is of

little use if no one \^ri11 1Ísten; therefore, "the writer whose appeal is

to a heterogeneous audience, or whose purpose is to enlarge his

audience, or to redefine an agenda of dispute, is greatly aided by a

sensitivity toward the ambiguous."57 This may seertr Eercenary, a

consideration vrorthy of political hacks rather than politíca1 theorisÈs,

but noÈhing could be furËher fror the truth. The problem of redefining

contested terminology is of particular concern to theory, The aEbiguiÈy

inherent ín the Èerns "liberty" and "freedon," for example, enabled John

Stuart. MilI to advocate state intervention Ín some siEuaËions, and

forbearance Ín oÈhers, as being by turns conducive to liberty. His

position was a highly individualized one, and is difficulÈ for

contetrporary theorists Ëo reduce Ëo any schemaÈic description.

Nonetheless, Conal Condren argues, Millrs conceptually "uruddy" account

of liberty nade good sense of the political fh¡x he wítnessed in

nj-neteenth-century Britain, and Èherefore anyone âtteEpting Èo

understand his work oughÈ to be wary of any inpulse to ',clean iÈ up.,'58

The clearest, uost perspicuous account uay noË always be the one that

does the mosÈ to further understanding of texEs or social phenomena.
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Perhaps the nosË worrisoEe effect of the ¡ûeEaphor of social self-

interpreËaEion as text, in Taylorrs forrDulation at Least, is its

intiEation that these self-interpretations are stable, vÍsib1e entities

wiÈhin a fÍeld of meaning. This account of things dravrs attention arÁ/ay

from the dynamic, unstable, political naEure of discourse, As a

fragrnented systeE, v¡ith an objective inte r-subj ec E ive manifesEation,

discourse nay be puÈ Èo a grea! varieÈy of (often conflícting) uses:

iE is in discourse EhaE power and
knowledge are joined together. And for this
very reason, we nust conceive discourse as a
serles of discontinuous segments l¡hose
tactical function is neiÈher uniform nor
stable. To be ltrore precise, lre Eus! not
imagine a world of discourse dlvÍded beÈween
accepted discourse and excluded discourse, or
between the douinant discourse and the
doninated one; but as â nultiplicity oÍ
discursive e.IeEents that can come into play Ín
various strategies.59

Ì¡hen discursive self-ÍnÈerpreÈation is conceived in Ëerms of a

ItrultiplÍcÍty of textual eleroenEs, the notion of the possibiliÈy of a

theory of pracEice recedes, ând iE becoEes apparent Ehat one overarching

interpretation uay not do justice to the practíces in question. The

task of hermeneutics thus emerges as rrthe probleu of minimizing the

distortj-ng, sinplifylng, and anachronis I ically assinilâting propensities

of our language when used to describe a tenporally a1íen one."60

laylor r s heroeneutics, unfortunately, exacerbates these

rrsinplífying and anachronj.s t ica1ly assinilatl.ngÍ properties of language

by identifying social events with language itself. The s¡-nopric power

of language all too eåsi1y covers over subtle variations of practice,

se lf- inte rpretat i.on, and ueaning which, like tiny fissures in a fresco,
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divide factions, cultures, and generations from o[le another, The visual

certitude \,/hich accoEpanies Taylorrs concepË of articulation can even

nake us forget the probleros Ehat attend the question of the meaning of

neanÍng .

Throughout his \rork, Taylor consisEentLy and unp rob lenat ically

represenËs neaning as a concomitant of articulatíon, as somethi.ng

"available upon inspection." The tern, so represented, lakes on a

coûfortable aír of farûil,iarity. Lrr'hen Taylor attenpts to give a

historical account of ureaning, however, problerus arise.

In Sources of the Self, his study of the developoent of the modern

identity, Taylor argues that the nodern age faces a crisis of meaning, a

crÍsis our civilization has not confronted before. In past centuries,

if anything, l,lestern ltran !¡as weighed dorm by a terrifying surfeit of

meaning. The present crisis,. however, is a genuíne crísis of meaning

because Ëhe r^7orLd has lost Íts "spirÍtual contour."6l So far, so good;

Taylor deflnes meaning âs the articulâtion of a r+or1d-vier*'; suggests

that we, unlike any previous generation, cannot arÈiculate a satisfying

or comprehensive world-view; and therefore concludes Ehat ours is Ehe

firsÈ era to suffer a genuíne crisis of meaning. He proceeds to offer

an example lllustraËive of our unique predicament:

To see the conËrast [betlreen this and previous
agesl, think of Luther, in hl.s intense anguísh
and distress before his liberating Eoment of
insight about salvatíon through faiÈh, his
sense of inescapable condeunation,
irretrievably damning hiuself through the very
instrutrents of salvation, the sacramenËs.
Holrever one night want to describe thÍs, iq
was noÈ a crisis of meaning lenphasis nine].þl
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Luther seened, however, to take a somewhaf different view of his

"mornenÈ of insíght":

Nighr and ,jay I pondered until I saw the
connection between the justice of God and the
staÈement Ehat rrEhe just shall- live by his
faith" .... Thereupon I felt myself Eo be
reborn and to have gone through open doors
into paradise. The r¡hole of ScripÈure took on
a new meaning [emphasis mine], and whereas
U-.iõ-re EI-n. "¡"scice of God" had filled ure ¡,¡iÈh
hate, . nor^t it became inexpressibly sr^'eet

OJ

lfhy was Luther's crisis not a "crisís of meaning',? For Taylor to

admit such a thíng !¿ould deal a fatal blo\,¡ to his aspiratÍons for a

theory of practice. To admit that Luther suffered a crisis of Eeaning

r¡ould nean that Ehere has been uore than one meaning in history, that

perhaps i.ndeed there is nore than one neaning at the present Ëiue,. IE

wouLd nean that the EeanÍng of meaning cannot be vÍsually identified,

fixed for eterniËy like a sequence of typescript upon a page. It would

mean, finally, that the meaning of neânÍng nust be waiËed upon in

history, and thaË Ehe Ëheoristrs ¡¿ork must always renain incomplete.
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CHAPTER IV

THEORY AS SOOTHSAYING

Soothsaying

A soothsayer, according Eo the Oxford Dictionary, is: "one who

speaks the truËhrr; or, "one r¡ho claims or pretends to the power of

foretetling future events."l Charles Taylor bestows the soothsayerrs

mantle upon his hermeneutic theorist; by virtue of his ol1'urpian

perspectíve upon the text !¡hich ís social life, the Eheorist is uniquely

equipped to tel1 poliËica1 society the tluth about itself in Ëhe

present, and to offer prescriptions for the future. (FortunaEely,

Taylor eschews the task of prediction, observing - presumably seriously

- that "really to be able Eo predict the future would be to have

explicated so clearly Ehe huEan condition that one would already have

pre-empted all cultural innovation and trans format íon. rr He adds thât

"this Ís hardly in the bounds of the possíble.")2

The metaphor r,rhich sustains Taylorrs tale of the theorisÈrs specíal

poner, a netaphor whích recurs again and again in his ¡¿ritings, is thaÈ

of the theorÍst as clairvoyant. Practices may be considered superior if

they are actuated by "a higher, more clairvoyant, more serene

notivationrr; the theorist is one who knows hov¡ to draw a "moral- rnap"

which wí1l distinguish such practj.ces frou baser orr"".3 People turn Êo

political theory t'because they feel the need !o geË cleârer \rhat

societyrs practices involve"; and good theory trenables practice to
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become less sturnbling and more clairvoyant."4 Cl"ir.royrnce is the only

justification, in Ehe final analysis, for theoryrs prescriptive role:

'rl,Jhat we need to explain is people 1ivíng their 1Íves; fhe terms in

which they cannot avoid livíng them cannoE be removed from the

explanandum, unLess femphasis mine] \¿e can propose oËher terns in which

Ehey could lÍve then more clairvoyanÈIy,"5

A clairvoyant is a person of exceptional, perhaps supernaEural

insight, who inwardly sees lhat which is hidden to others. Taylorrs use

of the ruetaphor of clairvoyance Ínvokes the spirit of Plators Symposiurn,

of Diotimars inviËation to Socrates to turn his eyes tor^rard the open sea

of EruËh and beauty. We have already seen that Taylor believes that the

articulation of human practices in language enables Ehe Èheorisr to

grasp the contour of social reality, to geE a t'proper view" of it. This

capacity, however, entails more than pure contemplative delight. The

special insight of lhe theoríst uakes special demands upon hiur; it is

hÍs responsibilíty to clear up confused interpletatÍons, both intrâ-

culturally and cro s s-culturally, and Ëo offer rtmore clairvoyant' ones ín

their stead.

Taylor's artícle 'rSocial Theory as Practice,rr included in the

second volume of his Philosophical Papers Ís perhaps, of all his

writings, most deeply inbued !¿ith optinis¡n about the possibí1Íty of a

theory of practice. It also provídes the most forceful statemenË of the

theorlsËrs moral burden, v¡hich Taylor explains in the follorsing passage:

in fact the framing of. theory rarely
consÍsts simply of naking sone continuing
practíce explícit. The slronger motive for
naking and adaptíng theories is Èhe sense thaË
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our ixûplicít undersËanding is in sone way
crucially inadequate or even r¡rrong, Theories
do not just make our constÍtutive self-
understandings explÍcit, but exËend, or
crítícíze or even challenge them. It is in
this sense that theory makes a clain to tell
us what is really going on, to show us Ëhe
reaL, hitherto unidentified course of evenÊs.6

How stríkingly different this is from the theoretical sensibiliÈy

of Ludwig tr{ittgenstein, Lrho \^rrites that I'the solution of philosophical

problems can be compared v/ith a gift in a faÍry tale: ín the magic

castle it appeârs enchanted and if you look at it outside ín daylighË it

is nothi-ng but an ordinary bit of íron (or sonething of Ëhe sort)."7

The theoretical dialectic is operating precisely in reverse; whereas

I'IiEtgenstein Ëakes us froD the realE of â râre experience inÈo the world

of the comrnonplace and the public, Taylor draws us aside from the coû¡mon

\^¡orld to iniÈiaËe us inÈo a new and rare experience, a neI,r r4ray of

seeing.

Throughout "Social Theory as Practice,rr the enployment of visual

meËaphors is sustained and emphatic. The essay itself is described as

an aËtempt to rrgâin clarity about the practice of Êheory," and to "throw

light" upon the question of the valiilaÈion of social theory.S Turnlng to

the analysis itself, Taylor begins by stating that theory is a peculiar

kind of education which sets out to remedy a peculiar blindness, the

blindness of members of a politícal coumunity !¡ith respect to the moral

context within which they operate.9 This i.s a process vrhich requires

that practice be put on display, thaÈ it be made visible; "whaE nakes a

theory right is Ëhat 1f brings practice out into the clear,"lO The

theorist acts as a trlap-maker, charting the "terrain of possible
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practices,rr in order to "give the shape and slope of the heÍghÈs of

va1ue."l1 A good theory, a good. "map of pracÈice" will represent rnore

accurately the way things are, enabling us to negoËiate the Èerrain \,/ith

greater ease; good theory enables us to see our r^ray. It enables us to

overcome the "muddle, confusion, and cross purposes" ¡¿hich hinder us,

and hence enables rrpractice to become less stumbling and more

c1aÍrvoyant. " l2

once again, Taylor's text is rich in Platonic resonances. The

theorÍst, the man of insight, is like Plators philosophers, vrho, havíng

seen the good, reËurn to the Cave in which their fellows dr¿e11. The

theorist turns his gaze towârd the lerrain of possible pracEices in

order !o clear up confusion and illusion, jusE as Plators "best naEures"

amongst the citizenry, havÍng "reached the heíghts and taken ân ad.equate

view," return !o the darkness Ëo confront idolatry r¡ith "the reality of

the beautiful, the just, u.r¿ at" good."13 layior's nap inagery conveys

his conviction that theory can offer a comprehensive accounE of

pracÈice, aud, as ¡¿e have already seen, he believes that such an account

can be "objectively validatedrr; therefore, the final step to be taken is

to give Ëheory its way r^'iÈh pracÈice, Eo let it guide our decisÍons

about the cultivation, modificaEion, or abandonment of exístlng modes of

life. l4

Taylor has embarked, froo ÈÍne to tine, on forays inÊo the

darkness, abandoning Ehe methodological high ground in order Êo offer

substantive accounts of "¡,¡hat ís rea11y goÍng on." In his progranmaÈic

"traet for the Ëiuesrr entitled (revealingly) The PatEern of Politics,
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Taylor outlines his ideological objectives for Canadian society. The

book, a uodel of self-assurance, skeÉches two I'incompaÈible" images of

politics, "the politics oÍ consensus" and the "politics of

Polarization. " l5

The possíbility of a politics of consensus is described as an

"i1lusion," and as a "genuÍne obsËacle to real progress."I6 proponents

of this sort of politics are saddled wÍth some extremely unflattering

metaphors; to them, politics is a "gaoe," a "ni11," and a "machine.',17

AlÈhough there are â11 sorts of material reasors for rejecEing this

model - it distfibutes resources inequitably and concentraEes power in

the hands of a sma1l, cynical, eliEe - the really bad thing about the

consensus vier,7 is Ëhat it distorts political actors' consciousness; it

impairs their vier,¡ of themselves and others. Taylorrs dÍscussion, aE

Èhis point, takes on a quâsi-I{egelian aura; the politics of consensus,

he ÐaínËains, impedes the Eoral or spiritual development of the

conmunity, because it seeks to have "politics revolve around negotiable

dífferences of interest raËher than confrontation beËween deeply felt

prínciples."18 The po1Ítics of consensus is implicated in an ,'atrophy

of neaning,rt as it frustrates the "universal human aspiration" for

ídentity within community. 19

The politics of polarÍzation, on the othet hand - the politics of

the future - offers a clear vie\n¡ of Lhe social situation that

consensualisn obscures. It is a politics that seeks to reform the

public conscíousness:
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To the politics of polarization, anything that
presents ítself as the consensus policy Erust
be specious .... if any policy is accepted on
its face value as being the resulE of
consensus, this can only be because one or
anoÈher group is being "taken in," or is
unaware what Ehe policy alternaÈives really
are. lt is nost unlikely that those who enjoy
poÌrer and privilege in a society r¡zill be
duped, so consensus politÍcs hinge on the
relative ignorance or mystificâtion of those
in society v¡ho are most disadv¿ntaged by it.20

Taylorrs solution to this problen is the creaÈion of a "dialogue

society.rr AË present, "our society is terribly opaque"; "Ehe processes

thaÉ really determine the conditions of life are vísible only at the

moment of impact.'t21 The dialogue society would remed.y this state of

affairs by bringing dialogue out into the open, thereby reviving public

discourse, "the only art-foru! in which a ner,¡ classicism is possíble -

Èhat is, an ordered expression of the whole."22 The dialogue would

remove Ehe "screen" which hides socíetyrs need for democrat iz at ion, and

"íncrease peoplers grasp of their real predicanenÈ." UltÍmate1y, this

nehT society r¿ould Eransform the urban environment inËo an expressive

organ of cornmunication, involving the citízerry in rrreal pârticipation

in the search for cournon meanings'r unËíl Ëhe polity becomes

" transparent . " 23 Taylor concludes his polemic by suuunarízing the goals

of the new politics, and inquiring lrhether they can yield "an Ídea

powerful enough to bridge the gulfs thåt hÍstory, language, and dísÈance

have made out of Ehe nâtural diversity of our people."24

From beginning to end, Taylorrs 'rreadingrr of Ëhe Canadian political

situation is a pure exaltation of the position of the spectator-

theorist, who surveys the terrain of practice, as it were, from above;
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discriminates the two "vísions" of political lífe whích coexist on the

plane of the social texÈ-analogue; separates illusion fron reality; and

proceeds to explain how even greaÈer clarity, a "ne'¡ classicism," can be

attained, if only people have the courage to amend their prâctices. A

more thorough and perfect example of the neÊaphor of theorist as semi-

divine editor could hardly be iroagined. trfhat is perhaps most astounding

abouË the book is its conclusíon, which, in íts perfect honage to Plato

and to Hegel, invokes Ehe parousia of a "powerful idea" to bridge the

gulfs opened up by hÍstory, language, and dístance. The emergence of

such an idea would be a dazzLítg triumph for the powers of articulation,

Ín a pluralistic era when all other bridges seem to hâve been broken,

except, perhaps, "the rainbow-bridges of concepts,"25

. Taylor also believes his herEeneutical theory capable of offering

definitive ínterpretaËions of the practices of other societies. In his

arÈicle, "Understandíng and Ethnocent ricíty, rr he argues strongly thaË

herneneutic theory is justÍfied in aspiríng to a non-ethnocentric

understandíng of other cultures, which can furthermore prompt fruitful

coEparison \,/ith our owIl. once again, articulation is the key:

understanding is to be gained by ueans of an âppropriation of indÍgenous

self- int erpretat ions . 26

The understanding of other cultures is a special case, as it

ínvolves interpreting the se lf-unders Èandíngs of agents againsË a

different background of practices Èhan Èhat Ëo which we are accustomed.

Taylor gives the hermeneutic method a special diaLectical tÍ¡ist in this
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instance, whích he terms the employnent of a "language of perspicuous

contrastrr:

This would be a language in which we could
foruulate both their way of life and ours as
alternative possibiliLies in relation Èo some
human constanls at work in both. It !¿ou1d be a
language in which Èhe possíble human
vâriations !¡ou1d be so formulaÈed that both
our form of life and theirs could be
perspieuously descrÍbed as aLÈernatÍve such
vâriations. Such a language of contrast night
shor¡, their language of understanding to be
dísËorted or inadequate in some respects, or
it mighE show ours to be so (iu which case, r4re

night find that understanding then leads to an
a1Ëeration of our se lf-unders Èanding, and
hence our forrn of life - a far from unknown
process_in history); or it oight show both to
be so. 27

The language of perspÍcuous contrast, then, furníshes the

interpreter krith a meta-language, a sort of Hegelian Ar.rfhebung which

transforms the moral and practical terms of reference. (ht-rile this

defínitely seems Êo be Taylorrs view of the matter, I cannot pretend to

be able to describe the process of transformation itself; Taylor is

quite vague on this point.) I{}rile he seerns willing Êo entertain a r,reak

incommensurability Ëhesís, referring to incommensurable terltrs as those

which have rrno exact feuphasis rnine] translaÊion in oÊher languages," it

is clear that Èhe language of perspicuous contrasË is intended. to

overco!Ûe any diff icult ies in translation.2S Ultinately, an

åuthoritative inËerpretaEion is attainable by herrneneuËic means.

Taylor argues that the hermeneutic understanding of other cultures,

alËhough it may involve eEpathy, does not rely upon iÈ, foï hermeneutics

is a science; "science is a form of discourse,', he adds, Ín an austere
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tone, I'and what we l,rant is an account r.Thich sets out the significance of

action and situation."29 Second, against Peter tJinch, Taylor asserts

Èhat iË is unnecessary, in fact nisguided, Èo adopt the agentrs poinÈ of

vie\r in the atËenpt to understand him; the theoristrs explanation nust,

in any event, surpass the agentrs self-def init ion. The agent's self-

desc.riptions nust be understood, but, "ín Ehe normal case r4/hât is

denanded of a theoreEical accounË is that it r"k. tt" agentrs doings

clearer Êhan they r¡lere to hin."30

A1l of this leads up to Taylorrs mosË substantial clain, that

hermeneutic theory can offer inter-subj ec Ë ively valid criticÍsms of

other cultures. The hermeneutic nethod develops a new language:

... ¡¿hich enables us to give an account of the
procedures of both societies ín terl0s of the
saue cluster of possibilities . ,.. It a11ows
for Êhe fact Êhat the range of theit
activities nay be crucially different from
ours, that they may have actívities which have
no correspondenE in ours .... But unlike the
j.ncorrígib ility vie\r, it does not just accept
that their particular activitíes will be
incornrnensurab 1e with ours We avoid
criËícizing then on irrelevant grounds
But \,¡e can crÍtÍcize them. Jl

ln short, hermeneutic Èheory equips its practitioners to nake

"valid transcultural judgeuents of superiority,"32 Although Taylor does

temperately forbear from making âny judgenents LriËh respect to g1oba1

superiority, a coEparaËíve conceptual account is held to be quite

nanageable on a case-by-case basis. Thus, he mãintains thaE, LTithout

beíng in the least ethnocentric, one can sËate Ehat certâin "prÍnitive,"

pre- or aËheoretical cultures are sirnply less râtional than WesÈern,

ÈheoreLical socieÊy. l,/estern cu1Ëures sinply have demonstraÈed that
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they are betrer able to articulate the sÍgnificance of Ehe interplay

between the forces of nature and the actions of man in a "perspicuous

manner"; a particular and inescapable proof of this raÈionality is the

tremendous sophistÍcation of the !,iestrs Êechnological inventory'33

His accounÈ of cross-cultural adjudicatíon coûp1ete, Taylorts

hermeneutic nethod has cone full circle, validating its o\,'n rationality.

In its s\,¿eepíng cornp rehens ivene s s , analytic penetratÍon, and legislative

po\4'er, Chârles Taylor' s proposed scíence of herneneutics is a

t attxallzíng simulacrum of theory's ancíent dream: a theory of pracEice.

Critíque: 0n the ConÈest of Interpretations

Taylor's choice of a vÍsua1 metaPhor for theory is a fateful one.

By rejecting wittgensteinrs "indístinct picturerr in favour of a clear

one, by rejecting aubiguity in favour of claríty' he makes theory inÊo

a species of cogniÈion (whích, traditionally conceived in visual terms,

is a kind of ÍnÐedlate perceptual knowing):

Cognition ,.. funlike thought], belongs t'o
all, and not only to intellectual or artístlc
work processes; like fabrícation itself it is
a process wÍth a begínning and end, whose
usefulness can be tested' and which' Íf it
produces no results, has failed like a
carpenËerrs worknanshíp has failed when he
fabricates a two-leggeä tab le . 34

Theory is open to all in thaÈ its interPreËatÍons are perspicuous

or transparent; if Èhe truth ts not obscured by false or mystifying

practices, Ít ís "out. in the clear," open for a1l to see. Theory is not

a matter of adopting someone else's poínt of view in order to understand
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hiu, nor of 'rdescribing and accouûting for \,¡haE he does in his own

terus, or those of his society and tine,"35 Good theory is suscepËib1e

of objective validation; it ís noÈ just enpathy, identifying \^,i th

another - it uust go beyond hin, seeing hin against a background of

objectífied practice. Taylor would almost certainly agree \.zi th

Alexander Rosenberg, when he says:

Surely, it cânnot be merely a matter of tasEe
wheÈher improvable generalizations or
eDpathetic ínsights inro intelligibiliry is
the aíE of a good social scientístts research
plogram. What the social scientist r,¡ill count
as good evidence for a theory or explanatÍon
advanced in the pursuiË of ínquiry cannoÈ be
merely a matter of taste. Jb

Taylorrs suppression of the ambiguity and complexity of d.iscourse

is t.antamount to the rejection of the idea thaf good theory is an

exercise of judgement. For acts of j udgernent are our most typical

response to problems characterized by their anbiguity, ûrost notably in

the case of aesthetic matters, maËters of taste,

Míchae1 Polanyi identifies the use of language as one such art,

which depends upon the exercise of skill. The use of language, he

suggests, is regulared by the Lar47s of Poverty, Consistency, and

Manageability. Language is, first of all, necessarily poor, both for

Enemorric reasons and because "the meanÍng of a word is forued and

nanífested by repeated usage ... it follor^rs lhat a language !ûust be poor

enough to a1low the same \ùords !o be used a sufficient number of

Èimes."37 Secondly, in order lhat repeated uses of a r¡ord may become

neaningful, it is necessary that language exhibit a certain consistency

of application. The nature of this consistency Ís, however, quite
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problematic, for it stylÍzes the lrorld. "S j-nce the \,¡or1d, r' writes

Polânyi, "tike a kaleidoscope, never exacÈfy repeaEs any previous

sÍtuation (and indeed, if iÈ did we r¿ou1d not know iÈ' as we r^rould have

no means of lelling that Eíme had passed Ín between), we can achieve

consistency only by identifying DanÍfestly different si,tuations in

respect to some pârticular feature, and this requires a series of

personal judgements."3S Finally, language nusE be manageable in the

economies of iEs naterÍal deploymenÈ' because it "can assist EhoughE

only to the extent to \rhich iËs synbols can be reproduced, stored upr

transported, re-arranged, and thus more easlly pondered' than Ehe Ehings

which they denote. " 39

As language is structurally sirnple (or poor), inperfectly

consistenË, and susceptible of roultiple re-arrangeuenEs or

recombinaÈions as the situation demands, it is hardly the Éerrain of

certainËy or objectivity. Even siuple definition, the asserEion of

denotaEion that often seems to us to be a sinple verbalízatLorL oL a

cognition, rris an art, and lrhatever we say about things assumes our

endorsenent of our ov¡rL skill in practising this art."40 lþrg=Lghrq, the

beginnings of articulate understandíng, all,Tays already exisËs r,rithin the

practical conplex of Vorhabe' our pre- and seEi-arËiculate orienEation

towards things:

In interpreting, \^re do not' so to speak, throw
a rsignificationr over sone naked Èhíng \,"hich
is pre sent-at-hand, we do not stick a value on
iÈ; but when something within-the-world is
encountered as such, Ehe thing ín question
already has an involvement r¡hich is dÍsclosed
in our understaûding of the world' and this
involvement is one whích gets laid out by the
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interpretation .... In every case Ehis
interpretâtÍon is grounded in something r4re

have in advance - â fore-having. As the
appropriation of understândlng, the
interpretation operaÉes in BeÍng towards a
toÈality of ínvolvements ¡¿hich is already
understood - a Being which understands.4l

The indeterminacy and poverty of language in the midst of the

plenitude of Being - this ís the existentíal paradox which gives rise to

the sensibj-lity Ì/hich regards theory as a kind of judgement, even a

judgenent of taste. The variability of the practices, the involveEents

which condition understanding, is the facEoï r^rhich makes ',the

establishEent of truth ... decisively dependent upon a seÈ of personal

criteria of our o¡^¡n \,¡hich cannot be formally defined."42 lf a theory of

prâctice were possÍble, it r^'ou1d formalize the tacit orientatio' to the

world which fs Êhe nediuu in which expliciÈ conmit'ents about lhe ¡¿orld

are sustained, rrconvert all alts into mâthematically prescribed

oPerations, and thus destroy them as ¡¿orks of art."43 The feeling that

such an exhaustive formalizatíon of experience is strucËurally

ímprobable and progranmat Ícal1y undesirable animates those meta-theories

which conceive theory as a kind of judgement.

Fron Aristotle to ArendË, theories r¡hích have accorded judgenent a

significant place in discourse about politics have varied considerabry

in their subsËantÍve accounts of the operatíon of judgenent.

Nonetheless, these theoríes share several conmon preoccupations: the

attenuation of the conceptual in favour of a close attention to the

signÍficance of the parËicular; the exercise of Èhe imagination in the

creation and apprehension of ueaning; and the plurality of parÈícipants

ín the activity of judgíng.
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Kantrs aesthetíc theory is ân interesting Èest case in thís regard.,

because, when confronted with the significance of the work of art, he

gives an account of a judgenent so different fron that r,¡hich he

descrj.bes in his moral theory, The latter is supreuely conceptual;

rules of pracLicâl reason are deduced fro¡n universal norms of

rationality. For Kant, morality as such is the objecÈ of, is indeed

defined by, a "generally valid theory"; "ultiroately, to Kânt, the

caÈegorical inperative is valid because ... Ione] cannot deny ít \^rithout

falling into s e lf-contradÍct ion. "44

In the realm of the aesthetic, however, Kânt is inpelled to a

retreat frorn the cogniÊive, a rrr¿ithdrawl of the beauÈÍfur fron si'ple

objectivi¡y."45 The concepÈuar is depri.ved of its prluracy. Kant wriÈes

Èhat rrEhe judgeÐent of tasÈe Ís an aesthetÍc judgenent, i.e. one resting

on subjective grounds,', and that "no concept can be lts deterEínÍng

ground . , . .'46 lÍtrile Kant t s aesthetics aspires Ëo an ulEinate

universality, it ís a universality Ëhat is objectively groundless. The

experiences or rraesthetic ideas" to which contemplation of the beautiful
gives rise cannot be mapped out in language, for an aestheËic idea is
lrthat representation of the imaginat.ion r^¡hich induces much thought, yet

vrithout the possibility of any definite thought \nhaÊever, í.e. concepÈ,

bej-ng adequate to it, and which language, consequently, carl never geË

quite on level terms with or render cornpletely intellÍgible.,'47

Kant seeks to restrict the operation of the judgenent of taste Eo

an autonomous aesthetic realm, leavíng hís conceptualist theories of
pure reason in scíence and pure pracÈical reasoB in norality
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divj.sion, ho'^rever. The judgenent of tasÊe ' or judgeDent \^'ithout

concepts, is the centrepiece of an aestheËics Èhat is meant to serve as

a medÍating link between pure reason, operaEing in the realm of natural

determÍnation, and practical reason, whj.ch orders hunan actÍvity ín the

real-n of freedo¡n, Ehereby effecting "a transition fron the sensible to

the intelligible world."49 Our experience in the appreciatíon of works

of art helps to give us a sense 'of ah. "poaposiveness of nature," whích,

although completely subjective and self-referring' is nonetheless

necessary ín order that we uray look upon the natural world as if it nere

a coherent who1e.50 similarly, although perhaps somewhat more

uysteriously, aesthetic experience furthers our conprehension of moral

and politi.cal life, because "the beautiful is a slmbo1 of Èhe moral

goodrr; ínítiation Ín aesthetic judgeEent trains us to "appraise Èhe

worÈh of others on lhe score of a like naxim of their judgerrent."5I

As anyone wí11 know who has read tr"Iilders The Picture of Dorian

Gray, the connectÍon bet!¡een beauty and the uorally good is a Eenuous

one, aÈ best, and when the aesthetíc sensibility is nost disinterested -

as Kant thought it ought to be - "vice and vj.rtue are to the artist

materials for an art."52 Nonetheless, ¡¿ha t is significan! is that Kant,

for all his love of rules and rationalitíes' allor¡s that the

conceptually poor judgements thåt altend aesEhetic experience give us an

intiuation of the coherence of naËure and the neanings of human

acÈiviËy. It is an. admission which inperils Èhe incipient theory of

pracEice inplicit ir th. @, ¡¡herein analysis
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of huEan action Dust "begin with principles and proceed to concepts, and

only then, if possible, go on to the senses ,..."53 Even by suggesting

an analogy linklng the judgerlents of uorality with the judgenents óf

taste, Kant threatens the status of lhe former as a systeüaEic "code of

laws applyi.ng to our actions lrhich can be derived completely € priori

frorn principles."s4 By making the analogy, Kant opens the door Èo the

possibility that prâcticâ1 reâson ís bound to Ehe sensuous

particularities of hurnan existence, rrhich language can oever render

corûpletely intelligible.

After Kant, the attenuation of the conceptual in the act of

judgeuent proceeds apace, According to llannah Arendt, the whole

function of thinking ís to disorder Ehe conceptual, as evidenced in

Socratesr use of the x0etaphor of \^rind to explain thought:

It is in this invisible element's nature to
undo, unfreeze, as i! Írere, what language, Ehe
nedium of thinking, has frozen into thought -
words (concepts, sentences, definitions 'doctrines) whose "weakness" and inflexibility
Plato denounces so splendidly ín Ëhe Seventh
Letter. The consequence is that ÈlTnEfng
äãîIIab ly has a destructive, underníning
effect on all established criteria, values,
measuremeuts of good and evil, in short, on
all Èhose customs and rules of conduct we
treat of in uorals and ethics.55

So conceived, thinking leaves littIe trâce of the objective, rhe

visible; thinkíng starËles íËs practitioners into the recogniÈíon that

"[one has] nothing in foners] grasp but perplexities, and the best \^re

can do v¡íEh Ehem is share them with each other."56 Thinking, in effect,

ís a puríficatory exercise lrhich cleanses the mind of concepts in

preparatÍon for the act of judgeEent; 'rr¿haÊ \^7e generally call
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Ithinking,rrr writes Arendt, "though uûab1e to nove the will or províde

judgeEent with general rules, must prepare Lhe particulars giveri to the

senses in such a \¡ay that the mind is able to handle them in their

absence .. .."57

Thinking disorders and dispels prior conceptual certai.nties

unendingly, ü/iËh the res,ulË that one uust pay heed to the contingency,

the novelty, the particularÍty of evenEs; that is, each Eime one is

confronted with "some difficulty in life," one must "make up oners mind

ane¡,¡. "58 This I'making up oners mind" is the act of judgenent, which,

following from Kantts account of judgements of taste, Arendt presents as

exclusively concerned with partículars; âs such, each judgeuent will

involve a new (or renewed) comnitmen!, which will make reference neither

to description in terms of a general concept, nor to explanalion in

Ëerns of a general cause.

A theory which conceives itself as Eaking judgeEents akin to

judgeuents of laste wi1l, therefore, strive for an atËenËíveness to Èhe

particular, just as we cultivate attentiveness r¿hen we are presented

wíth a work of arË, which somehor,¡ I'arrests us and cornpels us to dwell

upon the indivídual appearance itsetf."60 IÈ r^¡íIt be a theory which

asks, "What is the iEportance and significance of this particular

experience $¡hich claíus truth for itself, thereby denying that the

universal expressed by Èhe natheuaËícâl formulation of the lâ\rs of

ûature is the only kind of truth?"61 It r¡ill recall Aristotlets dicÉutrr

that politics requires a kínd òf practical wisdour (phronesis) which
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concerns itself wíth the variable and parEiculâr, rrfor iÊ is practical,

and practice is concerned r,¡ith pârtlcul^rs."62

luloreover, theory which consíders iÈs task Ëo be akin to the

discourse of aesthetic judgemenE, although it may strive for clarity,

t¡i11 not al\¡'ays attain it:

.. . Ëhe altístic process that Èries to gÍve
form to disorder, amorphousness, and
dissociation is nothing but the effort of a
reason that \Àrants Eo lend a discursive clarity
to things. Iithen its discourse is unclear, it
ís because things themselves and our
relationship to them, are still very unclear -
indeed, so unclear that it r,¡ould be ridiculous
to pretend to defíne ËheE from the
uncontaminated podium of rheËoric. It would be
only another way of escaping reality .. ,. 63

Charles Taylorrs political theory, by contrast, rejects the idea

Èhat an account of politícs should ever be unclear. His rhetoríc of

clairvoyance demands a panoramic napping of the terrain of practice, and

a concomitant subsuxûption of prâctícal dífferences under increasingly

general concepts, This is the whole thrust of the idea of a "language

of Perspicuous contrast,r' rrhich purports to provide a ner^r discursive

structure within whích to compare (previously) incoumensurable

practices. The dialectic of contrastÍve evaluation is able to redeem,

for a tern like "rationality" or "freedom," a trans-cultural, trâns-

historical neaning which ís not ahistorical, sËríct1y speaking, but

rarhich stands at the su¡ûmit of history.

Lrhen practice does seem fraught \^rith ambj-guity, Taylor seeks its

resolution into conpeting theoretical perspectives whích, once

identified, míght present the theorist with a clear choice in the
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matter. Thus, he describes conEenporary legal theory as a confused

rrDruddlerr resulting from the conflâtion of two essentially incompatible

meÈa-ethics: an ArisÈotelian theory \,¡hich prizes the cultivation of

certaÍn prescribed virEues in Ehe political cornnonwealth, and an

atomÍstic theory which values individual satÍsfactÍon above a1l else.

The proper goal of theory in Èhis insÈance' he aaintains' is to

diserÈangle the for¡rer (rich and suggesÈive) theory from the latEer

(inpoverished and nisleading) one, in order that "the rnodern Ídea1s of

freedon and reason can be rescued from the illusory neÉa-ethic and the

blindness to the diversity of goods r¡hich have acconpani,ed them."64

The problen, of course, Lies in the difficulty of establishing a

stable treaning for terms líke "freedou" and "reason", which, in addition

Êo being internally conplex, are subjecË Êo adaptation as comEuníties

"change the rules of language to fit new occasions."65 The ureanings of

such terms are noÈ hístorically stable, but rather assuEe a protean

variety in the changing matrices of practice; Eo give ÈheB a denoÊation

is to nake a judgement in soEe parËícular conEext:

... to speak of "justtce," "truth," "courage,"
etc. is but a perforrnance based on our
undersËanding of the subjecf natter of those
Ëerms. 0n1y if \se are confident that we can
identify what is just, true' or courageous'
can \{e reasonably undertake to analyze our onn
pracÈ1ce of applying the lerms "¡ ustice, "
"truth" or "courage," and hope Èhat such an
analysís will reveal to us nore clearly what
ls just, true, ol .ourag.o.l".66

Thus it is that theory must tâke care to nake fine discriminaÊions

\,¡hen it considers the concepts which comprise its historical inventory'

Especially as theory reflects upon its ol{n history, questíons of
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tonality and timbre become exceedingly complex. The persístence of the

ËheoreÈical rrstâteuent,rr a term coined by Michel FoucaulÈ to al-lude to

serÍous speech acts r,¡hich are, in effect, Èhe terüs of art circulaced by

a given discipline, is inherently problenaEic:

.. . this identity of Èhe statement ... is
ilself relative and oscillates according to
the use Ehât is ruade of Ëhe statement and the
way in \rhich it is handled .. .. at a certâin
scale of nacro-hisEory, one rDây consider tha!
an affiruation like "species evolve" forms the
saEe statement in Dar\^rin and in Simpson; at a
finer level, and consfdering nore liEíted
fields of use (neo-Darwfnisn as opposed to the
Darr^r'inian systeE itself), lre a:.e Presented
with tÌ¡o different statetrerts. The constâncy
of the statement' che preservaËion of its
identity through the uníque events of the
enuncíations, its duplications through the
idenÈíty of forms, constitute the function of
Èhe field of use in which it is p1aced.67

InÈerpretatfon in such cÍrcumsËances deoands a close attention Ëo

the particular, which is not al\tays demanded by our relation to the

visual phenomenon, Indeed, Gadamer encourages Ehe culEivation of aural

metaphors for lnterpretation as a means of solving some of the

phÍlosophical problems Èhat we have set for ourselves; the transiEory

arts of drama, uusic, and poeÈry coEpel a close attention to their

dynanics, mouent by moment.68 These arts cultivate a sense of rhythm,

of regulariËy which is always different, of the 'rautonouous Lenporality

of the work of art.t'69 They instil a sense of the interplay of idenÈÍty

and dlfference in the f h¡x of time, which is Ehe skil1 most

indispensable for interpretation,

Judgements of tåsÈe are not nerely reportorial; they do not simPly

gíve accounts of particulars presenËed to the PercePtion as objects. 0n
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the contrary, "al1 art of r^'hatever kind, whether the art of a

substantía1 tradítion r^,ith which we ¿re familiar or the contemporary art

Èhat is unfaEiliar because ít has no tradition, always demands

construc!Íve acËívity on our parE."70 This is just as true of the

visual arts as of any other, incidenLally; as Ernst Gorobrich reminds us,

there Ís no "innocent eye." The notion that there could be such an

rrinnocent eye," a kínd of seeing truncont aminat ed by íEagination,

purpose, or desÍre," is rra metaphor for a highly experíenced and

cultivated sort of vision."71 To nake sense of a Cubist painting, for

example, requires that Í/e rrmake an active contribuEion of our own and

make an effort to synthesize the outlines of the various planes as they

appear on the canvas. "72

Kantrs celebrated definitÍon of aestheÈic judgement as the free

play of understanding and inagination goes Eo lhe heart of the matter.73

The understandíng (not Èo be confused 1"rith the sarDe term in hermeneutíc

theory) serves to "subsume sense Írûpressíons under concepts, Èhereby

converting the given manifold into objects ...."74 The inagination

provides rar^r [iaterials for the understandingts dÍscursive operations;

rrimagination, therefore, r¿hich ttânsforms a visible object into an

invisible image, fiË to be stored ín the mind, is the condition sine qua

non for providing the nind 'n'ith suitable thought-objects .,..tt75 ln

theír quotÍdían operation, imaginatíon and understanding work together

simply to assure Êhat experience's chaotic mass of sensaÈions is ordered

into a coherent percepËion of things.76
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In aesthetic j udgement, however, iEaginatíon emerges as the

dominant pârÈnel. The c.oncepEual is shunted aside as the imagination

re-presents the images of experience in an act of mnemonic apprehension,

and then, in Ehe process of "free play," reconfigures iEs apprehensions;

it becoues "productive, " rearranging elenents from Ehe "visíb1e

wor1d."77 The ÍnaginaÈion is Èherefore best defÍned as a producEive,

coûsÈructive activity:

The imaginaÈlon (as a productíve faculty of
cognition) is a powerful agent for creating,
as lt were, a second nature out of the
EaËerial supplied to it by actual nature. It
affords us enterÈaínnent r¡here experience
proves too conmonplace; and we even use it to
remodel experience .... By this neans we get a
sense of our freedoo from the lar¿ of
assocíati.on (whlch attaches to lhe enpirical
employnent of Ehe inagination), \^tirh Ehe
result that the naËeria1 can be borro¡¡ed by us
from nature in accordance wlth that law, but
worked up by us into something else - narnely,
\^rhat surPasses naEure. /ð

h this strlking pâssage Kant presents Ehe inagination as having a

constitutíve role in aesthetic judgenent; indeed, aesEhetic judgenent i.s

none other than an acË of imagination. The rrjudgenent in the judgement

of taste Iis] assimÍlated to ilûagínâtíon, displaced by itraginâtion,

transformed into an operation of imagination."7t hrhereas judgement in

Èhe rBoral sense, as set forth by Kant, is the subsumption of parÈiculars

under unj-versals, aesthetic judgemenÈ is an agency of transcendence

whÍch transgresses the bounds of the conceptual, re-forming the

phenomena it recalls to meuory.80

1Ë is Ehe inaginative nature of judgernent in the Third Critique

that enab.l-es Foucaul! to nâoe Kant as the forebear of Ëwo disÈinc! ways
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of doing theory: on the one hand' an I'analytics of truth," which seeks

the possibility of true knowledge in certain universal or Eranscendental

conditions of knowing, but on the other an "ontology of the present"

concerned !¡ith the inaginative and di.scursive constiEuEion of the

"present fíeld of possible experiences."SL Such an ontology of the

presen! recognízes the role of the constiÈuÈive iEagiûarion in creating

and apprehending the Presenti it nakes of theory a Process of judgement

which apprehends t'paiticular Lrâns cendenEals " ln hístory. ThaE is'

Ì/hile acknolrledgÍng the force of PoliEical meta-narratives to shape

every aspect of life, iÈ seeks to relate Eo then as Particulars' úthose

clairo upon us is ln the Dature of a creative apPeal rather than a

bi.nding truth. An ontology of the present seeks a descriPtion of events

which avoids theír subsumPtíon under too-general concepts' or their

explanation in telEs of too-general causes. As PauI Veyne writes'

'rEËernal realiEies - governmerÌt, domÍnation, Power, the State - cannot

explain the haze of detailed events. Such noble draperies âre noEhing

but rationalist abstracËions laid over prograns whose diversity ís

secretly enormous. "82

Herein lies the horror which Rosenberg exPresses agaínst the idea

of theory as being nerely a Eatter of taste. For there is no escaping

the conclusion that, if theory is construed as an exercise of judgement

akin to the judgement of taste' the dj.versiey of its redescriPtions' its

misreadíngs of the poliEical, r¡í11 be enornous. A theory which

conceives itself as judging aestheticalry \^¡ill ' quite "naturally"

( convent ionally ) ascribe Èo its subject matter the status of a work of
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art. Its judging wÍll consequently seek out, and constiEute

particularities in a \a'ay Ehat may, at Eimes, prove exhausting. Northrop

Frye wriËes thaÈ it is unlikely thât the "greaË poem of earth" will ever

be r^rritEen, "because â poem of earth r^rould be an endless narrative

...."83 But a EeËa-theory of politics which conceives political theory

Ëo be an exercise of aesthetÍc judgement constiËutes its object,

politícs, as this great, forlorn poem. Such a theory acknowledges that
ItEhe city - polís - in Íts sheer inability to complete itself, is the

enbodinent of the unconpletable fecundíty of human s tory-making. 'r84

Charles Taylorrs hermeneutics has little to say about the

productive imaginatíon in the consËituËíon and interpretation of

political meanÍng, beyond hís assertion ÈhaË our self- int erpretat ions

are constitutÍve of feeling. Ilís theory is quiÈe squarely opposed to

any suggesËíon that political meaning i.s an ixnaginatíve conslruce,

inasuuch as such a suggestíoo ¡¿ould serve to de-stabilj.ze and pluralize

meaníng, or !o threaten the attainnenË of rrobjective validítyrr in

interpretation. Moreover, like psychoanalysis , Taylor I s is a

"herneneutics of suspicion, " which seeks to bring incorrect

interpretations to light. The theorist, as clairvoyant, is charged with

the responsibilíty of looking through the opaciÈy of agents' self-

nisunders tandings and díagnosing them, and Ëhen prescribing uore

saluËary interpre tatíons . Praisj-ng the psychoanalytic node1, and

appropriating íts terminology, Taylor argues thât the only way Èo combat

misint erpretat ion is "by uncovering these distorËions Ëhât \^re project in

virtue of the fâct that Ëhe whole way r¡re puÈ our lives together is bound
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up v¡ith then."85 There is, he says, "no historical understanding

wirhouÈ se lf-unders tandíng. "86

That Taylor's theorist uncovers disÈorËed perceptions entails Ehat

he has access to proper ones; like the Psychoanalys!, he strives to

uncover a deep truth about the subject and, in Èhis instance' society as

r¿ell. A search for truth, conducËed along lhese lines' has no place in

aesthetic discourse, strictly speaking; as Arendt noces, in The Crifique

of Judgement the word "truth" does not occur'87 To seek to compel

aesthetic agreenent by means of an appeal to truth would be an act of

conceptual heteronoEy, a cognitivÍst coercion, as it \.'ere.

Not only ls Taylor suspicious of actorsr se 1f- interPre t¿t ions '
professing that they are often distorËions in need of correction; he

also fails to evince ruuch concern for Èhe fragÍIíty of poliÈical

meanings. For shared political meaning, thought of as a work of art,

Ilray be vulnerable to dissolution in the process of explicalion' just as

a joke which is thoroughly explained becornes a dry, huuourless bit of

pedaûtry, in short, no longer a joke' For a key characteristic of all

aesthetj.c phenooena Ís the inseParability of Eheir form and content;

they do not nerely gg¡ygy exPeriences' but 3I9 exPeríences,

intrinsically. Freud híEself poínts ouÈ that a joke is rra judgement

which produces a coEi-c contrâst'rr whose essence is Íts forn' alterations

to v¡hich may cause "the disappearance of the joke'ri in sone cases its

meaning hínges on the placeuent of a single t"tt"..88

The problen of.the dissolution of shared meaning by way of its

explicaÈion is a parEicularly profound illustraEion of the problern of
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paraphrase. Altering Max Blackrs forltrulârion of the latter some!¿hat, \,re

mi-ghE \,/ish to say that paraphrase invaríab1y says Ëoo little, and wíth

the v/rong emphasis, As a conceptuaL operatlon, a metonymic atEenpE to

unravel neEaphor, paraphrase inevitably rDust offer a selecÈive accounË

of its subject, and so i! is Lrith the herneneutic explanation of

practice Lhat Taylor proposes. The threaË to neaning inheres in the

explanationts inability to activate important aspects of the relevanE

practicers experiential import, for reasons having to do with Ehe

mairtenance of consistency and lucidity which we righËly denand of

explanâtÍon as a stylistic rDâtter.

So, for exâEp1e, a political scientist may give an âccount of the

functioning of political convenÈions as a neans of selecting poliËical

candídates, and a party, conmiËtlng itself to Êhe terms of hís analysis,

nay do everything in its po!/er to advance thís goa1, to make the

selection process quicker, nore efficient, and more d.enocratic

perhaps, as a result of this exercíse, the party institutes a province-

wide long-distance telephone ba11ot for all of its card-carryi.ng

me¡nbers. In the end, the party may be dlsappointed to find that Èhey

have ínaugurated a leadership process (and a leader) of ínterest Èo no

one, because Ehe old, ineffícient, undemocratic process vjas a nore

exciÊj.ng one, albei,t one redolent of rtthe tribal rites prescribed for

warriors before battle,"89 Perhaps, as Ín the AÐerícan presidential

sysËeE, no! even the eleEent of suspense \,ras necessary. to arouse a

public response, as long as Ëhere lrere

coEmunicatíon of nass enÊhusiasm.

a suffícient te.Levised
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The contemporary plight of the House of l,Iíndsor with respect to its

subjects ín the Comnonrrealth furnishes another example. For as long as

the Royal Family r+ere able to mainÈain a s eldom-bridgeab le gulf bet\^'een

themselves and the citizenry, Eheir allure remained intact. Presently,

hor¿ever, theír forÈunes wane as Ëhe "serious" press offers up article

after high-rninded article treating the question of the qualities

befitÈíng someone occupyíng che position of the head of staÈe, as if the

rnonarch were an exceptionally well-conpensated uinor bureaucrat; these

disquisitions have done nore to foster republican sentinents Ehan any

breath of scandal, for they go to the question of instrunental

insËlËutional rationality, never a strong card for royalty. Such

díscourses iuperil Ehe existing institution because Ehey provide a

redescriptíon vrhich thinkÍng' voting people ean accept; nonetheless, Ëhe

redescription may not exhaust the Eeaníng of monarehy, for it reduces a

symbolíe, totemic sËatus to an alnost commercÍal function.

To take a fina1, nore serious example, one night weLl consider the

plight of Aboriginal peoples in North Arnerica, whose s e lf-def init ions

were displaced by European culture by means of a redescription \^thich

aEounted to a hostlle takeover. Their practices were explicated to them

in terEs of an alien standard of ratÍonality, which de-cont extualiz ed

and transvalued thelr existing self-de scrip tions unli.l only vestÍges of

their ethical, poIítlca1' ând spiriËual discourse renained, vestiges

q¡hich are only now being reclaÍned.

Each of these three instances is an example of the phenomenon Max

Weber Ëermed "rationalizaÉion," and they serve to illusÈrate three
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dangers inherent j.n Taylorrs aÈteEpt !o systematize accounts of

practice: selectivily, irrelevance, and, most destructive of a1l,

mj.sunders tanding. They serve as crude reminders EhaE "ideological

principles are metonyruic," selective interpretations of a r,¡hole which

can never be made fully expliciE. I'Rationalization of be1ief," as a

denand for a systenatic account of practice,rr Ís the eliminarion of

particular judgements \^rhÍch cannoË be subsumed under a nore general

judgenent."91 PresùBably Tâylor would uake rro inËerpretive "errors"

either so lrivial or so uomentous as the ones just menEioned; hov¡ever,

all we have Eo assure us is his assertion that a good hermeneutic

theorist will be prepared to exercise "a certain Eeasure of insight."92

If, however, his Eetaphor of "mapping the terrain of praeÈicesrr is a

serious one, it is open !o question lrhether the hermeneutic eheorist's

insight wí11 be used to its best effect, for the uetaphor suggests tha!

he will be approaching the social texE lookíng no! for particulars, but

for general conceptual contours,

Taylorrs "herneneutÍc science" is Ëhus aË variance !ùith neta-

theoríes ú¡hich take aesthetic judgenent as Èheir central üeLaphor in tr^ro

inportant respects: Taylor I s theory is unlike an exercise of â

judgenent of taste in thaË it gives priority to Èhe conceptual over Ehe

particular, as in his descriptions of "raËionality" and "meaning," and

in that it disËrusts lhe exercise of ioagination in the creation and

Ínterpretation of polítiea1 neaning, preferríng instead Eo describe the

process as a species of direct cogniEion; the treÈaphor of interPretation

as clai.rvoyant readiog of text seems Ëo demand no less. The final, most
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serious divergence is Taylorrs suppression of the idea that there is a

plurality of actors in Ehe polítical rea1m, and that there may

consequently be a legitinale conflict of interpretations.

Ilannah ArendÊ, í" T_h= __Hg*gr_ tpnéilisn, describes pluraliry as rhe

fundamental condition of political existence:

Huuan plurality, the basic condition of both
action and speech, hâs the t¡¡ofo1d character
of equalÍty and distinction. If rnen r¿ere not
equa1, they could neiËher understand each
other and those t¡ho came before them nor plan
for the future and foresee the needs of those
r¡ho will come after thero. If men were not
distínct, each human being distinguished from
any olher who ís, $/as, or ever r,¡i1l be, they
would need neither speech nor acËíon to make
themselves understood. Signs and sounds Êo
coumunicate imnediate, identical needs and
wants ¡¿ould be enough.93

For Arendt, políÉícs is a "being together'r in a connuníty which

spaces co1nmon interests and indíviduals' quests for self-disclosure rrin

the form of the so-called agonal spirit, the passionate drive !o sho\n/

one's self in neasuring up agaÍnst others .... '|94 DespiÈe Èhe clash of

"conflictÍng wills and inËentions'r iû the political real-m, from Èime to

tÍme Íts residents are able to act in concert, to begin soneÈhing

enËirely new, whose consequerìces are boundless, and whose significance

can be judged only in retrospect.95 Her enphasís upon the importance of

plurality as Ehe síne ggq non for po1ítics echoes Aristotlers claim for

phronesis, or practical v/isdoxri, that it "has Ëo do r¡¡iÈh action and

deliberaEion,rr and therefore requires congress wiÈh a group of oners

p".r",96
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Kant I s aestheEic Eheory ís the only aspect of his criEical

philosophy in e/hich exisEent huuan beings are not subordinated to the

heEeronomy of concepts, for there are, as we have seen, no concepts at

L'ork in the judgenent of ËasÊe. 'trrtrile Kantrs aesthetics projects an

ulEimate universality of judgement, this universality is not objectíve;

indeed, Kant depicts it as the frìlÍt of persuasion. Kant explains that

"a person who describes someËhing as beautíful insists that every one

ought to give the object in quesËion hls approval and fo11ow suít in

describing it as beautiful . ,.. we are suitors for agreement from every

one else ..,.tt97

Arendt, Aristotle, and Kant, although their theories dj.ffer in

other respects, all agree Ehat the plurality of actors in the political

realn is somehow irreducíb1e. trrr]:rat are the consequences of this

coEmitment ? tr{ha! ate j.ts lessons for polítical Elleory?

First, each theorisË, in at least a lirnited sense (in Kantts case,

a very limited, almost ínadvertent sense), while allor^'ing Èhat the

political life Ís lived in and through discursive practices, rejects Èhe

notion thaÊ such a life is eÍther inmured in, or exhausted by,

discourse. This ís why Aristotle maintains that, whíle young men may

prove able geoEeters or mathenaticians, "a young man of pTacËica1 rnrisdom

cannot be found."98 'rThe cause," he notes, "is thaË such r,zisdom is

concerned not only \,¡ith universals but Lrith particulars, whieh become

fatriliar from experience .. .. ''99 Practical ¡¡isdom or phronesís Èhus

has abouÈ it an element of skí1l ot connoiss eurship, which cannot

entirely be formaliz ed.
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PolitÍcal action, on Ìlannah Arendtrs account, is intimately bound

up with speech, \^rithout ¡,¡hích there can be no disclosule of the agent's

unique individuality. Speech alone, however, will not suffice; a

cerËaín social and political Eatrix is required to bring this prized

state of affairs ínto beíng:

This revelatory quality of speech and actíon
coEes to the fore where people are r^ti-th others
and neither for nor âgainst them - that is, in
sheer huuan ËogeEherness l,Iithout Èhe
disclosure of the agent in the act, action
loses its specific character and becomes one
form of achievement auong others . ... This
happens whenever hutran togelherness is lost'
thât is, when people are only for or against
other people, as for instânce in modern
warfare .... In these instances' \rhich of
course have always existed' speech becomes
indeed "rnere talk," siurply one nore neans
to\*rard the .ttd .... I00

lf one is willing to allo¡¿ that Kantrs notion of aesthetic

judgeBent night be extended to politics - r¡hj-ch was certainly never

íntended but is certainly possible nonetheless - here, too, there is a

sense of the línits of language and the concepËua1. hrhen attemptj-ng to

win universal approbatíoo for our judgements of taste' Kant Eaintains,

rÀre Eust court our fellows like suiÈors; as no conceptual language can

convey the experiences ât hand, we Bust resorË to an open-ended

persuasive discourse to try !o "brÍng them around." Thus, aeslhetic

contemplation issues in no infallible demonstrations' no binding

prescriptions, and no conceptual ultimata,

On each of these three âccounÈs, Ehen, each recognÍzed interlocutor

is ascribed a certain rudimentary equality, r¿hich is in each case

presented as the appropri.aÈe response to the relevant huuan capacilies
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acting upon the subjecÈ maÈter at hand. This concession admits ol a.

situation which none of lhe Ehree Eheorists would likely consider idea1,

but vhich aII would admit Eo be possÍble: a full-fledged conÈest of

interpre t at ions . Deliberation ' from tiEe to time, embraces

disagreement; the agonistic iurpulse toward self-dÍsclosure sometimes

brings political projects into co11isÍon; and judgenents of tasÊe,

empÍrically speaking, are notoriously variable. If theory is an

exercise of judgeEent, given the lirolts of human coEmunicaEive capacity,

and Ehe distinct needs of the parËies to such coru0unication, conflict

seems inevitable. We live ín the hope of reaching agteement - a

deliberative conclusion, a concerted effort in some project, a shared

apprehension of beauty - but such agreeû¡ent is never a foregone

conclusion.

The most disturbing aspect of Ctrarles Taylorrs proposed herneneutÍc

science is its apparent \rillingness to break recalcitrant interlocutors

to Èhe conceptual yoke, as it \¿Jere. Taylorrs certainty thaE Èhe

"terrain of possible practices" can be mapped; that the clarity of such

a mapping should enable the theorisË Eo bid those ín Ëhrall to illusion

to "develop Ëheir intuitions and change themselves"; and that the

developEent of a language of PersPicuous conËrast founds "va.Iid

transcultural judgeEerËs of superiority," presunes Èhat language will

bear crushingly heawy burdens Ín Ehe service of his theoretical project.

His olynpian perspective seerDs to de-individuate the human objects of

his discourse, to deny them the staÈus of ful1 interlocutors who night
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say something unexpected. UlEimately, Taylor denies hÍs poliLical

acÊors their \.¡í11s.

Can language provide such an unarabiguous articulatÍon of experience

as Taylor supposes? Michel Foucault cautions that.:

Discourses are not once and for all
subservient to power or raÍsed up against it,
any nore than silences are. We must make
allowance for the couplex and unstable process
whereby discourse can be both an instrument
and an effeeÈ of power, but also a hindrance,
a s tunbling-b 1ock, a poÍnt of resistance and a
starËing point for an opposing strategy.I0l

For laylor, rneanÍng has lost this vÍtal, dynanic character, and

Lies frozen in the Èypescript of the text-anal"ogue, frozen in ter¡ns like

"freedom," "rationality," and "truth." His poLitical actors are not

acËors but concept-bearers whose existence is deternined by their

adoptíon of se lf-definÍt ions r,rhlch are, in turn, the distillates of

certaín neta- theore t ical narratives li.ke "atooisro" and "expressivism."

The only meaningfuL distinction to be made is between those who

subscribe to correct theoreÈical vier^¡points and those who adhere to

false, self-defeating ones.

This ls the crux oÍ Ëhe problen: because Taylor conceives of

polilics as a rr text-analogue , " as a f1at, sEaÈic, two-dÍDensional visual

field which can be 'ruapped," he has difficulÈy in giving an account of

po1Ítícal activities whlch are Itrore in the naÈure of tenporal acÈs

directed to\ùard particulars. Such activiÊies cannoÈ easily be described

in teros of a visual metaphor because they involve a Ëhinking through of

conplex, shÍfti.ng, evanescent perceptions unique !o Èhe situation in

question; a resolution of this conplexíty by neans of personal
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judgemenÉs of significânce; and an ultimate Eranscendence of comPlexity

by neans of willful coümitments which issue from judgement, but !¿hich go

beyond it and hence surpass description. This surpâssing of descrÍption

is unacceptable to Taylorrs hermeneutÍcs, r¿hích sees knowledge as

seeing; to know ís Eo have an inmediate cogniÈive access to things,

which, optinally, involves resolving a field of sÍgnifÍcânce into

patterns of rneaning. In the uost complex scenario, such knowing will

have Ëo struggle r.riEh a situaEion of "cognitíve polarization," a classic

gestal! "rabbit-duck situation, in t'hich the theorist must sÊruggle to

determine which percepÈÍon best organÍzes the particulars to be

described: posÍtive ot negâtive freedon, conEuniËarianisu or atoEisrtr'

Ehe politics of polarization or the po1íËÍcs of .orrs 
"ns,ls 

. 10 2 A

disordered state of knowledge is characterízed by the oPacity of its

self-descrÍptions; lack of knowledge is sinply blindness.

Theory, then, must merely make sense of tÀthat is already Ëhere' Ehe

neanÍng inmanent in the tex!-analogue, distributed in the lypescriPt of

its pages. Such a theory finds it difficult, however, to look up from

the page. It seeks neanÍng as a stable' articulated \'rho1e ' and is

disconcerted by the active, inaginaËive constitution of meaníng in the

proeess of judgeuent, and by the willing eobrace of new particulars

q'hich issues fron this judgenenÈ.

Charles Taylorrs political theory lacks a certain aesthetic coEEon

sense. I^41at it gains in repre sentat Íona1 claríly, iÈ loses in relevance

and force. Like so much theory insPíred by visual netaPhor' hÍs

prospective theory of practice lacks a convincing psychology or
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phenomenology of psychic exPerience' for psychology depends upon â sense

of internality whÍch is foreign to the objecËifyirig spirit of the

u1"tr¿1. 103

Taylorrs interpreLive priorities therefore seen reversed. Seeking

Eo legislate for practice' and indeed to transform it, he chooses the

articulate concept as Ëhe nedium of transformalion. By clearing up

conceptual and meta- Eheor e t ical "rouddle," he hopes to help socieEy bind

up its wounds, and be healed. But such concePtual repair is the one

activiÈy Èhat Ís least J-ikely to change Prâctice; the "rainbov¡ bridge of

concepts" is lofty, luminous, and beautiful to behold, but it is a long

vay removed frorn the ecoûouic, social' and polÍtica1 Practices Taylor

wj.shes to see âltered, For, as Cardinal Newu¿n observes ín his Graul]nar

of AssenÈ, the li.kelihood of our doing is intimately bound up with the

manner of our knowing, and, as oul knorÀting in trosË Practical malters is

a question of inaginatively apprehendÍng p¿rticulars (after the PatÈern

of Aristotle's phronesis) , we are more likely to be noved by

proposíËions whlch address the imaginalion in Ehe guise of Ëhe concrete

and the particular; whereas the concrete and the Particular exPerience

may win a rrreal assent'r leading to action, Ëhe concePtual conmands mere

'rnotional assenÈ,rt feeble and faint by eotparison.l04

Rather Ëhan a concePÈual re-orderíng, a re-structured neta-

narratlve, transforBation of pracËice requíres the insPiraËion afforded

by the sensuous particular, the influence of "stabilizing and focusi.ng

events r¿hich one night call cultural paradigms."l05 In other words,

following Michael Polanyi, the transformation of skiJ-led Practices
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requires a kind of demonstrâtion, a teaching by example nediated by the

sy'mbol; so, for example, when Gandhi vtanted people to think about self-

reliance, he taught theltr to spin. Heidegger Poinls to the Greek TempLe,

Êhe Hebre\^r Covenant, the luminous deeds of Pericles, and Lhe thottghtful

words of Parmenídes as further instances of Potentially transforming

cultural paradigms.106 Truth for a given society always takes uP

residence in the particulâr and the tangible:

The openness of this open, Eha! Ís, truÈh' can
be what it ls, ûamely, this openness, only if
and as long as it establishes iËself ttithin
iÈs open, Hence there uust always be some
being j.n this open' something Ehat is, in
which the oÞenness Èakes Íts stand and atÈains
its constan;y.I07

All of the exanples we have cited are bearers not merely of a

díscursive, but also of an existential truth, which can never be ful1y

unravelled or exhausted in language. Moreover, as syrnbols' they attain

both a certain openness and a certaín consEancy' inPressing themselves

upon the inaginatj.on and inviting an lndeternûinate range of responses in

the \^'ay of reflection, appreciation, and action; Ehey PEonPt an

aesthetic as ¡¿el1 as a cognÍtl-ve response. Therefore, they are able to

inspire l¡haE Newman called a "real assent" to their status as bearers of

truËhs, an assent which is likely to have an iupac! uPon pracÈice; they

are t'images Èhat, r,rhen assented to, have an influence upon both the

individual and society, which mere notions cannoË exert."108

The sorts of discourses by which Taylor hopes to dispel illusion

and bring about practical change are no! necessarily the sorts of

discourses besË equipped to accomplish these tasks: a highJ-y articulaÈed
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phÍlosophical anthropology such as the one he esPouses Eends' by its

very nature, tov¿ards a rhetoric of exclusion whÍch can only be

surmounted (as it cannor be PenetraÈed) by a wholesale adoPtj.on. The

complex, articulate discou¡se of this kind of theory is a personal,

autob io graphical construction of such soPhis!ication thaÈ Ít alnost

precludes participatÍon or intellectual community; discipleship' rather'

is r¿hat is deuranded:

Willingly or unwillingly, philosophers' when
they try to utter the unspelt aspírations of
Ehelr age and draw, at the salDe tÍme, from
their Personal resources, creater or co-create
or perhaps actuate new languages. Some of
Ëhose languages prove to be stillborn and
quickly sink into oblivion. Soue rernain and
strike roots in Ehe soit of culture buÊ then
they usualJ-y are no! ir¡mediately, naturally
convincing or even intelligibIe. More ofEen
than not to understand a ner¡t language of
philosophy is a natter of sPÍrj.tua1
conversíon: the act of understandj-ng and
believing are undis t inguishab le ' perhaps even
the latter precedes th; foruer'I09'

Thus it seems that "a philosophy becomes íntelligible through a

kind of initiation v¡hich is not Preceded by an act of understanding,"

whích is the reason that "philosophers so often complain about being

misunderstood."ll0 Lrhereas CharLes Taylor believes EhaE "greater

1ucídity can help us see our way !o a reconciliation lof ruoral

conflÍctl," whlch is "the potential goal and fruit of arËiculacy"' we

have on the contrary reason to believe Ëhat an increasingly

sophisËicaEed articulaÈíon of practice sharpens conflict.lll An

increase in theoretical articulacy is a technicâl1y virtuosic demand for

assent to an increasingly idiosfncratic personal vision. Theoretical
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arËiculacy heightens Èhe ongoing contesË of int erpre ta! ions ' raises iËs

stakes, for "Lhere is no banâIiEy so banaL that its neaning would not be

occasionally challenged or conËested by phÍlosophers"' 1I2

therefore it is likely - if we trust Ëhe
guidance of historical experience - Ehât
routually un-unders tandab le and incongruous
idioms wilL compete \,¿ith each other, Anong
a1I possible' infinitely numerous, languages,
none is probably al l- encoropass Íng save the
Iingua íncognita D"i. rr3

Taylor grudgingly concedes that his me ta- Eheore ! icâl couìmitnent to

articulâcy may not always be conducive to an irenic polj.EÍcs, notíng

that rrif reconciliation is impossibl-e, then articulacy will buy us much

greater inner conflict."Il4 Interestingly, however, Taylor holds thar

if such psychie, socíal, and discursive reconciliation does Prove

iEpossible, the inpossibility is due !o a lack of recognition, orr

someone's part, of the r'.fu11 range" of goods "to ¡¿hich r¡e cannoE but

hold a11egian"" .... .'115 He d.oes not advert Èo Ehe possibility that

theory itself níght plây a part in wideníng Èhe inpasse, by advancing a

construct too idiosyncratic for anyone to accepE.

Taylor, unlike the Kantian aesthete, does not exPect !o woo his

interlocutors; rather, he expects Èhem to "develop Ëheir insightsrr and

to recognize the truth of his arti-culations. Believing' ho\^rever ' is not

seeing alone; it is an active novenent Èhrough moEents of thinking away

the past, coning to a judgement in the Present' and willing into the

future. To see the subjects of one's inquiry' the recipients of one's

theoretical acÊivÍty, in this way Ís Èo acknowledge Ëhat they are

something nore, and someÈhing other, than figures upon the field of a
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textual page. This acknowledgement is not an easy one for Taylor, and

herein lies the câuse of his failure Èo develop a convÍncing account of

hunan coÐnuniÈy. His theory of practice leaves hÍm r^¡iÈhout a means to

understand the novemenE of !d11 that Eranscends the contingencies of

poLitical life in order to found a comnunity; ÈhaÈ is to sây, it leaves

him \,Ìithout an understanding of the phenomenon of consen!.

Consen! is the act of goodwill, ÈhaE is, of a good will' that is

the ulEimaEe fruit of politícal judgenent. After a particular practice,

or net\.'ork of practices, or a product thereof, has been Ehought, its

shiftíng couplexiÈÍes wrested from the pastrs sticky conceptual web, and

judged to be good, Èrue, or beautiful in iEs Particularity, one final

act of r¡rind (and, to appropríate a ËradíÊiona1 inage, heart) remains

before it becomes a phenornenon of significance for Practice. lt nust

become the objecË of a peculiar kind of conmitment, an ¿ct of will which

bestows v¡orth upon it. Such bestor¿al is an absoluteLy incalculable act'

which cannot be subsumed under a concept or explained in terms of a

cause. It is an âct of free r.¡i1l which, like the regard \'¡hich is

granted to a loved one, confers an indefinite licence and authority upon

ils object. IË is an inaginalive acE, r,Thich makes iÈs object !¡orthy'

nakes iÈ canonical. It linits cannot be specÍfied in advance; an

assessmenE of lts strength waits upon rhe Passage of tÍne and

cj-rcumstance, And, because it ís a conmÍtEen! lrhose limiEs are unclear,

r¡hich moreover looks to\,¿ard lhe future, it cannot be theEaÈized in terms

of a visual metaphor. It is a calf aod . .""pon"".1l6
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Neither can such besÈorral' or consent of the nos! encompassing

kind, be eliEinated froú political discourse as a Perpetual Problen.

Though it may periodically be a rare kind of action' it is EhaÊ which

founds political cornrnunity, just as "love creaEes i.Es o\,rn conmunity."llT

I! is an imaginâÈive bridging of distânces, which puts its servants at

the disposal of a cíty, a party, or a movement, jusE as one rnight

imagine EhaÈ Northrop Frye \ras put at Shakespeare's disposal, Vladimir

Ashkenazy at Beethovenrs, or Romeo at Julietrs. The distances of tine,

space, and cultural difference are thus bridged not by a nediating

concept, but by an intense coumitEent, an act of idettificaEion whích

willingly singles out an object as worthy of oners fídelíÈy. Inasmuch

as iE is an easier thlng for a greaËer number Eo identify wiEh the

synbol of the Crucifixion than wíth the Sunna Theologiae, for exarnple,

the pârauountcy of the cultural paradign over Èhe conceptual systeû is

assured in matters touching upon the formaËion and PerpetuatÍon of all

kinds of interpretive coû¡munilies.

This is a nysrery r.thich Taylorrs hermeneutics cannot hope to

fathoE, as the operatíon of the ¡¿í11 into the darkness of the future

cannot be scheEatlzed ín terDs of a visible configuraËion in which al1

the relevant particulars are already Present. His theory therefore

subsisÈs aÈ the level of appraisal, the deterEinate judgenent that

always stops short of besto\r41, lhe díscourse of "science, a¡qbitÍon, or

norality," rather than of 1ove. Appraisal adEiËs only that sort of

judgenent \rhich is definitive of Kantian morals, r¡h1ch subsumes the
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particular under the general; iE is a heÈeronouous judgerûent which

j-mposes but lrill not be imposed upon:

hr1:ren appraisal occurs alone our aLlítude
deveJ-ops in the direction of science,
ambiËion, or moraliËy. To "do the right
thingl we need not bestor^t value upon anoEher
person; \re need only recognize the lruth about
his character and act appropriately
Appraisal v¿ithout bestowal may lead us to
change other people regardless of what they
lrant .... 0n this attitude great instituÈions
are often built. BuÈ it is not a loving
attitude . I l8

CharLes Taylorrs herûeneutics, a rheEoric of insight, vision, and

recognition, seeks only Ëo see and be seen, but never to pursue or win

coumitment. It is, perhaps' not â surprise that a notable Hegel scholar

should belj-eve that "the ruoral conflj.cts of modern culÈure" might be

reconciled by a greater lucidity and articulacy'119 But' as a Hegel

scholar, Taylor should recognize thât the panoramíc view ¡¡hich is needed

for a truly comprehensi.ve appraisal strands one at the end of hÍstory,

\rhere Èhere ís ûo more present and no more future. The theorist who

\^Tishes Ëo live in the present must love his partners Ín conversation as

uuch as he hopes to be loved by then; that is' he must refrain from

telling then all Êhat he rrknows" about them. For the soothsayer, once

he has told â11 that he knows, noÈhing reEaÍns to be saÍd, ând this is

surely a lonely life.
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CIIAPTER V

SOME CONCLUDING DOUBTS ABOUT TAYLORIS TI{EORY OF PRACTICE

In the opening lines of the gnostic Gospel of Thomas ' Jesus

declares, I'I,Jhoever finds the interpretation of these sayings r^ril1 not

taste death."l ¡.nd he continues' "Knoq7 what is in your sighl, ând r,IhaÈ

ís hidden from you will become clear to you."2

l,trriti-ng upon the theme of religion and raËionality, Schopenhauer

comments:

The fundanent¿1 distinctioo between relígions
does ûot 1ie in whether they are monotheistíc,
polytheistic, pantheistíc or atheistic (as
Buddhisn is ) , but j.n r^'hether they âre
optirtristic or Pessimistic. The 01d and New

Testanent are for this reâson diametrically
opposed, and their union forms a very strange
centaur: for the old Testanent Ís oPtiEístic'
the Ne\t TestauenÈ pessimístic. The former is
a Êune in the najor, Èhe latter a tune in the
mínor . 3

As optimistic as the old Teslament night sometímes be' it is an

optimism ¡¿hich never maÈches that espoused by the early sects now

grouped under Lhe general rubric 'rgnosticis¡n." These sects propounded a

fanily of teachings which involved a number of signifieant rejections

and a single, luminous affirma!íon. The Snostic, first of all, "tended

to misLrust the body, regarding it as Ehe saboteur that inevitably

engaged him ín suffering."4 The body was regarded as the locus of a

terríbly ambiguous experience' from whÍch the soul had to be delivered'

a seducËíon by pleasure leading inexorably Eo a betrayal in pain. IË is

no! surprising that a vísual metaPhor for self-knowledge was
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particularly attractÍve to gnostic Ehinkers, because it seemed to

beÈoker Ëhe possibility of an escape froo the ambiguÍtÍes Eha! stem from

humanityrs temporal efflorescence and decay:

... t\.7o-d inens i.onal perspective ... is adopted
from a certain point of víew in order to
achieve a notation of lhe v¡orld that would be
valid for everyone ... It congeals the lived
perspecti.ve and, in order to represent !¡ha t is
perceived, adopts an index of deformation
¡¿hlch fs char¿cteristic of rny sÈandpoint . ..
Since thÍs deformaEion is systematic and
occurs according to the same index in every
part of the scene, ít transports me amidst the
very Èhings and shows Ëhem Eo rûe as God sees
them. Rather, to be nore precise, Èço-
dinensional perspecÊive does not give me a
hu¡oan view of Èhe world. It gives ne
knowledge that can be obtained from a human
viewpoint-by a god who does not get caught in
finitude. )

!'earing the linitatÍons of tiure and space, the gnostics sought a

self-knowledge which could transcend them. Fron this 011'mpian

perspecËive, the cornmon occupa!íons of nankind seemed but passíng

Èrivialíties. "lf 'the many' - unenlightened people - believed thaE

Êhey would find fulfÍllrnent in faurily 1ife, sexual relationships,

business, politics, ordinary eurployment or leisure, the gnostic

rejected Èhis belief as an illusion."6 Instead, their radically

herEetic herneneutics sought refuge froo the uncertainties of the world

in a spiritually illuurined discourse by which "hunanity itself ... was

disclosed to be Èhe 'God over all. t"7 In the refuge of knowledge,

experience is overcone and the neaning of life is iumanent;

inEerpretation defers deâth.
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Eric Voegelin sees in gnosticism a perennially appealing

inÊel1ecËua1, spiritual, and ulti.mately political tendency - which has,

over Èime, gradually become a more and more potent threat to politics.

"Its essence ís rthe ÍEmanentization of the Christian eschatonr: Ëhe

belief in salvatíon beyond world and time becomes a belief in the

transfiguration of man and society in this \,/olld and in our címe."8 The

aÊÈempt at iDÐanentizíng the meaníng of exislence is fundamentally "an

attenpt at bringing our knowledge of transceridence into a fírmer grip

than the cogni.tío fidei, the cognition of fairh, will afford; and

GnosÈic experiences offer this firmer gríp in so far as they âre an

expansion of the soul to the point ¡¿here God is drawn ínro the existence

of man. "9

Even if one accepts Voegelinrs complex genealogical account of the

intrusion of gnostic consciousness into modern Eimes, \,rhich is not

itself uncontroversía1, I,¡hat Ís to be feared about the írDmanentizing of

Ëhe meaning of human exisÈence in the here and now? Voegelin xnaintains

thaÊ such immanentization involves Èhe premature dissolution of Metaxy,

the sense thât, as thinking hunan beings, r"ze exist in a state of tensíon

between the noetíc and Lhe apeírontic, betl"'een Èhe subline cerËitude of

knowing and the sense of awe that the boundlessness of our experience

engenders.l0 GnostÍcism ís a loss of the selse that our boundaries are

theuselves bounded by boundlessness; that is, iË is a loss of the

consciousness of _the ineffable. It is a casÈing âside of the uncerÈain

certainties of the cognitio fidei in the search for a more iÐmediate

certainty . 11
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Gnosticismrs optiBism abouÈ the capacity of making Eeaning

inmediately present j.s a sPecious oPtimisu, however, merely anxiety's

suj.ling twi¡. For knowledge has Íts limits, difficult as they nay be to

descríbe, and lhe theoretical languages spar.med by Ehe gnostic drive for

certainty fail to capture meaning; they succeed only in locking out the

spirit of inquiry.I2 There is no theoreÈicat language, however

sophístícaEed, '¿hich can exhaust reality; "there is no language in Ehe

absËracÈ, as some nodern linguisËs aPpear to assume' by which Itran can

refer to the hieroPhantic everÌts of the noetic and Pneurûatic

differenti¿tions, but only the concreËe language creâted in the

articulation of the event."13 Our civilízâÈíon's greaÊ cultural,

íntellectual, and spiritual events cannot' therefore, be made the

objects of a trans-his t.or ical discourse' \úhích subordinates Ehem to rhe

Eruths of its concepts; although Ëhey are constituted, Presented Lo the

understanding, in language, ít Ís a language that lives and dies within

the matrix of practice. Language Ís a kind of practice, not a Eeans for

geËting beyond it.

Theory itself is not so much a urapping of Practíce as an evocation

thereof; it cannot be iEPosed uPon a community, as definitive of Ehat

coxûnuníty, from a Position of Pure externality:

theory âs an explicatlon of certain
experiences ís ÍnÈetligible only to those in
rúhon the explication wíl1 stir up parallel
experiences as the exûPirÍcal basj.s for testíng
the Ëruth of theory' Unless a theoretical
exposition activates the corresponding
experiences at least to a degree, it wÍII
creaEe Lhe iropression of enpEy Ealk or will
perhaps be rej ecÈed as an írrelevant
expressÍon of subj ectíve opinions. A
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Eheoretical debate can only be conducted among
spoudaioí [the earnest, serious-rninded, or
concerned] in the ArisEotelian sense; theory
has no argument agåinst a man who fee1s, or
pretends to_.feel, unable of re-enacting the
experience. l4

DoubÈless, Charles Taylorrs political Eheory seeks to acÈivate

certain experiences which Taylor would like to make normative' The

question is, to whaE extenË he succeeds as he casts a t¡ider and wider

i.nterpretíve neÈ. As his focus widens from self-interPre ta E ion to the

Beanings constitutive of political coumuniEies, to me ta-narrat ive s ' to

concepts applied historically and cro s s-culËurally, TayLor is dealing

with fragments of discourse further and further renoved from Ehe

practical contexts in rrhich Ëhey had their being. Each succeeding

generalization involves a greaÈer assertion of theoretical wil1. And

yet, he insists, at each stage a definitive interpretation or mapping of

pracËice is possible.

Taylorrs herneneutic theory of practice rhus assumes â gnostíc

character, Ehe aspirations of an intellectualist gnosis !.¡hich assuEes

"the form of a speculative penetration of the Eystery of creation and

exÍstence ,... 't15 Like the âncient gnostÍcs, Taylor denies the

aurbÍguíty that arises fron Èhe contÍngencíes of physical exPerÍence; the

tacit eleEenÈs of pracËj-ce are always resolved inEo the visibilÍty of

the discursive. Also like the gnostícs, Taylor is wílling to trade the

pracËice of politics for knowledge thereofi there is lÍttle point in

wooíng the unenlightened, spending tiEe with ËheE in deliberation' ¡¿hen

\^rhat is really required ís Ëo see, to kno'^r, and to tell' And so'

ultiEately, Taylorrs theorist r,rithdraws into a heruetic science' a
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secure vantage point fron which to observe and to nap the neanings that

are immanent in discourse.

Seeing, Caoille Paglia rnaintains, is an apotropaion, a "r,rarding off

of fear."16 It serves in this way because "the eye is perempÈory in iEs

judgementsrt; moreover, "each of our glances is as much exclusion as

inclusi.on."lT Taylor's visual netaphor assuages Éheoretical anxieÈy by

its exclusions as much as by its inclusÍons. The act of inelusion is of

course significanc; by conceíving neaning as iEDanent \.rithin discourse,

visible upon the pages of the social text-analogue, it confers a godlike

status upon the theorist who sees, recognizes, and identifies meaning.

The very assertion of neaningrs íumanence, its iE$edíate presence,

dispels anxÍety abouË its possible absence, for those gnostic

ËemperamenEs who desíre a "possessive experience" of meaning, who are

not content to walË upon things orr"".rr,18

Perhaps more iEporËantly, lhough, visionrs uniquely peremptory

judgeEents exclude the contest of Ínterpretations which can so threaten

theoryrs claim !o â heterononous authoriÉy. Visionr s 'rcognitíve

polarization" a11ows the theotíst sirnply to Put an unpalatable

inËerpretation rrout of the picture.'r InterPretations ¡¿hich have fallen

ínto disfavour, for exanple, the idea of a 'rconsensus politics," rnay

sinply be rùritEen off as obscurities or illusions. From such

"judgenenËs" there is no appeal, for Èhe truth ís there for all to see.

In the end, Taylorrs political theory presents itself in terms

remarkably reniníscent ol

phenonenology:

Taylort s own criticism of Hegelr s
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... his thesis that the AbsoLute nust finally
coltre Eo compleÈe r explicit clarity in
concepEual staEement gives Èhe primacy in the
end to the descriptive dimension. our
expliciÈ consciousness is no longer surrounded
by a horízon of the inplicit, of unreflected
lÍfe and experience .... 0n the contrary, in
Èhe Hegelian synthesj.s the unclear
consciousness of the beginníng is itself made
part of the chain of conceptual necessiËy.
The unclear and inarticulaÊe, just as the
external and contingent, is itself shor¡n Eo

have a necessary exÍstence. The aPProximate
and incompletely formed is itself derived in
exac! ' articulaie concepts ' 

I9

Must theory, to be Eheory, follo¡¡ the example of Taylor's

herrneneutics, hís proposed theory of practice? Must it' deny the

arnbiguiry of language, Èhe plurality of participants in public life' and

the potentially tragic contest of polítical interPretaEions their

oeaning, their very realiEy ?

Theoryts narrative is a tale of rhe circulacíon of metaphors, a

tale which ís in no danger of coming to its end. ciÈing Vossner'

Michael Polanyi wriËes, "The true artÍsts of speech ... remain always

conscíous of the uetaphorical character of language. They go on

correcting and supplementing one metaphor by anoEher' allowing their

words to contradict each other and attending only Ëo the unity and

certainty of theír thought."Z0 There is always one nore EeÈaPhor to

correct and suppleEent theoryrs work' as it works to correct ând

suppleuent the nork of thought:

Soueone Eight object Ëhal the more a work
tends to!ùard Ehe nultiPu-cation of
possibilities, the further it departs from
thaË unicum whích is the ¡9!! of the !¡riter'
his inner sincerity and the discovery of his
or^n truth. But I would answer: l^Jho are we,
who is each one of us' if not a conbinaEoria
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of exPeriences' information, books we have
read, Èhings inagined? Each life is ar1

encyclopedia, a library, an inventory of
objects, a series of styles, and everything
can be constanElv shuffled and reordered in
every way conceivâb Le. 2I

As \,ze have not yet reached the end of history' thele are many

stories which yet nay be told; therefole, \'¡e uay hold out some rnodesE

hope that theoryts PossibiliÈies have not been completely exhausEed'

Ilans-Georg Gadamer suggests EhaÈ "Ehe art of thinking beauËifu1ly" mÍght

be realized nore fully were r.¿e to conceive it in terms of the arts of

speech.22 Indeed, Gadamer nakes such an attenPt in his hermeneulic

theory, which euploys Ehe meEaphor of interPreEation as conversaËion.

The conversation netaPhor is one which can help us Eo reclaim sone

of the experiences excluded by Taylorrs visually conditioned

hermeneutics. AubÍguiEy, for exanple, is no longer Eaboo' "In

conversaËion' rfactsr appear only to be resolved once tuore into the

possj.bilíEies froE which Èhey were made; rcertainÈiesr are shoÞ'n to be

coBbustible, not by being brought in contacÈ r^riEh oÈher tcertâínti'esr or

Lrith doubts, but by being kindled by Èhe presence of ideas of another

order; approxinations are revealed between ideas norroally remote from

one another."23 Arnbiguity pervades both the mode and the Eatter of a

conversation: the node, because of the sensuous and temporal character

of speech iËself, and the ûatter' because the free Play of

conveïsational dlalogue allor¡s (and may even encourage) aubiguity in iÈs

locutionary dimension'

If theory is a .conversation, 
ít nay also reclain the significance

of human plurality, for "it Ís inpossible in the absence of a diversity
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There must be at least two parties Eo a

coûversaÈion, of course, and Ehey must listen to each other; Èhe

presence of lhe other is perceived, no! as a ËhreaË' buE as the occasion

of appreciation ãnd enjoyment. Following Arendt, one could say that a

conversâtion is characÈerized by equality and distinccion; the PârEners

nust be dístÍnct, oEherr.rise the conversation r\tould lack any subject

matter, but at Èhe same time, they are equal a! leâst in the sense that

Ëhey are each willíng to Sive their aEËenEj.on to a questi.on of con¡mon

ínÈerest. "To conduct a conversation," wrítes Gadamer, "means Éo allow

oneself to be conducted by Ehe object Èo vhich che Partners in the

conversaËion are directed."25 The conversation thus creates a sort of

coomunity, bringing the Partners inÈo a relationship of willing

dependence upon one another.

A conversâtion, finally, allov¡s for a Eodícum of interpretíve

contesE, whích can be sustaíned índefinitely' as long as the partners

are willing. "In Ít," says OakeshotE, 'rdifferent unÍverses of discourse

ueet, acknowled.ge each other and enjoy an oblique relationship \'lhich

neither requires nor forecasts their being assinilated to one

another."26 Parties !o the conversation Eust treat each oÈher LriEh

courtesy, but this does not entâil tha! they üust reach an agreement'

simply Èhat they nake "the object Iof díscussion] and all iEs

possibiliEies f luid. "27

The conversatlon ueEaphor is a honely one; iÈ lacks Ëhe grandeur

and sweep of the visual metaPhor as it appears in Plators S]¡mposium. lf

Èheory were a conversation, iE could Promise neÍther to sÍtuaÈe meaning
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nor to find a "radical hope in history."28 It \,¡ould inviËe discussion,

buÈ j.t could not adjudicate; in a realm of study often called normative,

it could be roerely suggestive.

If theory !¿ere a natler of hearing rather than seeing, it \^¡ould, of

necessiËy, be â certâin kind of practice bound up with other practices,

a Èheory in raËher thân g! practice. However nodest it might be,

Èhough, il could legitinately aspire Eo certâin iEiportanÊ interpretive

virtues: receptiveness, sensiÈivity, and aÈtentiveness Eo the rhythmic

interplay of identity and differenee. AEbiguity of tone, Plurality of

voice, and the rivalry oÍ compeÈing interPretations would neither

confuse nor frusÈrate such a theory, but could be taken uP into ils

deliberations.

A Eheoríst l.rho Ís at home in the auraf ¡¿orld has descended from the

Ol''npian heights into a labyrinth of voice ¡¡hlch echoes ltith the sound

of many discussions. Like MartÍn Heideggerrs poet, such a theorist musE

culËivate "an ever uore painstaking listening. "29 Listening f.or

meanj.ngrs resonance, however faint, is an act of hope, ând of paÈience.

"They also serve," wriËes Mílton, "who only stand and r¡ait."30 To

understand how and why this is so is the task of a political theory Ehat

is concerned \,rith the diverse parEiculariÈies of Politicâ1 lífe' that

has broken free of Èhe ldea of a theory of practice.
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